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INSTALLING POWER

CITIZEN COMPLAINS

BUSY WEEK AT AUGUSTA

Three Fishing Vessels Famed Because Greater Effort Is Not
Overlock Exemption Bill Vigorously Opposed—Committee
In Racing Circles, To Use
Made To Keep the Harbors
Favorable To Prison Work—Register of Deeds Clarke
Fairbanks-Morse Engines.
Open In Winter.
Asks An Increase.
Three of the well known Boston and
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RADIO-1 NCR EASING-FREQUENCY

Braemore Chocolates
Commodore Chocolates
They are good, especially good candies.

They are sold at a range of prices that makes them distinctive
values at these prices. Either package offers absolutely pure,
wholesome, fresh candy.
2623

MADE IN PORTLAND FOR EVERYBODY’S SWEET TOOTH
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And 1 low a Rockland Girl
Marched In a Belgian Pa
rade of Protest.

The plea made by Mrs. Lizzie Pi- I Prison is a big institution and as it is
nette of Augusta that Iter little home j run. it >s an honor to the State and a
within the shadow of the State House I credit to the Prison commission.
There was no opposition at the hearmight continue to he exempt from ing.
taxation was a feature of Wednesday's
The committee then took up the re
hearing before the Taxation committee 1 solve asking for $5,000 for the repair A man there was and He looked a sight,
(Even as you and I),
on Representative Jesse Overlock’s
ol,t-side buildings at the prison.
Mr. Hastings pointed out that there His ears stuck out so straight and round,
I<ill which removes the property ex- |
are about 10 of these buildings which (We said a specimen droll we'd found),
emption granted to soldiers and their are in need of repair, practically no He said they were that way to catch
the sound,
wives.
repairs have been made on them since
(Even as you and I).
1913.
The
buildings
need
shingling
How she had saved money $1 at a
time to purchase this modest home and painting, and several need new
/
was described by Mrs. Pinette, who is under pinings.
Warden Eaton said, that the build
a white haired woman of 70, and the
widow of a Grand Army veteran. She ings are tenements psed by the
spoke in behalf of herself and the prison employes and that they bring
in something to the State in the way of
widows of the veterans.
Representative Sixvrrow of Pitts rent. He spoke of these buildings as
ton opened the case for the proponents safeguards to keep efficient help at the
of the Overlook hill. He spoke of the institution, saying that there are not
burden upon the smaller towns saying any vacant rents in Thomaston.
Mr. Hastings said that the great
that 139 towns had tax rates of from
40 to SO iruills and that the exemption trouble at the prison is to get efficient
of soldiers' estates lip to $3,000 in these
Ole guards who have to lie out
on the prison wall at 6 o'clock in the
towns was a great hardship.
Representative Overlock of Washing morning, receive only $23 a week. A girl there was and she looked a fright,
(Even as you and I),
ton, said there were 13 sets of build These tenements which they rent, are
ings in the little town of Washington, added inducements for its men to keep Her hair puffed out so wide and round,
(We said a specimen queer we’d found),
two of them as good as there are in their positions.
No opiiosition was voiced to the re She was by fashion's dictates bound,
the town. The soldiers and their wi
(Even as you and I).
dows in his town had money enough solve.
The third resolve upon which hear
to pay their bills, while in some other
towns they did not. He believed that ing was held called for an appropria
the exemption granted by the 79th tion of $89,800 for each of the two com
Legislature was unwise and unneces ing fiscal years this sum being made
sary and claimed that it was not asked up of: Personal services, $50,000;
maintenance, $36,000; and retiring and
for by the soldiers or their families.
Senator Hinckley of Cumberland op pensioning prison officials, $3,800.
Mr. Hastings stated that the men are
posed the Overlook bill. "The only
persons affected at the present time there at the prison and must be taken
are the veterans of the Civil War, the care of, and that the warden said
youngest of whom are 75 years of age there was not a man on the payroll who
itnd we will have them with us but a was not needed. He «|ioke of the work The man was wise and he thought a
short time," he said. "If it had not of the prisoners and said that if the
thought,
been for these men we would be two two coming years as tiie past two, the
(Even as you and I),
or more warring countries instead of prison might be able to turn back a Of a way the trouble to overcome,
the great nation that we now are. substantial amount of the appropria (He wasn't, with all things told, so
When they went to war they had no tion of the State.
numb),
Warden Eaton also made the same One couldn't be deaf even though he
bonus, their widows and children were
paint,
stating
that
he
could
not
look
not cared for.”
was dumb
William J. Thompson of China, mas ahead to what the business of the
In order this plan to try.
prison
would
amount
to
in
the
next
ter of the State Grange, and former
chairman of the State board of asses two years.
The earnings of the men In the dif
sors, suggested that a wiser way to
give aid to the Civil War soldiers and ferent departments of the prison were
their widows would be by State pen touched upon liy Mr. Hargraves, who
stated that the profits for the past
sion or direct act of the Legislature.
Matthew C. Morrill of Gray, former fiscal year were over $40,000. In the
State Senator and'civil War veteran, last fiscal year about $35,000 was turn
said that the exemption granted the ed back to the State from the approp
soldiers would not be missed, “if the riation granted.
RepresAitative Tilden of the com
assessors were as keen to look up taxes
on wild land township, intangible prop mittee had figured that $20,000 added What a gay device those headphones are
erty and water power holding.” Mr. to the income far each fisoal year,
His vanity to hide!
Morrill said that although he Was n Civil would lie enough for maintenance. And I never hear of a radio fan,
War veteran he proposed to I>ay his he asked Warden Eaton’s opinion on But I think of this man and his clever
taxes despite the exemption, as long as the question.
plan,
Warden Eaton replied that if he From ear to ear an innocent span,
he is able to, but that this exemption
could be guaranteed that the business
was needed in a great many cases.
The wind sails down inside.
George Warren Paul of Farmingdale of the prison in the next two years
said with feeling, as he pointed to the would equal that of the past two, it
flag at he Speaker's desk, the hearing would be all right, but that he could
being held in the hall of the House of not look ahead.
There was a very small attendance
Representatives: "I am surprised and
amazed that a-man can stand in front at the hearing. The several witnesses
of that flag and oppose the old soldier were questioned by Senator Clark of
and put a smaller loaf of bread on the Lincoln, chairman, and the other mem
hers of the committee.
widow’s table.”
George E. Gay of Augusta, depart
ment commander of the G. A. R., took
A hill authorizing any justice of the
issue with Representative Overlock as
Supreme Court upon request which to
to the great number of soldiers of the
him seems proper to appoint a commis
Civil War living in the smaller towns.
sioner to revise and correct the indexes The girl was vexed and her coiffure
When I became commander of the
of the records in any registry of deeds
wrecked
Department of Maine I found that out in the State. The expense of the work
And twisted and turned awry,
of the 100 posts in the State, 90 could is to be paid by the county treasurer
not get out members enough to hold a when the bill is approved by the justice And she set the fashion to show the
neck,
meeting." Mr. Gay also charged that making the order was introduced in the
WRECKERS WILL TRY
the tax assessors in Augusta deprived Senate Wednesday by Senator Elliot of And bare the ears the littlest speck,
(The flapper, you know, is hard to
veterans of their exemption
Tc Scve the Bath Schooner Frank M. the
K nox.
check),
through raising of the valuation over
Deering, Off Virginia Coast
The same Senator introduced a bill
(Even as you and I).
$5,000, when it was not warranted. increasing the salary of the register of
Contracts have been made whereby 'Whatever you do for the old soldier, deeds in Knox county from $1,250 to
.ie Merritt-Chipman Wrecking Co. of do it now; if you are going to help $1,800,
New Y'ork will attempt to float the him, or if you are going to slap him in
• • • •
Bath-built schooner Frank M. Deering the face,” Mr. Gay concluded
In
the
Senate
Wednesday Bailey of
Representative Gilmore of Weatwhich went ashore last week on Cobb's
brook presented the protest of Cloud Penobscot introduced an act to prevent
Island, off the Virginia coast.
smoking in street railway cars. The
It was believed that the craft would man Post, G. A. R„ against the re act provides that Whoever enters any
be a total loss but the wrecking com moval of the present exemption.
street railroad car with a lighted pipe,
» . » •
pany thinks that it can save her and
cigar or cigarette or smokes a pipe,
the contract terms are that if the com
State Prison Resolves
cigar, or cigarette therqin, except in
pany saves the schooner it will receive
The needs of the State’s prison at 'ars or apartments provided for thut
a specified sum, if it fails it will cost Thomaston were brought before the purpose, shall be punished by a fine not
And this the secret and this the truth
the owners nothing.
Legislature in three resolves, hearing exceeding $5, provided a copy of the
Of this craze without the land,
The plan of the wrecking company is
upon which was held before the State act in plain legible characters is kept Of the radio girl and the radio youth,
tn drive the schooner ahead over the
Prison committee Wednesday after in a conspicuous place in the car,
Of ears to cover and ears—forsooth
>>:ir into deep water, on the opposite
« • • •
noon in the Senate Chamber. The
One never could understand!
side, and bring her out from there,
Gov. Baxter’s first official act upon
—Myrtle Wortle.
i The company will not try to pull hei first resolve called for an appropria
his return from Washington was to
Rockland, Feb 14.
back into flic deeper water behind her, tion ot $66,000 for the completion of
rfflx his signature to two emergency
as there is too much danger from the new cell block authorised by the
measures. The bills signed by the gov
breakers, but d ies be’ieve the craft 80th Legislature.
Telephone 664-W
In the statement of facts accom ernor were the act to renew and extend
can lie taken ahead, floated and brought
the
charter
of
the
Lubec
and
Machias
panying
the
resolve
it
is
pointed
out
out safely. The experiment will In
l
c artney
that under the appropriation of the Railway and the act to unite the trus
watched with interest.
last Legislature for the improvement tees of the Maine Conference of the
SANITARY ENGINEER
of the prison by the installation of a Methodist Episcopal Church and the
Plumbing and Heating
new cell block, the building wa-s com trustees of the East Maine Conference
ROCKLAND, ME.
S-tf
pleted and one tier of cells was in of the Methodist Episcopal church.
• • • •
stalled. This resolve was introduced
White Street, near Limerock
for the purjrose of installing the other
A bill making Sunday an open time
Rev. A. E. Scott, Rector
two cells. The prison Is crowded and during the hunting season, for small
AMERICAN HOUSE
the old cells .still in use are unsanitary game—rabbits, partridge, ducks, wood
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
Hanover Street
cramped
and
inhuman,
according
to
cock,
gray
squirrel
and
fox,
was
intro

If thia telephone Is not answered call 56-M
Boston
the statement.
duced by Holmes of Lewiston, Wednes
The House of Good Cheer
Hon.
Matthew
Morrill
of
Gray,
for

day.
First Sunday in Lent, Feb. 18th, Holy Com
Room Rales $2.00 per day and up
munion at the Rectory at 7.30 a. m ;
mer member of the State Prison com
Two new fireproof Garages one
Morning Prayer at the Church at 10;
Block in the rear of the House
mission, described the condition of the
A bill providing that laborers seeking
Litany at 10 20; Holy Communion with
Rathskeller
old
ceils
as
too
horrible
to
contemplate.
music and sermon at 10 30; Church School
to maintain a lien on lumber must file a
Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
nt 12.15.
The conditions were also testified to written notice of failure to receive their
Noon io 2 30 1’. M.
by Frank H. Hargraves of Buxton, of pay within seven days after pay day,
Dinner from 6 P. M to 8 P. M.
At Thomaston Sunday, Church School at 6
Supper from 8 P. M to 1 A. M.
p m.; Evening Prayer, De Profundis,
the Board of Prison commissioners, was introduced by Sayward of Alfred.
A la carte a*ll day
hymns, Litany and sermon at 7.
who stated that it is almost an outrage
• • « »
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
Tuesday at the Rectory, meeting of Dept.
for a man to lie kept in those cells
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
Wing
of
Auburn
introduced
an
act
Religious Education at 7 p m.; meeting
The Imperial Marimba Band
built nearly 100 years ago. He referred authorizing building and loan associa
of l)ept. Social Service at 8.
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
to the cells as just caves in the atone, tions to issue paid up stock. It pro
people
Wednesday. Evening Prayer and Litany at
each being just large enough for a bed vides that these shares shall partici
Telephone Haymarket 4740
4 ; Evening Prayer and address at 7 30.
S-Nov-25-23
and for the prisoner to stand up by pate in the distribution of profits in the
Thursday, Holy Communion at the Rectory
the bed. He said that prisoners are same manner as other stocks but that
at 7.30 a. in.
either uplifted or depressed by their they shall receive a rate exceeding five
Friday, Evening Prayer, Litany and hymns
surroundings and that from the hu ptr cent.
at 4 ; Evening Prayer. De Profundis, Lit
any and hymns at 7.30; choir rehearsal
To have
promptly
mane point of view the old cells should
• • • •
at 8.
be taken out.
A
bill
to
increase
the
maximum
gross
Saturday. St. Matthias* Day, Holy Com
L. D. Eaton, warden of the State’s weight of commercial vehicles allowed
developed and
munion at the Rectory mt 7 30 -a. m.
prison, said that the only modern co Maine highways from 18,000 pounds
equipment in the old cells ore electric. to 26,000 pounds was given a hearing
them to
The old cells measure each four by- before the committee on ways und
FULL LINE OF
seven feet. The 30 new ones built re bridges Tuesday, Carroll B. Skillin, a
cently cost $33,100. He said that he had Portland attorney, representing the
COLUMBIA RECORDS
estimates for $58,000 to put in the new Truck Owners’ Association of Maine in
cells complete, this in addition to the favor of the measure. He gave figures
STONINGTON
general contract for $8,000 which in io show that other states are allowing
FURNITURE CO.
=
cludes cement work, plumbing, etc.
heavier trucks in their roads than
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Hon, Henry H. Hastings of Bethel Maine, saying that in Massachusetts
ROCKLAND, MAINE
chairman of the Board of Prison com
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Ivers & Pond
McPhail
Francis Bacon
Merrill
Weser Bros.
Jacob Doll
Wellsmore

—

s T. PETER'S CHURCH

|EVERYTHINQ MUSICALf
| Second Hand Upright Pianos, $50 to $150

your films

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

printed

send or bring

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 713.
s-u

ROCKLAND, ME.

283 Main St.

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

missioners,

stated that the

State’s

Continued on Page Two)

“GAND-FRANCAIS!”

[For Tin- Courier Gazelle 1

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Gloucester fish vessels which played ft
The feat of docking the large coal
prominent pant in racing circles last large through a quarter of a mile of
fall have decided -to trim off their top the thickest Ice in the harbor last week
hamper and power their schooners by the primitive way-oj breaking up
with oil engines. Schooner L. A. Dun- the ice foot by foot makes one think of
ton, Capt. Felix Hogan, already on her the apparent laxity of the public in not
first trip to Grand Banks, N. F.; trying to do something or get something
Schooner Yankeee, (’apt. Mike Brophy,
done to keep open passage where the
and the well known Schooner May ice is not very thick to the regular
flower towed to Gloucester this week to steamboat landings in the harbor,
complete their engine installations. I around Penobscot Bay and among the
Fairbanks-Morse “C O” Engines of 100 largest ports of the islands.
h. p. will he used, at a-n approximate
It would not be such a big task as it
cost of $10,000 for each.
may seem for one or two ice breakers
This business was placed with to patrol these waters regularly during
Chester T. Marshall, marine depart the short period of bad ‘'freeze-ups."
ment manager for the above firm, and Shouldn't it be a regular provision un
well known among the skippers. Con der the Lighthouse board or some gov
tracts with the Gorton Pew Co. of ernment department? Size up the big
Gloucester have been let for complete less to business and fishing, and the
installation, which will be under Mr. actual amount of suffering for lack of
Marshall’s direction.
necessities, medicines and sometimes
prompt medical attendance among the
islands. I understand that the Boston
ROBINS FLYING NORTH
boat is ready to run regularly. A regFrank Whitney, Eating Green Peas and l lar service from Boston means some
thing when the railroads cannot guar
Strawberries, Sends a Ray of Hope.
antee to deliver on time. Fishing boats,
hundreds of them, can go out if one
Fruitland Park, Fla., Feb. 11.
main channel is open up into the har
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:'—
bors. Many boats have lost valuable
Just a few words to give you a dif year, which, in order to 'get a catch,
ferent picture than I see in your paper, was left over l ight, and a freezeup
which we welcome every other day. over night prevented getting out all the
Today, Sunday, it is £0 in the shade, next day, and the delay lost to them
and it has been 75 or more every day their trawls as well as thp catch. Isn’t
for the last week, with cool evenings it surprising and ridiculous, the little
and nights. 1 saw a flock of robins showing of effort by the authorities to
flying north this morning so you have get the legitimate relief from the exile
an early spring coming. We have caused by these freeze-ups on an aver
age about every other winter?
an early spring here. Watermelons
Citizen.
have begun to grow and have six or
Rockland, Feb. 22.
eight leaves now. 1 had strawberries
and green peas off the vines for my
dinner, and new vegetables of all kinds
FRIENDSHIP LOST
are very cheap and nice. The orange
trees are beginning to bloom and
promise a good crop this year. We No Hope, Despatches Say, For
have not had the first sign of frost as
Schooner Owned By Law
yet, and have roses find flowers all
over the place.
rence Corporation.
It is certainly a nice place to live in,
if we don’t have polo, but we will have
The schooner Friendship owned by
baseball soon, as the Phillies are due
Ihe Lawrence Corporation of this city,
the 27th for spring training, and they
have several games with other Big is sinking five miles off Oregon Inlet,
about 90 miles south of Virginia Beach
League teams.
Knox county folks here are all well according to advices to the Coast Guard
and having the time of their lives. The in Norfolk. Tie cutter Modoc, from
snow storms we read about don’t make Wilmington, N. C„ has been sent to
it any harder here. Best wishes to you h°r aid. The entire crew was under
ill.
F. H. Whitney.
stood to be still on board the Friend
ship. Advices to Coast Guard head
A dead owlet was found one recent quarters said tlie condition cf the vesse’
meriting on the Masonic street veran- was hopeless.
The Friendship, a five master, carries
iah of E. B. Ingraham's home. Pretty
add weather when even an owl can't a crew of seven men. She was engaged
in the lumber trade between Gulf ports
-an vic e.
and New England. The vessel was
a aded with lumber from Kilkenny, Ga..
: nd was bound for New York. &hj>
was valued at $25,000, and insured.
Capt. George Martin of Lubec was in
nitnand of the craft, but the remain
der of the crew were unknown here, as
the men were shipped in New York.
E M. Lawrence, who is at the head
of the Lawrence Corporation, is spend
ing the winter in Cocoanut Grove, Fla.,
His son, Glenn A. Lawrence, who is in
< harge of the local office of the corpor
ation, could gain no information yes
terday additional to that furnished
Thursday night by the Associated
Press.
The Friendship, formerly schooner
Alice M. Kafka, is a craft of 6.36 gross
lens, built at Phippsburg in 1917.

Maine flaid Chocolates

You’ll like them.

....

Editor of Tiie Courier-Gazette: —
Greetings! Here I am in Brussels,
and it is lovely to see my old friends
again after the war. I enjoyed an un
usual experience last Sunday that it
may interest your readers to hear
about—first interrupting myself to say
that enroute here I had the pleasure of
seeing the great Rugby football match
between England and Wales, played
Jan 20 at Twickenham. There were
about 46,000 people present, including
most of tlie English notables, outside
the King, and it was a great game, very
different from our football.
course
I didn’t understand the rules very well,
hut it was a wonderful experience.
England beat Wales, making the record
a. tie, after a period of some 30 years.
It was a typically English crowd and
event.
Now my experience of Sunday, per
haps the most unusual that could fall
to me.
It seems that the House of Deputies
for Belgium not long ago passed a
measure lo make Flemish the language
usisl at the University of Ghent instead
of French. Wily the measure got
passed no one seems to know—but the
whole population, both Flemish and
Walloon (French Belgium) is "up in
the air." The measure is German
propaganda, for the Germans have al
ways hoped and planned to separate
tlie two section's. Sunday there was a
general public protest against the
movement. The measure has to be
ratified by the Senate in the spring and
it is the hope to kill it. Flemish is a
language used by only a few and of no
earthly use so far as an efficient Uni
versity training Is concerned.
Train loads of people began pouring
into Brussels on Saturday evening,
mong the arrivals being tho three
brothers of my host. Sunday mornng about 10 o'clock we went "down
wn" and joined in the procession
went along because everyone, my
host and hostess and all, were “in it"
nd there was no place else for me.
The streets were patrolled with heavily
armed gendarmes, mounted and afoot.
The procession was entirely informaJ—
groups of students, banners, flags, a
band here and there, and ladles and
entlemen, lioys and girls, in vast num
bers. There were about 100,000 walk
ing and it took two and one-half hours
for the procession to pass. The crowds
long the boulevards were enormous.
The excitement was Intense, the
anti-German feeling white-hot. The
band would play the National anthem
and perhaps a man would he seen with
his hat on. Immediately the crowds
would scream “Chapeau!" etc. If the
offender wouldn’t take his hat off, men
would dash out of Hne, thrash him with
heir canes until the police interfered,
hen resume their places, as gay as
could be! Occasionally they would see
some one they knew to be against their
cause, and with perfectly livid faces
they would whistle and boo furiously.
The Belgians have all suffered so
much from the Germans that they can
not tiear the thoughts of them.
As the procession passed the impos
ing tomb of tho "Unknown Warrior" a
death-like stillness prevailed. Many
fell on their knees in the street, cross
ing themselves, and most were weep
ing. Then when we were passed, all
was gay again and the singing and
shouting continued. We walked thus
about eight miles over Brussels’ fa
mous cobblestones, and while I was
ame tho next day, there is nothing I
would exchange for the experience.
The cry was "Gand-Fran!” And we
yelled till we were hoarse!
I am studying here for the present
with a fine etcher and go every morn
ing from 9.30 till 12.30. The rest of the
day I sketch, or sit in cafes with my
friends. I will be home, after a few
more traveling trips, about April 1st.
Esther Bird.
65 rue Henri Berge, Schaerbeek, Brus
sels, Jan. 30.
RAISIN ICE-CREAM

Soak until plump 1 cup of seeded
raisins, with 1 'tablespoon of lemonjuice, in 2 cups of water. Then simmer
slowly, while closely covered, until
raisins are tender nnd (4 cup of water
remains. Dissolve 1 tablespoon of
corn-starch with a. few grains of salt
in 4 tablespoons of cold waiter; add to
tlie raisins. Cook until clear, being
areful not. to crush raisins while stir
ring. Add % of a cup of sugar, re
move from fire, keep covered and let it
get cold. Whip 1(4 cup of heavy
cream until stiff.
Then fold the
raisins, with 1 teaspoon vanilla, into
the cream and freeze.—From the
March Delineator.

Also Capt. Melville B. Cook of Bridg
ton has The Courier-Gazette's thanks
for a copy of the old song “Grafted
Into the Army."

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
DAYLIGHT AND MOONLIGHT

In broad daylight, and at noon.
Yesterday I saw rhe moon
Sailing high, but faint and white,
As a school-boy’a paper kite
In broad daylight, yesterday,
I read a Poet's mystic lay;
And i, seemed to me at most
As a phantom or a ghost.

But at length the feverish day
Like a passion died away.
And the night, serene and still,
Fell on village, vale, and hill.
Then the moon, in all her pride,
Like a spirit glorified,
Filled and overflowed the night
With revelations of her light.
And the Poet’s song again
Passed like music through my brain;
Night interpreted to me
All its grace and mystery.
—Henry W. Longfellow.
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TO INVADE THE CAPITOL

THE DIARIST

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
Rockland, Maine. Feb. 17, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
tho issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb. lf»,
1923, there was printed a total of 6,119 copies

Every-Other-Day

Next Tuesday’s Special Will Take 150 Kennebec Bridge
Boosters To the All Important Hearing.

■unit'' ? ih:iiiiiiiiiiiik!I»uii»

, Friday, Feb. 9.
This was a comfortable sort of a day,
with the thermometer reading well up
for this time of year; 34 at 7 a. m,; 35
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER.
All aboard for Augusta! Boosters for have a regular outing as well as doing nt noon; 29 at 6 p. m.. nisi 26 nt 10 in
Notary Public.
their hit to obtain the bridge, if they the evening. Early in the day. the light
;he Kennebec Bridge this way!
desire to the orators can practice their ir seemed to come from about north
That's how it will sound at the Maine
speeches during the long wait that is west: by noon it was fresh southwest.
ut at supper time it was back at
Central depot next Tuesday morning necessary in getting from Rockland to
.BIBLE THOUGHT j
northwest and only a light wind. The
just hefore the special train starts out Beth.
All who have bought tickets through sky was clear all day, excepting for a
ot 6.40, with its delegation of 150 loyal,
—FOR TODAY—s
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce little, haze. A year ago this morning,
lusty
.shoutera
for
a
bridge
across
the
Bible Thoughts man'orised. will prove a I
can exchange them for railroad tickets lie temperature was 12 above. During
priceless heritage in after years.
Kennebec river.
at the Maine Central depot commenc the day there was a fall of very light
The Camden and Rockport delegates ing Monday noon. Those who have not snow with wind east-northeast.
• • • •
procured tickets can obtain them from
THE KINGDOM WITHIN:—Neither will he out of bed bright and early, for Secretary MacDonald on the train.
Saturday, Feb. 10.
shall they say, Ixi here! or io there for, the trolley car which brings them to
When 1 took a peek at the glass tulie
The special will return as soon as
tehold, the kingdom of God is within this city will leave Camden at 5.30 a. possible after the hearing, due notice this morning, it showed 20 above. The
you —Luke 17:21
wind was light north-northeast and
being given ill the committee room.
m.
It's going to be a great day and the there was a trace of snow ill the air.
The special train will make stops at
By noon the mercury was up to 25 and
On thia very morning of the seven Thomaston, Warren and other principal bridge boosters will be right in their tl.e sun was faintly showing through.
clement.
points
along
the
Knox
&
Lincoln
Di

teenth of February, ,the clock upon the
The following paragraph is from last There was still a trace of snow, but by
vision in accordance with the following
1.30 the sun was out and the sky was
hour of seven and the whole world, schedule.
right's Bath Times:
clear. The wind was northwest hy
• * * •
testified to by the thermometer on the
Thomaston 6.50, Warren 7.05, Waldo
"The members of the legislative com supper time, and the mercury had slid
outer wall, bound in the iron chains of boro 7.20, Damariscotta-Newcastle 7.50,
mittee on Public Utilities and Ways down to 19. A year ago this morning
Wiscasset
8:10,
Bath
9.
The
train
will
twenty-two degrees below zero, the
it was warmer:rf8 above.
arrive in Augusta at 10.20 giving ample r.nd Bridges who came to Bath Thurs
V • • *
editorial eye, glancing over the rim of opportunity for a visit to Legislature day afternoon to view the water front
■ Sunday, Feb. 11.
the matutinal cup of coffee and pierc and dinner hefore the committee hear and gain first hand information relrtIt was only 4 above when I got thel
live to localities so as to post theming,
which
does
not
begin
until
2
p.
m.
Ing tihe frosty window-pane, was ar
front door opened this morning. Th. .
Everybody<from Rockland to Augusta selves with the point defined for bridg
sky was dowdy, and what little wind ;
rested by a flutter in the stripped
will know what this special train is for, ing the Kennebec river, in preparation
branches of the sweetbriar. Mountain as there will be conspicuous signs on for the big hearing at Augusta next there was. came from the northeast. At
o’clock the mercury was level witli I
Tuesday afternoon, sailed up and down
ous snows in the garden buried from the cars hearing this legend:
and the sky was hazy. A ‘little later j
the Kennebec river aboard the State
sight the hedge of barberry, the sun
ferry ITockamock. They had an ex I noticed a trace of snow in the air, but
dial ineffectually strove to register the
cellent opportunity of studying Bath at C the wind was west and the sky
"Bridge the Kennebec-'
and Woolwich shores in this manner was clear. At bedtime the thermome
tatdy sun, the desolation of a fierce
and will have a clearer idea of the sit- ter reading was 14 above. A yeaA-ago
New England winter lay heavily upon
35 above.
Arrangements have been made with uat’on when the matter of localities is this morning it •was
• • •
the landscape—but 'there was the First Mont P. Trainer to serve lunch on the brought up at Tuesday's hearing which
It: looking over one of my old scrap
Robin ol Spring fluttering his bright train, and there will be music and oth is expected to be the largest attended
hooks, 1 found this item which I prob
plumage in the midst of the sweetbriar, er diversions, so that the boosters will of the season.”
ably clipped from the Bangor Commer
preaching the resurrection and the life,
cial. and on which I wrote “19<$4,"—
declaring the Irresistible hosts of spring
'Rockland Is Icebound Now: No
DAY
Steamer Can Enter the Harbor Which
to he marching northward and that
is Frozen Over: First Time in 29
"All's right with the world!”
Years: Sleighs Can Be Driven Out
Over tile lee Around Owl's Head—Con
Those familiar with the ways of ’romises To Be Clear, Cold and Crowdy—Net Receipts ditions Along the Coast." The desjiatch.
legislatures decline to hazard an opin
was dated Feb. 11. read:
Already Exceed $2000—Community Ball Monday Night which
"For the first time in 29 years there
ion as to the outcome of the Kennebec
has not been since Thursday a steamer
Will Be the Grand Climax.
Bridge project, though it may safely lie
arrival at this port. The service with
reckoned that the contest—so to des
I'ostoti has-been suspended entirely and
the hay steamers are making only oc
ignate it—will be determined between
the two bills, that of Senator Carleton
We come down now to the last day bird cages from the vantage point of a casional trips. The revenue cutter
Gresham arrived early Thursday and
for State aid. and the bill sponsored of the Community Food Fair, which pushed in window. Mr. Richardson’s assisted the steamer W. G. Butman,
gruff
war
cry
was
answered
by
scurry

by private capital. The bills relat has already eclipsed the committee's
which was trying to reach Matinicus.
ing feet and all was serene again.
Rockland tugboats were frozen in at
ing to Richmond we do not think will expectations by earning in excess of
• • • •
their whurf. From the water front the
be considered seriously. Under the the $2000 which was thought to be
It has been said that minstrels or
open sea is barely visible and Rockland
circumstances it seems to us that those such an ambitious goal. Considerably vocal music could not be successful in people enjoyed the novel spectacle of
who are hoping for a bridge to be more than that sum is needed to buy the Arqade during Food Fair week, but seeing sleighs driven around Owl's
the way the Smoked Pearl Minstrels
come an actual creation within the and equip the proposed athletic field on went over Thursday night settled that Head, three miles distant."
• • * •
near future have every reason to en Broadway, and all that the fair earns question for all time. The Smoked
JOY LINE STEAMER
Pearls
are
to
present
a
full
minstrel
tertain feelings of satisfaction as the above $2000 will serve to greatly ac
Monday, February 11, 1907, the Long
situation is developing. Under one bill celerate the work. So let everybody show at an early« date.
Island sound steamer Larchmont sank,
• • •
nearly 200 persons perishing.
or the olher it should he possible to keep his shoulder to the wheel until
Much favorable comment is heard
• • • •
have 'the bridge in operation within a the last light has been extinguished concerning the presence of police of
Monday, Feb. 12.
tonight. Then, altogether, for the big ficers and firemen in the Arcade at all
period approximately of two years.
This day was clpar with wind coming
community hall which is to be the con times. But for them the cigarette from about north-northwest.
The
fiends who rendezvous behind the
morning temperature was 13; by noon
Look at the savings deposits if you cluding feature Monday night.
piano would constitute a real menace.
it was 20 and at six, 15. When I passed
• • • •
think the hard times are upon us, as
« • • •
the Barbour Corner shortly after the
Another distinct hit was scored hy
was predicted by the Democrats to fol
The icicles which hang from . the Food Fair dosed, the liquid was level
High
School
entertainers
in
last
night's
eaves
of
the
Arcade,
on
the
Spring
with 10 above. A year ago it was 24
low when the Republican tariff became
novelty dances. This time the per street side, make a very striking pic above in the morning, the baby weighed
a law. According to the American formers were all girls and under the
ture. There were no icicles on the in 22 pounds, 6 ounces, and Rev. Eva RyBankers’ Association savings deposits direction of Miss Dorothy Blethen, with side, Thursday night.
trson Ludgate was holding forth at the
Elizabeth
Hager
at
the
piano.
in
the United
States
increased
Methodist church. Three years ago,
• • • •
The
first
number
was
entitled
tit fell on Thursday) the Bowdoin
$1,500,000,000 in 1922. Since savings
An
interesting
study
In
human
na
‘Gypsy Dance" and Ihe youngsters
bank deposits represent the savings of were carefully gotten up in gypsy cos ture. was atTorded the observer during Masque presented, at the Park Trealre,
that amusing comedy entitled, "Believe
wage earners, chiefly, the showing is tume with tambourines and all. It Wednesday night’s blizzard. Hud Me, Xantippe.” Four years ago Miss
died
outside
the
main
entrance
at
6.45
an incontrovertible evidence of sound was carefully executed and very well
was a storm whipped, snow covered Margaret Stall) visited our city und
industrial conditions. Never in the received. The second number was an group of possibly 30 people, growing gave a reading of the play, "Tlie Coun
original dance that carried the house
try Cousin." If you were there, you
history of Knox County has the total by storm and was encored several more thoroughly chilled with every
will remember something having been
slow-passing
minute.
The
doors
were
of money in its local banks been so times.
The four couples carried
said about a straw suit-case.
scheduled to open at 7 and envelopes
* • • •
large as at this beginning of 1923. through the Intricate steps and diffi
were given out to the first 200 ladies to
Phude Phair Phancy
Two and one-half million down cult postures of the minuet-like dance enter. The group was complaining bit
with grace and confidence. The name.
How long will it he,
trodden taxpayers bought new auto Paper Dolls, was derived from the cos terly of the inhumanity of the suave Eefore the people of this
gentleman
who
could
be
plainly
seen
mobiles last year. *“We should worry tumes which were done in tissue paper
Good live community
looking at his watch in the warm
Have a place large enough
of beautiful design. Genuine appreci
about hard times.
ticket office. Several of the group
To handle Food Fairs, Conventions.
ation of dancers and directress was ex
went home in a rage. On the other Balls, Banquets, and so forth,
Our correspondent’s entertaining story pressed in the prolonged applause. The hand the watch-watcher felt that the
"Gypsies" were Ruth Stevenson, Ruth doors should open as advertised in in a modern building provided
out of Belgium, printed on another page
Clarke, Eleanor Bird, Mart-ha Wasgatt. order to insure equal distribution of With plenty of seats for on-lookers,
throws a sidelight upon conditions in Vera Studley, Albetra Knight, Avery
Well equipped kitchen,
envelopes—yet there were 200 en
the little country bordering on Ger Braun and Nellie Snow. The "Paper veiopes and not over 100 people at ' Fine dancing surface,
And so forth?
many and which was so shamefully Dolls-’ were Gertrude Smith and Bea o’clock.
• • • •
trice Stockbridge, Lucy Marsh and
« • • •
treated during the World War. Ger
The Friday, Feh. 13, 1914, issue of
Winifred Coughlin, Marion Marsh and
Many grown-ups are seen casting The Courier-Gazette, carried an arti
man propaganda continues busy there, Helen Sholes. Eleanor Snow and Ma
covetous eyes toward the large doll in cle about some real cold weather. Cily
as it does in this country and else rion Richardson.
the booth of the Business and Profes Treasurer Adams reported it 30 below
where, but many generations will come
sional Women's Club, and kiddies who at his home on Limerock street and
and go before memory of the hun
The minstrel show as an institution do not get that prize tonight wifi not down the line a little farther City Clerk
softens to the extent of making him has been, allowed to lapse in Rockland, be 'the only sorry ones. The cake Knowlton found it 27 below. These
given away in this booth went to Mrs,
a welcome personality in the homes of and was given a lively reincarnation Virgie F. Studley. “Patricia” was the were the readings for Thursday morn
ing of that week. The mercury was at
when the "Smoked Pearls" took posses
the Belgian.
34 below at Pleasant View Farm, Glension of the Arcade Thursday night. The watchword.
• • * •
cove. Mr. Adams reported it 23 below
sketch given there is only one scene
The
Eskimo
booth,
as
many
persons
In these days—nights, chiefly—of from the production which will he
Friday morning.
« • • •
broadcasting it doesn’t call for the ex staged by the augmented troupe later term, has certainly been the biggest
draw.ng
card
of
the
fair.
If
there
were
Tuesday, Feb. 13.
in
the
season.
If
the
exhibition
of
ercise of much imagination to start a
At about 4 this morning. 1 had to pul!
Thursday evening may be a fair sam 1500 persons in the hall Thursday
"two billion dollar fire In New York.” ple the show wili go over big for the night Mr. Whitehouse and Dr. Bradley the bed in, for the snow was blowing in
Thursday forenoon the telephone wires great Food Fair crowd was uproari are positive that 1400 of them were in our faces. When I got up I found that
this particular booth. While the three a good husky northeaster was holding
of Knox County were alive with in ously pleased.
Elmer Rising opened in a manner beautiful Eskimo dogs are the center the stage. The thermometer was at 10
quiries about it. One woman was
whfa-h proved him as good on the of attraction there are certainly other above, hut by noon the reading was 18.
anxious—naturally—for particulars, as boards as when toeing the slab. He Interesting things to see—such as
It aid not snow very much then, but
her husband "was working right in the has a good voice, a fine color and a pair reindeer suit, a cap made from the skin the wind was northeast and fresh. At
of an unfiorn seal, a whip 25 feet long f the temperature wns about the same
district." Well, it was a narrow es of white and anfber spectacles which
guarantee his success in the larger pro used on "mushing" expeditions, I as at noon, and quite a litHe snow was
cape.
duction. He was followed by “Rev." pair of reindeer hoots, a pair of north falling. A year ago this day we had
Oscar Crockett and Otho Record. Rec ern ducks, Arctic flowers, and skins of a little snow; morning temperature 15
A glance through the columns of this ord’s voice made a particularly gobd polar hears, Arctic foxes, etc. The a hove.
• • • *
issue of The Courier-Gazette indicates impression. The next artist was a fox skins are valued from $72 to $150
apiece.
The Arctic flowers were
Wednesday, Feb. 14.
how close an appeal the paper makes soubrette, Miss Josephine LaCrosse,
The mercury reading was 15 at 7 a.
clad in a costume evidently made from picked hy Explorer MacMillan on his
to the home world of readers to whose
the remnants of Joseph's famous coat. recent trip to Bafflns Land. Mr m.; 2C at noon and 16 at 7 p. m. The
interests it is dedicated. If there is Her song and dance was rewarded by Whitehouse’s exhibit will be shown the wind came from the northeast all day,
another newspaper printed in tbe a bouquet, useful if not ornamental, and last three days of next week at a win and there was considerable snow fall
ing most of the time. It was certainly
h> gales of laughter. The closing num ter sports carnival.
United States that surpasses 1
• • • •
hlizzardous along about the time we
ber required -half a dozen encores and
Courier-Gazette in these particular re the performer would have lteen at it
Tonight comes the confetti carnival washed the supper dishes; we could
spects we would be interested to have yet'if training rules for the Camden- Everybody is a good feller, and no see the swirling snow through the pan
try window. The noise of the storm re
Rockland basketball game had not for grouch need apply.
it pointed out to us.
* • ♦ •
minded me of a certain part of "Way
bidden. His disguise was eventually
While
the
Food
Fair
proper
ends
to

Down East" as witnessed in the old
pierced
and
his
identity
disclosed
as
The severest winter that New Eng
that of Clyde Record, shufflin’ dancer, night, the fun doesn’t by any means. Danger Opera House several years ago.
• • • •
land has enjoyed—if that is the word—
The
big
Community
hall
in
the
Ar

The interlocutor was Raymond Lud
SHORT TRIP OF A FOOD FAIR
in more than a century is the .solemn wig. who carried off his part with all cade Monday night is intended to cap
WHIP
pronouncement of the official weather the sang froid of a veteran. The audi the climax.
• • • •
Mother came home with a smfaTI
ence clamored for a male quartet in
board, after giving the recent weeks a
The braided rug at the Business and whip, and baby took it in little chubby
addition to the general chorus singing
careful going over. This confirmation but in vain. Miss Esther Stevenson Professional Women’s Club went yes fist and .started fo< a trip up the front
of the views entertained by every was in charge of the affair assisted hy terday to Benjamin F. Smith of War stairs. She reached the eighth step,
reputable citizen will afford a great B. H. Cables, Jr. The Pearls are all renton, who is understood to have of slipped, tumbled way down to the floor,
fered $20 for it. outright. Thp fancy hump, bump, bump, before mother or
Rockland High School 'students.
deal of satisfaction.
tpron, presented hy Mrs. C. A.Sylvester grandmother ould get there. Tlie whip
• • • •
was awarded to .1. R. Libby of Port was still grasped firmly in baby's hand
Food Fair Fancies
land.
at the time father got up from the
Now is a good time to be advertising
The Thursday night cake box went
Yesterday's standing in the flag con cellar. Baby had her usual spill of
that summer cottage for which you to Mrs. Harold Look and one of the
test: High Schoo!, 12,120; McLain tears, which didn’t'last long. She now
wish a desirable occupant during the famous black cats to Miss Alma Nutt. building, 10.125; Tyler School, 3,275 explains, when you ask her about the
It
was
some
day
at
the
sample
booth.
stairs, that she "hurt coco."
coming good old summer time. For it
Purchase Street School, 2,930.
* • * *
will soon, be here. Every day (etc.
Thursday, Fell. 15.
GRANITE
DRAFTSMAN
DEAD
More than $150 was taken at the ice
etc., etc.) the sun gets higher and
It was 12 above this morning; wind
cream
Itootli
Thursday.
A
deal
of
higher.
The death of Herbert Mixer occurred north, light, sky cloudy. It wasn’t long
credit is due the energetic work of
"Bill" Williams and his “pirate crew" Feb. 14, after a. long illness, in Stock before the sun was out. The observa
Signs multiply that general busi in disposing of ice cream bars. The ton Springs, at Ihe age of 70 years. Mr. tion at 2 p. m. showed 22 above; north
Mixer was an expert granite drafts northwest, fresh, clear; at six the same,
ness is looking forward to a notably demand for cakes exceeded the supply man and had for many years been con excepting that mercury had dropped
and
a
land
office
business
was
done
al
prosperous year in 1923. In particula
nected with the industry, serving at live degrees.
the tables and in cone sales.
» • • •
the werks on Somes Sound, Mt. Waldo
the building trade regards itself a
• • • •
in the offices of the John Pierce Co., in
I got mine this day. All the fore
entering upon a period of unusua
Watchman W. T. Richardson was New York, at Middletown, Conn., and noon spent either shoveling snow or
activity.
working in 'he extreme western end of in other places. He was widely known getting ice out of gutter while perched
the hall Tuesday morning when he in the trade.
on top of long ladder. Heard about
prominent man who wants his roof
The Courier-Gazette believes Thom heard a queer noise in the eastern end
near the stove where the canaries had
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in fixed and guaranteed against leaks.
aeton will see that new school building been hung. Investigation showed two making income tax returns. 375 Main Have question about that man getting
before 1923 has run its course.
a guarantee.
young men in the act of siezing (the Street.—20-if

T

Sectional
Bookcases
Have your children cultivate
the habit of reading good
books, it lays the foundation
for future success.
Two of three sections with
base and ‘top make a good
beginning.
All Globe-Wemicke Sections are
fitted with dust-proof glass reced
ing doors. They are substantially
made in oak or mahogany and
beautifully finished to match sur
roundings.
Start your children towards suc
cess—cultivate the reading habit
while they are young—encourage
them with a few good books and a
Globe-Wernicke Bookcase.
Ask for catalog or call and see our
various styles.

Good Books
Educate the Child

X.

Visit Our Display of Globc-Wernieke Sectional Bookcases

FOOD FAIR’S LAST

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

""H bbU-Wtoieke Afffycr
BUSY WEEK AT AUGUSTA
(Continued from Page One)
the maximum weight is 28.000 pounds,
while in Rhode Island and Connecticut
it is the same.
Several truck owners spoke in be
half of the bill, stating that an in
creased weight naximum is needed in
order that pace may be kept with the
growth of industry and that the Maine
Law may conform to that of other
states.
Paul D. Sargent chief engineer of ihe
highway commission, said that the
commissioners are satisfied with the
present law, but added that there are
two or three months of the year when
the roads were in such good condition
that an increased load might he allt wed. L. W. Edwards, bridge engineer
of the commission, said that there is a
very wide range in what are ordinarily
five-ton trucks.

« • • •

The republican members of the legis
lature in a joint eaueus Thursday night
voted 75 to 5 not to make any , inpge
in the present law providing for a dinet primary system of voting. A
etmmittee was appointed, however, to
draft a hill to b- submitted at another
caucus to he held next week.
• , • •
The commit t.e'on State l’rison re
ported ought to para on resolve npjiropi ating $66.0(0 for the completion
of a new cell Mock at the prison, and
ought to pass on a resolve appropriat
ing $5,000 for the repair of outside
buildings at the prison.
• • « •
Nichols of Portland—Act providing
'.hat the mortgagor and mortgagee may
agree upon any period of time not less
flan one year in which the mortgage
shall bo forever foreclosed, which
agreement shall be inserted in the
mortgage and he binding of the parties,
their heirs, legal representatives ind
assigns and shall apply to all modes of
li reeiosure of mortgages of real estate.
• • * *
Yv’ing of Auburn—Act proving that
tie third referee selected by the two
referees in the settlement of fire insur
ance losses shall be a lesident of this
State
. • • •
Niehois of P' iHand—Act providing
that when real estate is so hl ior taxes
ti e collector sh.al' within 30 days after
the day of sale 'odge with the treasurerof his town a ee-tilicate designating the
the quantity of land sold, the name of
tl.c the owners of each parcel, and the
names.of the purchaser, what part of
the amount of each was taxed and what
v.'f.s cost's and charges and a deed of
each parcel sold running to the pur
chasers.

* • • «

where the Slate Highway Commission
shill deem it necessary to use oil. tarvia or a simiiar substance.
Whenever It is considered necessary
to use a different type of material than
gravel, the highway committee of the
governor and council is authorized to
l'oid a hearing after a reasonable pub
lic notice, if the committee decides
that something other than gravel must
lie us.d, then it shall dirt -t the high
way commission to depart from the
standard gravel.onstruetion.

« ♦ ♦ •

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JOINT COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND WAYS

L

BRIDGES

The Joint Committee on. Public Utilities and
Ways Ac Bridges will give a public hearing at
the State House, in Augusta, on
TUESDAY, Feb. 20. at 2 P. M , in the Hall
ot tlie House of Representatives,
An Act to provide for Building a Bridge across
tin Kennebec River between the City of Ba'.h
and ihe Town of Woolwich
Resolve: Amending Article IX of tbe Con
s’ Rutin,i increasing tlie Amount of Bonds to be
issued. Ft.i building a Bridge across the Kennibec River between the (Tty of Bath and the
Town of Woolwich
'
JAMES M BErKETT, OWEN l< STORY,
m 21
Secretaries

The Owl’s Head Hearing
Tli«' committee on Town.% will give a
hearing Wednesday, !•’« b. 28 at 2 p. m.
on the following:
An act to reunite the towns of Owl’s
Head and South Thomaston.
An act t*o divide and set off a. cer
tain part of tbe town of Owl’s Head
and annex the same to the town of
South Thomaston.

JUDICIARY

The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
ile hearing in its rooms at the Stale House, In
Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY. February 21, at 2 I’. M. on
tht following:
An Ad to provide a new charter of the city
of Rockland and io repeal chapter 182, private
and special laws of 1885.
20-22
WEDNESDAY, February 21, at. 2 p m, on
tin- following :
An Ad to amend section 1 Di of chapter 4 of
♦ • ♦ ♦
ti t revised statutes, pertaining to the right to
kill
Fishermen will be interested in the ) Atdogs.
Act relating to transferring inmates of the
group of hearings which will take i State School for Boys to the Reformatory for
place before Ihe committee on Sea .Men
The Co operative Marketing Act.
and Shore Fisheries next Thursday at
Re- jIv« authorizing Warren Prouty to bring
2 p. m.
These are the malt ers in suit against the Suite of Maine
An
Ad t<» amend section 3 of chapter 9 of
question:
th.’ Pni.i «• Laws of 1M9. cstahlisliing superior
An act: To better protect the lobster court in Penobscot County.
An Ad to amend section 14, chapter 137, re
industry in the waters around Matin
icus and Criehavcn. (Continued hear vised statutes, relating to probation.
An Act to amend the eighteenth paragraph
ing).
of s . lion 43 of chapter 117 of the revised star
An act: To prohibit tbe use of beam vies in relation io tlie time of iwiyments by
of Deeds to County Treasurers.
trawls in the waters of Sedgwick Har Registers
An Act to incorporate the Auburn Water
bor. known as Benjamin’s River.
District.
An Ad to incorporate Ihe Union Ferry Com
An act: To repeal Chapter £93 Pub
19-22
lic Laws of 1917 and to amend and re pany in Casco Bay.
TUESDAY, February 27, at 2 P. .M , on th;
enact certain sections of Chapter 45 following
:
Revised Statutes relating to the Com
An Ad to regulate the practice of the system,
missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries. nutiiod or science of healing known as Chiro
practic,
creating a board of examination and
An act: To regulate the taking of regi' iration
for those desiring to practice same
claims in the (owns of Sorrento.
and providing penalties for violation of this
21-24
An act: To amend Section 75 of
TUESDAY. February 27, at 2 P. 3I.„ on the
Chapter 45 of the revised Statutes Re
follow ing :
lating to the taking of smelts.
An Ad to establish a Superior Court In the
Counties of Knox and Waldo
An Act. to amend Section 11, Chapter 135, re
GERMANY’S BIG GUN
sist’d siaiu.es, relating to sureties In criminal
cases.
Something About the Monster Which ’ An Act to amend Section 1 of Chapter 145,
Dropped Projectiles In Paris During lb vis -d Statutes, relating to liospital trustees
An Ac’ giving to Attorneys at Law all Pow
The War
ers of .lusticfs of the Peace .md Notaries Pub1,20-24

Army statistics credit the German
super-gun that pounded Paris during
the war with a range of 122,000 yards
as compared to the 39,000 yards maxi
mum range of American fourteen inch
naval guns. The German .projectile for
which figures are given, however, was
8.26 inches in diameter and weighed
but 264 pounds as compared with the
1400 pound 14-ineh monster used in th<*
American gun.
The report described the German gun
as constructed “from worn out 15-ineh,
45 calibre naval guns mounted on con< rete emplacements.”
“The converted guns” it adds, “were
of two parts the main section was 98.5
feet long, and th« forward section 19.7
feet. The 15-ineh gun was bored out
and heavy, uniformly rifled tube, 8.26
it c Les in diameter, inserted. 42.3 feel of
this tube projecting beyond the muzzle
cf the gun.”

Third Class Highways
Creation of what shall be known as a
third class highway fund is provided in
an act amending the revised statutes
relating to the mill tax highway fund
introduced in the House Thursday by
Leland of Sangi-Viile one of tile lead
ers of the farm group in the Legislat
ure.
This act specifies that the mill tax
highway, together with an annual ap
propriation of $300,000, shall constitute
the fund and that its administration
The Reliable and Satisfactory
Shall be under the general supervision
of the State Highway Commission and
Psychic and Spiritual
•hali be apportianed among the towns
according to th" number of miles of
third class roads in each, it is pro
vided, however, that each town appro Can bo consulted every Tuesday and
priate for the current year an amount Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
of not less than four mills on its valua
tion
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
The amendmeit further provides that
136’tf
the mill tax highway fund shall be ex
pended for the construction of third
I
class roads, except that any town at its
Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
annual meeting so orders, by a twoEvening, 6:15, 8:30,
10c, 22c
thirds vote, anv portion of such fund
for ar.y particular year lie diverted to
Special Feature <5. Prices Thursday
the construction of second class or
TODAY
.State aid highways. But it is stipu
lated that not more than $100,090 of the
HELENE
CHADWICK
fund shall annually lie used for the
—IN—
consti uetion of highw ays and bridges
and other purposes contemplated b.\
chapter 25 of the revised statutes, re
vision of 1916, anil in accordance with
the terms of any resolve of Ihe Legis
lature.
COMEDY
TARZAN
• • * •
Gravel Road Construction
COMING THURSDAY
An act providing for the construction
MARY
PICKFORD
if gravel roads in all eases except
where a different type is especially au
thorized was introduced in the House
today hy Nieke-son of Swanville. The
act provides that in the building of
roads of any type where State funds
rrc used, the surfacing material in the
original construction arid any re-sur
BRING THE CHILDREN!
facing shall he gravel, except in cases

DONSON
MEDIUM

•E M 1*

R Et

“Yellow Men and
Gold”

“Little
Lord Fauntleroy”

W. T CARDINER, Sec.

SEA &. SHORE FISHERIES

Thu Committee on Sea A- Shore Fisheries will
give a pu li'.c hearing in its rooms at the State
If use, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, Feb. 22. at 2 P. M
No. 2. An Act to better protect the Lobster
industry in the waters around Matinicus und
( i jdiavcn. (Continued Hearing.)
N'. 12 An Act to prohibit the use cf beam
:.?wi io the waters of Sedgwick Harbor, known
as Benjamin's River.
No 13 An A<’t io repeal ’Chapter 293 Public
Laws of I.il7 and to amend and re-enact Ceri iir> Sections of Chapter 45 Revised 'Statutes
Ld.itiiig to the Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries.
No 14 An Act to regulate Ihe taking of
( lams in Ihe town of Sorrento.
No. 15
An Act to .intend Section 75 of
Chapter 45 of the Revised Statutes Relating ,o
•lie Taking of Smel s.
21-22
TOWNS

Tiie ( onnnii.ec on Towns will give a public
he..ring in its rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, February 28lh, 1923, 2 P. AL.
oli tlie following:
A i Ad to reunite the towns of Owl’s Head
and South Thomas.on
A:i Ad io divide and set off a certain part
of the town of Owi’s Head and annex the name
to the town of South Thomaston.
21-25

Which is the Heaviest Metal?
There are dozens of metals lighter
(hun aluminum. Litliitim, one of the
lightest, lias only oue-flfth of the
weight of aluminum. Gold, almost
twice us Heavy us leud, is not the
heaviest. Platinum and iridium are
heavier.

PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
Special Prices Thursday & Friday

TODAY—SATURDAY
GEORCE LARKIN and
JAQUELINE LOGAN in

“SAVED BY RADIO"
LEE KIDS COMEDY
JAUNTS AND JOURNEYS
MON DAY
VIOLA DANA in

"Crinoline and Romance”
COMEOY

NEWS

""
T U E S D'AY
Great Saturday Evening Post Story
Peter B. Kyne’s

“ The Ten Dollar Raise"
OUR GANG COMEOY
NEWS REVIEW

Every-Other-Day

Calk of tbe town

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 17, 1923.

Hupmobile

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. lft^-Communlty Ball at the Arcade
Fete I#' (Polo) -^Kockland vs. Woonsocket, at
the Arcade.
Feb 20 (2 p. in ) -Kennebec Bridge hearing
In Augusta.

Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 21—Elks ladies* nigh’
Feb. 22 (Polo)—Kockland vs Bath, at tlie
Arcade.
Feb. 22—Countrv Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 6 20, followed by auction.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Bir’hday.
Feb. 25—-Bunday afternoon concert by the
WIgh' Philharmonic Society ut tlie Congrega
tional church
Feb. 26—Portland Automobile Show begins.
March 2—Partial eclipse of tne nioon, begin
ning R 13 p m
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School
Day.
March 3—Municipal Election
March 7—Country Ciub, ladies’ auction at
12 30, followed by auction.
March 21-22—State conference, I). A It ,
Waterville
March 1C—Country Club, dance
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
March 17 St. Patrick’s Day.
March 25— Palm Sunday.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week. I'niversity of
Maine.
March 30—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle*
men's supper at 6.30 followed by*auction.
March 30- Good Friday.
April I—Easter Sunday.
A|>rll 13—Country Club dame.
April 10—‘Patriots’ Day
ADril 20—(Jen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladies’ luncheon at
12.30, followed by .auction
. May 11—Country Club dance
May 25—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

Every day in every way they are looking better and
better. 1 here is more truth than poetry in this state
ment, as the days get longer and longer, and we
look ahead to the warm spring days getting nearer
and nearer.
HAVE YOU SEEN THEM YET?
If net, don’t miss the opportunity, while taking in
the Food Fair

Drop in and look over the new models displayed on
our floor
REOS, HUPMOBILES. DORT SIXES and
OVERLAND—Open and Closed Models

PLENTY OF USED CARS ON HAND

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
19-21

Rockland bodge, F. A A. M., will
have work on the Fellow-Craft degree
next Tuesday evening.

Ou account of bad weather last Tues
day the Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Union
did not meet. The session will take
place next Tuesday night, instead.

STONINGTON

NOT

There seems to he an idea in the
minds of some people that the l.’uc
tickets of the Community Food Fair
are good for the Monday night dance.
Tliis is not the case, tor the Fair ends
Saturday night. The big ball of Mon
day night is entirely distinct and its
tickets are in orange and black.

O. H. Tripp was discharged from
I£nox Hospital yesterday, and is at the
home of Mrs. Annie F. Lothrop, 57
Grace street. The danger mark is
happily past, and Mr. Tripp is mending
steadily, hut it will he several weeks
before he is able to resume his duties
a9 civil engineer.

Armour & Co.’s plant in South
Omaha. Neb., was damaged by lire to
the extent of $2,000,000 Thursday. The
Smith brothers, whose history is now
running in The Courier-Gazette, were
the pioneers of the beet packing in
dustry in South Omaha, and were in
strumental in getting Armour & Co. to
locate there.
The familiar form of Scott Coburn,
formes- deputy sheriff from Warren, has
been seen in this city with unusual
frequency tills week. Drifting snowput the Warren branch of tin- trolley
line out of commit.Jon, and tlie genial
Scott had his choice of walking home
or going by train. He did neither, and
lias stayed in Rockland instead.

STARVING

But Is In Desperate Need of Coal Cargo Now In Rock
land Harbor—The Ossipee Hard At Work.

William Brown, foreman of tlie Cnion
Granite Co. ot Portland, was in the
city yesterday, on his way to Stoning
ton, where he has employment on the
The Coast Guard Cutter () d|it-c was
New York court house job.
at this port yesterday, taking on sup
plies for I-lesbcro. where they were
Shrubs which barely projected above
deep snowdvifts on Union street, were running short on necessities. From
budding Thursday, according to John there the cutter intended to go to Ston
Kellenberger. Not exactly the sort of ington. to break out a passage for the
weather the average “bud” would
barge load of coal which arrived in
choose for a “coming out" party.
Rockland harbor yesterday in tow of
The midwinter issue ot tlie Telephone the Philadelphia & Reading tug Valley
Directory for the Rockland-Belfast Forge. The tug also brought a bargeDistrict has been distributed among the
locd of coal for Stockton Springs, and
subscribers this week. There’s no book
in the Public Library which gets read left for tlie up-river port witli it after
bringing tlie Stonington cargo to an
quite so many times.
chorage.
Weird reports as to conditions at
E. Ii. & O. I.. Hatch, who have a
cobbler’s shop in the rear of the Ameri
can Legion building, have leased the
'I
quarters formerly occupied by the Pos
SCHOONER FRIENDSHIP SAFE
tal Telegraph Co., and will conduct a
shoe store there in addition to their
The schooner Friendship, reported,
other business. #’
lost, as told upon the first page of this
Collections are said to have been
made in this city by some unauthorized
person tor a family by the name of
Cousins which resides on Atlantic
street. The ease is a deserving one.
but the family has not received the
funds said to have been collected.

HOT POLO IN BATH

i’.rzjzrararazrafajajaja IT PAYS TO OWN A agiajarargrajaraaja7,i

paper, is this morning reported towejl

into Norfolk, leaking about two in'ches
m hour.
The American Legion Auxiliary holds
its regular meeting next Monday night.
*
___
Thursday evening Gen. Berry Lodge
conferred the rank of Esquire on Pearl
11. Barter, with John Mitchell acting
as C. C., and Hollis H. Gilchrist acting
as V. C. Afterward the following offi
cers were installed by Hollis H. Gil
christ. D. G. C„ assisted by John I).
Mitchell, G. M. ut A., and W. S. Tripp.
G. P.: Janies T. Cates, C. C.; A. L.
Burns. V. C.; L. A. Wellman, P.; T.
M. Ulmer, M. at A.: L. A. Gray, K. of
R. & K.; Fred II. Sanborn, M. of T.;
G. A. Tarr, M. of E.; J. W. McFadden.
I’. G.
News was re eived here yesterday of
tlie sudden death in Portland of -Wal
ter A. Shuman, a former Rockland res
ident. Mr, Shuman had not been in
good health for some time, but Ins
death was due to ptomaine poisoning,
and bis illness covered a period of less
than two days. Mr. Shuman had made
ills home the last seven years in Port
land, where he was employed as chief
in the auto repair and equipment delartment of the Standard Oil Co., and
where funeral services will lie held at
2 o’clock Sunday afternoon. He is sur
vived by his wife, formerly Etta Pratt
ot Rockland. Tlie latter, who is a semi
invalid, was joined by her sister. Miss
Mabel Pratt, upon receipt of the'liews
ol Mr. Shuman's death.

A battle royal will be fought in tlie
basketball arena Wednesday night,
when tlie Rockland High girls meet
the well known Westbrook High team.
Westbrook is one of the teams in tintop series of State teams ami its elimi
nation wili be a step toward a repeti
tion of last year’s championship sue< ess. A big crowd will undoubtedly
be at Spear Hull to see them elimi
nated, but it will certainly be a worth
while contest.

Lincoln, one of tlie most famous polo
players of ail times, heads tile Woon
socket team which comes to the Ar
cade for next Tuesday night's game
After a 12 day recess the fans .vill bright on edge. The Woonsocket lineup
is one calculated to give Rockland's
team all kinds of trouble. Th? fans
will be glad to see young Phinney back
in the goal, mindful of the splendid ex
hibition which he gave here a .fortnight
ago. There will be nit early call for
scats.
Some of tlie lish skinners employed
nt the Deep Sea plant showed their
skill at knife throwing yesterday when
an idle moment presented itself, llad
he been equally skillful in dodging
Arnold Lane would have escaped the
serious cut which he received across
the nose and close to one of his eyes,
lie Is wearing a bandaged face as a
souvenir.

Stonington were in circulation in Bos
ton yesterday, judging fi»m inquiries
received by Tbe Courler-Gazee-te from
a Boston newspaper. The impression
seemed to be abroad there that Ston
ington folks were perishing on account
of a food famine.
A telephone conversation with Town
Clerk Reuben Cousins' speedily dist piled that notion. “It’s true." said Mr.
Cousins, “that there isn’t a pound of
coal here, but tho food supplies are
sufficient to last for quite a long time.
It’s also true that today's mail is the
first we liave received since last Mon
tiay. But nobody’s perishing: they’re
all -to busy working night and day on
the 6 New York court house job."

SUNSHINE
Miss Helen Conary and Miss Mildred
Green of Deer Isie spent the weekend
with her grandmother, Mrs. A. B.
Cuekminister.
Alva Emerson of Burningham, Mass.,
spent a few days with his mother, Mrs.
Olive Emerson, recently.
Mrs. Gladys Barter gave a surprise
party for her father, Rodney McDon
ald, on his birthday. The evening was
spent in playing games, piano, singing
and Refreshments.
Some of the men have been spearing
flounders the past week and they re
port plenty of ice.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dunham have
been visiting her parents at Sunset for
the past week.
Everett Parker has his father's horse
from Mountainvilie hauling wood for
the people that can locate their wood
piles under the snow.
Daniel Conary and Mr. Smith of
Deer Isle have been here cutting wood.
Samuel Stinson has been ill this
week, but is some better at this writ
ing.

E. C. Moran and E. C. Moran, Jr,,
are home from Newark, N. J., where
the general agents ot the Commercial
Casualty Insurance Co., had been sum
moned. Inclusive ot high officials and
special guests there were about 150
present from ail parts of the country.
Tlie home office entertained royally,with bouquets, vaudeville, smokers and
other forms of entertainment. “Every
meal was a banquet," says Mr. Moran.
Jr., who counts it one of the most
enjoyable trips he ever made. The
Morans came .home in an especially
pleased frame of mind over the fact
that Androscoggin, Kennebec and Sag
adahoc counties were added to their
territory, which already included Knox,
Lincoln, Waldo and Hancock.

NORTH APPLETON

The Maloney property at the Head of
the Bay. has been sold by tho Radio
Corporation of America to Fred 1’.
Knight, proprietor of the Windsor
Hotel, who, it is understood, will use
it as a summer home. Tlie radio cor
poration erected a queer octagonal
thinumajig in front of the Maloney
house after buying that property, and
was understood to he conducting a
series of experiments. Attached to
this performance was a persistent re|>ort that the, company would build a
large radio station in ithc Maloney val
ley to operate in connection with an
other large station in Belfast. Robert
1’. Collins, who has looked after the
corporation's local property, was also
agent in this latest deal.

land polo series, which is being played
in Bath this week, was won Thursday
night by St. Aubln's stars, the score
standing 10 to 8. Sporting Editor Oli, who covers all Bath sporting
events witli much thoroughness says:
"Wonderful goal tending of Purcell
of Rockland and the shooting i^rttodi.cy Skinner, th" fast second rush of
that outfit, was responsible for the first
defeat of the Bath polo team Thursday
night at the Arcade rink. Purcell’s
uputation as a wonderful goal tender
was amply demonstrated to the crowd
Thursday night, especially in that last
period when he kicked nut the red ap
ple 33 limes and some ,,f tlie stops were
ol the sensational variety.
Skinner
was going like a house afire all the
evening and his stick was responsible
for six of the Rockland counters.
The last period was the fastest kind
of polo with the Batii team trying to
overcome a two point lead which Rock
land gained in tbe first couple,of min
utes. The Bath team went at it in
vapid fire-order and although the Bath
men bombarded Purcell they could only
poke three past. Bouchard slammed in
one which rolled back into play. The
ball was plainly not rolling w-ith the
Bath men. The defense work of “Bity"
Wright was a treat to his Bath friends.
He stopped Purcell Ifrom beating the
w orld’s record or Rockland’s cage being
warn out.
"With the score live ail the two teams
went into the third period and gave
the fans some red hot polo. St. Aubin
eaged a push shot-from the center in
about a half a minute and Skinner
added another on a center drive shortly
otter. St. Aubin was hurt before any
more scoring. Bouchard, who is a hard
hitting youngster, hit the hall which
landed on St. Auhin’s skate and
bounced up and cracked him over the
right eye, almost closing it. It was a
r.asty cut and lie retired in favor of
Jones who went in as center and Ther
rien did the spot work. Jones showed
remarkable pass work and the game
did not slow up because he was there.
He was responsible for the Rockland
win for he litted right into the team
work. Bath got the next goal, Bou
chard poking it in on one of his drives.
Therrien put Rockland two to the good
on a fine shot. Bouchard brought the
Rath team within striking distance of
their opponent less than a minute later.
Skinner, mixed up in a hunch near the
Bath cage, got the next goal. Lovegreen probably did not see it so quickly
as Rod in flipping it past him. Bou
chard scored again but Skinner added
another and Bath lost 10 to 8 in a real
polo gatpe, far faster than the opening
night.
The stops wifi snow the tans how
Joath was playing. Purcell had 20 more
stops than Lovegreen. The two teams
meet in the last game of the series
Saturday night. It should be a battle
rcyal. Bouchard, the Bath first rush,
is the maddest man in seven counties
today because two of his shots rolled
back on the floor again Thursday night.
Capt Cusick and his teammates are de
termined to get just as much of a repu
tation as the Rockland team, which is
the wonder team ot semi-pro polo
teams in New England, and to do it
Bath will have to win Saturday night.”
The score:
Rockland—®t. Aubin lr, Skinner 2r,
Therrien e, lr, Jones c, Wright hb,
PurceHl g.
Bath—Bouchard lr. Jolly 2r, Shaughnessey c, Cusick hb, Lovegreen g.
First Period
Bath—Bout-hard ....................................2.15
Rockland—'Skinner........................... 1.36
Rockland—Therrien......................... 1.40
Rockland—-Skinner........................... 1.25
Bath—Shaughnessy ......................... 4.25

headed by Commodore J. H. Breen of
Augusta, puts in appearance at Maine
Central wharf and proceeds to give tile
railroad corporation's steamboats a
dolling tip anticipatory to the season’s
work. There ure seven in the attack
ing party and the steamers Rangeley
and Norumbega will fairly glisten When
they are through witli those craft. The
Norumbega will go to Bar Harbor
early in April, relieving the steamer
Pcmaquid. which will then come to
Rockland tor similar treatment. Com
modore Breen and staff will make
Koekland their headquarters until the
trailing arbutus ripens.

Ami even .vet Rockland harbor isn't
Eduard O’B. Gotua lias taken the closed.
agency tor the Colonial line of house
paints and is prepared to supply your
Telephone that item of news to The
needs with everything from that higlt Courier-Gazette, whero thousands of
readers will see It.
grade line at popular prices.—adv.

PICTURES

“The Southwest and
Beautiful California”
Illustrated Travel Lecture

SEE US SHIVER

*
*

*
*
*
*

The Weather Bureau said a cold
wave was coming and it's here
b’gosh. Alton Decrow came down
‘from Middle Street Heights this
morning, and after breaking the
icicles off his chin told a CourierGazetto reporter it was 23 below
up his way. Lufkin's Farm at
Glencove went him seven degrees
better. Waldo Tyler informed us
by phone that it was 32 below at
Hanley’s store, South Thomaston,
Attempts were made to get the
reading at Warren depot but the
road commissioner had not broken
the air out, so the telegraph
wouldn't work. Yet there are
some folks foolish enough to go
to Florida and miss a treat like
this.

I’ayeton—‘Rockland, at Silsby Maternity Hos
pital. Fob 1.5, t<> Mr. and Mrs Olin Payson,
twins; hoy, weight 6 pounds; girl, weight 4^
pounds
Carrigan—Waltham, Mass., Feh. —, to Mr.
and Mrs Richard Carrigan, a son.
D'gglc Bury. England, Jan 25. to Mr. ami
Mis. Harry Diggle, a daughter- Dorothy Alice.
Hodsdon L;.in. Feh
, to Mr. and Mr.;.
Richard Hodsdon, a son
lii.tor. Sunset, Feb. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Ki
na'• B Piton, a. daughter -Shirley Vaughn.
Brown Linconiville. Feh. 12, to Mr. and Mrs
Merrill Brown a son.

MARRIED
Dickey-Hansen-—Worcester, Mass, Feh.
<•«•(-rge E. Dickey and Kate II. Hansen, both of
Worcester.
Dverkck-Teague—At the Baptist Parsonage,
Rockland,
Kev. B. P Browne, Charles Ray
Ourlock and Dorris Aleda Teague, both of
Warren.
<ire\-Robcifs Belt.ist. Fob 1. Stanley Pres
ton (Jrcy f< Lincolnville, and Miss Mabel Rose
Roberts of Belfast.

CARD OF THANKS
W'e wish to thank our friends who so kindly
aided us in our recent bereavement.
Stanford It Watts, Jesaie I, Watts, Charles B.
Watts, Mauriee K. Watts, Malcolm J Watts,
Alden *M Watts.
Warren. Me^
•

All persons having repair work at the
lute W. M. Purington’s jewelry store
are requested to immediately notify the
store, 344 Main Street.—‘21-22.
The Bay View Society of Owl’s Head
will hold a baked bean supper, 25 cents.
Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 6 o'clock at lleatlof-the-Bay schoolhouse.—adv.

I

BALLOON AND

PRIZE DANCES

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, “Soul." Sunday
school at 12 o’clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.
t

"Wait till you hear from Warren
Depot!" is a common expression noWa-days, when eolld weather records are
being discussed. J. 11. Wiggin heard
directly from that place just as The
Fourier-Gazette was going to press.
“Forty below," was the verdict. "I felt
warmer here, after hearing that," said
Mr. Wiggin.

• « • •

At St. Peter's church (Episcopal) tile
I services for the First Sunday in Lent
Will be at 7.30, 10, 10.20, 10.30. and
12.15. The evening service will be in
Thomaston. Special Lent services or
appointments every day next week ex' cept Monday. Particulars will be
found in the usual weekly notices of
the parish on the first page of this isI sue.
• * • *
At the Congregational church tomorI row morning Mr. Rounds will preach
on the subject “Open Windows." Church
School at noon.
The Fellowship
League will meet at the church at 5.30
in the afternoon. There will be a
stereopticon lecture on the "Pjcturesque Southwest." The Missionary
Society will meet Monday afternoon at
3 o’clock with Mrs. E. D. Spear, IF
| Maple street.

The lectures being delivered by Rev.
O. W. Stuart at Littlefield Memorial
Church are exceedingly interesting. A
large attendance is reported every
evening.
They will continue every
evening next week except Wednesday
and Saturday.

Readers of The Prattler column, for
merly conducted Hy this paper will re
call numerous interesting references to
the gold fish Lancelot and ’’Elaine,
which, upon the author's departure,
were taken in custody by one of his
associates on the staff. Elaine had
always lieen in pindiing health, and
Thursday night reached the end of her
earthly, or rather watery career. She
had a much better appetite than is
usually the lot of invalids, and was
fed with the discriminating infre
quency that the experts prescribed.
She was a great traveler, and had been
around the globe many hundreds of
times. Lancelot continues the pilgrim
age. a look of undeniable loneliness in
his expressive eyes. Elaine was cre
mated.
li. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street,—20-tf

Bath—Jolly................................................. 35
Rockland—Skinner.................................. 59
Ssecond Period

Bath—Jolly -.................................. ... 4.45
Rockland—Therrien......................... 2.58
Bath—Bouchard......................................... 57
Third Period

Rockland—-St. Aubin............................... 31
Rockland—Skinner........................... 1.45
Bath—Bouchard .............................
1.15
Rockland—Therrien................................. 32
Bath—Bouchard ............................. 4.00
Rockland—-Skinner................................... 14
Rockland—Skinner........................... 1.00
Rushes, Bouchard, 12: St.Aubin, 6;
Therrien, 3. Stops, Purcell,54; lxivegreen, 34.
Referee, Benoit. Timer,
Wright. Scorer, Oliver.

- HERE’S POLO AGAIN!
TUESDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 20
AT THE ARCADE

ROCKLAND vs. WOONSOCKET
ST. AUBIN, 1r ........................................................................ 1r, LINCOLN
SKINNER, 2r ................................... *.............. ................. 2r, MULLIGAN
THERRIEN, c ...................................................................... c, T. WELCH
WRIGHT, hb
........................................................................... hb, ARUDA
PURCELL, g ........................... ......... .................................... g, PHINNEY

The name of Lincoln is one of the most famous in New England's
pclo history.
BATH NEXT THURSDAY NIGHT

• * « «
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DI COLA MACARONI
FINEST

GOOD MUSIC

MACARONI and SPAGHETTI

GOOD DANCING

From
SUNNY SICILY

DI COLA MACARONI
One-quarter of the purchase
price of every package of Mac
aroni sold at the booth goes to
ward the Athletic Field.

REFRESHMENTS
ADMISSION

AT THE FOOD FAIR

COBB’S INC., ROCKLAND
All Leading Grcccrs in

THOMASTON,

ROCKPORT,

WARREN

At the services of 'the Universalist
I church Sunday morning will be givert
to the people tlie plan and program
tor the two memorials which the Univerealist^ are to erect. One is to be
in Washington. D. C„ to be known as
the Universalist Memorial church, in
memory of Universalists who served
in the World War, and the other, in
Tokio, Japan, to be a symbol of world
brotherhood. The Sunday school meets
hit the close of the morning service.
The Y. P. C. U. has a social hour at 4
p. m. and the devotional service at fi
p. in. The evening picture service will
be an Illustrated travel lecture, "The
| Southwest and Beautiful California."

• « • •

At the Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
I Sunday morning the pastor v.ili speak
of Lincoln and Washington and the
points of similarity in their work for
the country. The musical program
morning and evening will be in charge
of Otho L. Hatch, under whose direc
tion a large chorus choir is being or
ganized. Ail who sing are invited to
be present. The subject for the even
ing sermon will be "The Disciple Who
Was Not Present,” aud the sermon
will follow a rousing song service led
by Mr. Hatch. Tlie Sunday school
meets at 12. and splendid progress is
being ntad». Every Sunday is a Rally
Sunday. Tbe Epworth League meets
at ti. Prayer meeting Tuesday even| mg at 7.30.
• * 4 •
Morning worship at Littlefield MeI morial church at 10.30. The pastor
speaks to the children on the subject
“First Lessons About God," and there
will be a violin solo by Alvah Mears.
Bible school meets at noon and Chris
tian Endeavor service at 6.16, con
ducted by men's group of which Edgar
Barter is captain, subject, "Stewardship
of Substance, or Who Owns Your
Pocketbook?" Evening service is at
7.15 opened by stirring service of song
assisted by church orchestra. Address
I by Rev. E. W. Stebbins of Waltham,
Mass., who will also sing. Bible con| ference continues this week: Monday
evening, "Tbe Seven Personages;"
Tuesday evening, “The Seven Vials;"
I Thursday evening. “The Seven Dooms,"
and Friday evening, “The Seven New
Things."

Sunday morning at the First Baptist
church the pastor will preach at 10.30
on "Staying By -the Stuff.” The an
them, "Hear, O My People,” Stevenson
hy the choir with obligato and solo byMrs. Lillian Joyce. Mrs. Joyce will
sing tho solo, “O Divine Redeemer.”
Gounod. Sunday School at the close
of the morning service with classes for
all. The children’s Happy Hour has
been- changed and will meet on Tues
day afternoon at 4 o'clock. At tihe
Young Peoples’ Meeting at 6.15 the re
ports will bo given of the State Christ
ian Endeavor Convention. The pastor
will preach at 7.15 on "Absalom. My
Son, My Son.” The musical program
for the evening includes “Jesus, Savior
Pilot Me," Schnecker. and "The Com
forter Came to My Soul One Day,”
N'evin. tty the choir, and duet "Oh, It
is Wonderful," Ttillar, by Mr. and Mrs
B. P. Browne. Remember the prayer
meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
On Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock
there will be a convention rally of tlie
World Wide Guild. Miss Margaret
Suntan of the Phiiiipines will be the
speaker. All young ladies are cordially
invited to come and meet Miss Suman.
At 7.30 the public is invited to an ad
dress given by Miss Suman on her
work in the Phiiiipines. Plans have
lteen made fbr -two weeks or special
services from March 19 to April 1.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pastor
evangelist of Auburn will be present
the first week.
Tbe mark down sale at the C. M.
Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.

HAYES & CO., INC., BOOTH

CAMDEN,

A lew wilder Coats to be closed out
at a big sacrifice to make room for outspring stock, which is already on the
v>ey. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
end Elm streets, Rockland.
20-tf

MONDAY
FEB. 19

Jesus condensed the heart of
his gospel into a single sentence
when he said, "The Kingdom of
Heaven's within you." He de
manded a spiritual rebirth by
which the dominion of the world
would
be
supplanted
-by
the dominion of God.
The
will of man muat yield in sub
mission to the will of God. it is
the inner reaction that counts-. A
world transformed outwardly by
science and social changes is
without avail unless men have at
the same, time a new heart. If
the lower selfish instincts are al
lowed to run wild only disaster
can follow. There can be no
happiness unless the inner world
of life is conformed to the will
of God.
The Church exists to help men
find renewal of life. The cares
of the world and Ihe temptations
thereof press heavily upon men.
It is not cosy to be good. The
Church is a n-treat for the weary
and heavy laden in which new
power is found for righteous liv
ing. "I am come.” said Jesus,
"that ye might have life and that
ye might liave it more abundant
ly."

LATEST!

lL:i:<iu:sf RmVuirt, Feh. 16, In Mr .in I Mrs.
C. E Runquist, a son.
M'.Iii-ire—'Rjx’klund. ut Silsby Maternity Hos
pital. Fet» 16. to Mr. und Mrs Ralph McIn
tire, a daughter weight 7 pounds.

DIED
Running ltoekpnrt, Feb. 15. Sopliroiiia <1,
widow of Jerry T. Manning, aged 78 years. II
months. 28 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
About the middle of February each
Manning KiM-k|M>rt, Feb. 15, Sophroliia. widow
The champion hoax of the winter in
of Jerry T. Manning, aged 79 years.
this city was the widespread report to year a group of artistic paint slingers,
Leimond—Warren, Feb 16. Alfred Lermond.

the effect that New York City had a
two billion dollar fire—"stilt raging."
The story grew from a radio report
concerning a fire in a 6-story building
occupied by CO Jewelers and silver
smiths.
Jewels valued at $2,000,000
were in safes which crashed into the
basement when the floors collapsed,
hut experts said the valuables would
be found intact. Tile actual damage to
building and fixtures was less than
$100,000. Assuming that the gems are
a total loss the fire loss wili still be
$1,997,900,000 less than rumor had it.
And yet there are some folks who will
tell you how "newspapers” exaggerate
tilings.

Sunday, 7:30

The second game in the Bath-Rock- 1

BORN
Benner—Rockland, Feh. 8. In Mr. und Mrs.
Wiilmr 11 Benner. ;i son -weight 6 pounds

WITH THE CHURCHES

Universalist Church

Rockland Wins Second Game
and Rubber Will Be Played
Tonight—St. Aubin Injured..

Mrs. C. A. Towle is quite poorly.
She is attended by Dr. Moulton of
Sea rs nion t.
Mrs. Grace .Johnson and son Crosby
were in Rockland Monday.
Lincoln’s Birthday was observed
Sunday by the North Appleton Sunday
school. Tbe Gettysburg Address was
given by the superintendent; appro
priate readings were listened to from
the teachers and Lincoln quotations
were given by the scholars. “The Va
cant Chair’’ was sung. Pictures of the
martyred President were in evidence
on the chapel walls and the Hag was
given a prominent place on the altar
and organ. In spite of the bad weather
and traveling only two sessions of the
school have been missed thus far this
winter. Il has been voted unanimously
that the same officers which served
last year be retained for tbe present
year.

Page Three

FEB. 19

Owing to severe storms, hold weather
and blocked roads of this week, the
dollar day sale at E. R. Hastings A
Co.'s will lie continued Monday and
Tuesday of next week.—adv.
Tlie mark down sale at tile C. M.
Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
htrgalns.—adv.
15-tf.

John J» Perry will be at the Thorn
dike Hotel next week to assist in mak
ing out income taxes.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 17, 1923.
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Every-Other-Day

Haggard. "Ilis benk of a nose Jutted
“The Vicomte de Jussac. ot your | dragged, half of the way. It must
VINALHAVEN
between two fierce deep-sunk eyes. One 'service. A guest at the abbey. Know- have taken quite a while. The}
I of his legs was extended, and swathed ! Ing Spencer was here, 1 came to in- couldn't be far off, and, to cut it short.
Canton Vinalhaven held its annual
1 ’
------ -■ ■*—
1 searched
the■* pits through and found
installation of officers Friday evening,
from foot to knee ln drlpplug-wet cal form him he wus wanted."
“Oh. All right, sir. He's certainly Jake where he is. I didn't get wise
at Memorial hall. Capt. A. It.''Patter
ico bandages that looked as if they
son, representing the department com
had been ripped from a woman's gar wanted." The inspector turned to to it till now. He’s got a leg so badly
mander and suite; W. A. Smith, as
Billy. “Come along, my lad. We are | sprained that a compound fracture
ment.
sistant adjutant general; George Grey,
wouldn't have laid him up much more
Billy found himself looking down overdue at Stanhoe police station.”
aide: C. 11. B. Seliger, major; C. E.
“Does tiiat mean I'm arrested?"
thoroughly. And here you are, in Gained Strength, Weight and Now Bowman, captain and drill master; W.
the muzzle of a small repeating pistol,
The
inspector
looked
at
him
search

spector, just in the nick of time, as Doing Own Work, by Taking Lydia E Hillings, installed the following offi
held in a hairy but very steady fist,
1 the story-books say.
Of course,"
cers: captain, M. p. Smith; lieutehant,
“Stop right where you are," said the ing! y.
“That will dejiend on circumstances. ! added Billy, “you’d have found It out E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound M. W. Leadbetter; ensign, C. 1.. Ames;
occupant of the cave, reclining on one
clerk. C. L. Boman; accountant, W, A.
i elbow. “Don’t move a step forward, Have you any objection to accompa j yourself as soon as you got to work.
Smith. The Installation ceremonies
! I happened to be on the spot, that's
nying hie?"
nor yet a step back. Get me?”
Marion, Ind.—“I was all run-down, were followed by an exceptionally fine
"I
’
ve
no
objection
to
anything.
This
1
all.
And
I
shall
be
obliged
If
you'll
Billy stopped obediently. He cal
nervous and bent over. I could hardly drill by 12 cantons, with VV. E. Billings
culated the distance between them to is my afternoon off. But may i take say nothing about my share ln it, at
drag around, let as drill master. Thc grand march was
It
you
ure
looking
for
tlie
enterprising
headquarters.
Thief-catching
Isn't
be a dozen feet; there was no likeli
alone do my work. '.ed by cantons in uniform, accompanied
really in my line—I’m a motor-engihood of capturing the pistol before, fellow who burgled ttie abbey?”
I read some letters by their ladies. Dancing lasted until
“I Include tliSt among my activi , neer, and it might do me harm to
irly morning. Music by the Knlckerin the pa retelling
the bullet struck him. The eyes of
ties,"^uid Arkwright sardonically.
b<x ker Six.
have It known I was wasting time on
the man showed that he meant busi
ham’s Vege table
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh enter
"Then this is your lucky day. He's things that aren’t my business.”
ness. He was In fact, less like a man
Compound had done tained friends at cards Friday evening.
in
the
eave
there.
”
Inspector
Arkwright
gazed
at
Billy
than a crippled wolf,
for othPrs and I Supper was served.
Those present
"In the—cave?" said Arkwright, dumbly. Arkwright was not a man of
“Jack the Climber,” said Billy
thought I would try vere: Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hall, Mr.
staring.
ungenerous Instincts.
blandly, “I am pleased to meet yoft.
it. Then a man told md Mis. B. K. Smith, M«. and Mrs.
“If you'll step this way,” said Billy,
"I call that a very remarkable
my husband about Charles Chilles.
nays. But there's five—maybe six I've been looking for you quite a
SYNOPSIS
“I'll show you.”
piece of work for an amateur," he
his wife and what
Miss Blanche Hamilton entertained
caves, most of them too plain and while.”
good it had done her ihe Owls" Wednesday evening. Lunch
He turned toward the bushes. Ark said ungrudgingly.
“Don't give me that fool name!"
easy—anybody can see 'em. Still, 111
and wanted him to I was served.
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect ol
wright, after a moment's hesitation, I
“I suppose I’ve set your mind at
tErythea
month s visit to her austere aunt. Lady go over them. My own first. I guess snarled the caveman. "My name Is
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young entertained
accompanied him, and motioned to rest, that I’d nothing to do with the have me try it. I took one bottle ami
Lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and there’s nobody could have found that." Jake.”
could see what it did for me in a week’s friends at supper February 11.'
her cousin. Alexander Lambe, Aimee, vi
“Anything to oblige. Mr. Jake, Inspector Panke to follow. Bertrand burglary myself? You're not aching time.and when I had taken three bottles
He wound his way through the
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
On Monday evening Mrs. Aubrey
Viscount Scroope, Is in a rebellious mood
bushes to the screen of brambles that there's the Mttle matter of the Jer brought up the rear. Billy led them to haul me off to the station house I had gained both in strength and weight Ames entertained friends in honor of
into the cave.
and was doing my own work. I took it her birthday. The party enjoyed the
i any more? Or are you?"
masked
tbe
cave
where*
Aimee
had
vaulx
burglary
against
you,
among
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
Juke, prostrate on hls couch of; Inspector Arkwright regarded Billy before my last baby was born and it name of “63" and refreshments were
park, there encountering a strange youth taken refuge on tbe night of the bur others."
in trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
helped me so much. I sure am glad to served.
bracken, greeted them with a sullen thoughtfully.
Ml«s Pauline- Hennigar as
“
What
are
you
ghin
’
me!"
retorted
glary,
and
after
scanning
the
ground
ingly introduces himself as “Billy,” Amer
stare. Inspector Arkwright looked at
“X'o,” he replied quietly, “but there recommend the Vegetable Compound to sisted in serving. Those present were:
lean. The two cement the acquaintance near its approaches, pushed the briars Jake.
any
woman
who
suffers
from
female
ail

by a ride on the motorcycle, the, “Flying
Mrs. Arthur Pears, Mr. and
“Tlie bluff doesn’t go,” said Billy, him—at the bandaged leg. the stubble- ! are one or two points that have to be i ments fori knpw by experience what I Mr. and
aside and entered cautiously. The
"nobert Georgeson, Mr. ’and Mrs.
Sphinx,” and part. With Georgina Ber
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
it can do. I have used Lvdia E. Pink- | .(.;iomas Baum,
Baum Mf an(J
cave was empty—save for that super “Your motorcycle's yonder ln the covered face, and deep-set eyes. The cleared up yet.”
Mrs. Angus
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
handkerchief with the broken food
Billy took some papers from a pock- ham s Sanative Wash, also the Liver
motorcycle, the Flying Sphinx, which clay pit. All the cards are out,"
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx
I Hennigar and Mr. and Mrs. Langtry
was no longer visible.
etboqk and handed them to Ark Pills, too, and think them fine.”—Mrs. J Smith.
while she goes on a holiday. Georgir.a’t stood waiting in patient dumbness at
The man's face twitched.
Wm. Eldridge, 620 E. Grant Street,
horrified protest is unavailing.
“That’s your mnn,” said Billy, wright.
"Are you the police?’’
tbe far end. weeping slow tears of oil
Mrs. Jack Mathesion was pleasantly
“known to the populur press ns Jack
"If you wnnt Information as to my Marion, Indiana.
CHAPTER III.-Happy in her new free
surprised by a party of friends Wed
“Xo," said Billy.
into a little pool beneath the silencer. •
A
record
of
nearly
fifty
years
service
dom.’Aimee again meets “Billy.” He tell.1
nesday evening. Jokes and stories were
Jake stared at the tall form ln front the Climber; hut I gather he prefers Identity," he said, “you might look should convince you
Billy laid n hand upon his Arab
the merit of
her his name is Spencer, and she give.*
to be called Jake—I think we ought through those.”
the features of the evening. Lunch
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest “out of a steed, and sighed.
Then his face of him, and emitted a startled oath.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Compound.
was served.
1
Job.” Billy offers to lake her into part
to humor him so far. His motor- . The inspector did so. His usually
“
I
b'lieve
you're
the
guy
that
brightened
amazingly.
nershlp in selling the Sphinx. In a spiri'
The East Side Sewing Club were en
Immobile face gave a twitch of sur the police rcturr.ca n:«i spoke wK.
of madcap adventure, she accepts. Th'
“Your time'll come again — and slugged me, last Saturday night," he
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
prise.
him.
Finally, wondering us she tertained Wednesday evening by Mrs.
mighty soon!" he said with affection. said.
Angus Hennigar in honor of the birth
Ing separate lodgings In Ivy cottage.
"Thank
you.
I'll
keep
Jhese
for
the
watched,
Aimee observed tlie arrival day of one of its members. Mrs. Hester
“Quite correct."
He turned, and left the cave. It was
present,
”
he
said,
with
a
change
of
of tiie gate—saw tlie prostrate hod) Ames, who also received several fine
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visit.
“You're on your own, eh?” Jake’s
holy ground to him now; for one
Georgina and learns that the deception
manner. “I will have a word with of Jake curried into the open. Tlie gifts. A birthday chke was included in
head craned forward, hls eyes on
night It had heen Aimee’s refuge.
has not been discovered. By her dominan
you at the abbey, Mr. Spencer, when distance was considerable. But the the fine luncheon served by the hostess.
personality she compels Georgina to con
He passed farther along the pits, Billy's face. "And alone, I guess!”
tinue the subterfuge.
The Pals met with Mrs. Burger Mag
this business is off my hands."
significance of that pathetic figure on
"Do you take me for a fool?” said
inspecting a second and much more
“I'll be th^re,” said Billy, with an the gate (-ame home to tier. Aimee nuson on Wednesday evening.
CHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next da}
obvious cave on his way. He was Just Billy calmly.
One of the most enjoyable social
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almos
Inward twinge of Rnxiety.
wns not slow of comprehension. She
The man shivered. The expression
collides with a carriage in which are hei about to emerge from It when some
events of the season was the married
Panke
and
the
constable
arrived,
began
lo
realize
tlie
meaning
of
it
nil
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pan thing caught Billy's eye, on the far in hls eyes was dreadful.
folks dancing party, given at the Arm
escape unrecognized
carrying a gate between them, which Tlie police had what they wanted ory Saturday evening, by Messrs. Iaiw"See here!" he said sullenly.
side of the pits. He shrank back
was taken Into the cave. The pros Tlie captive could lie no other than iy nnd Leadbetter. Refreshments were
CHAPTER VI.-Georgina learns tha
quickly into the cave's mouth and flat “You've got me set. I can't move.
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery
trate Jake was lifted onto It, and Jack tlie Climber himself. Billy had served at intermission.
Music by
tened himself against the wall, watch I’m up against it. I know they'll pull
thea and. realizing what will happen oi
borne out into the open.
"got away witii it" with a vengennqe. Lane's Trio.
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment
me. Well, I’ll take my dose. I'll
ing.
Aimee wns staring dunilily at tlie
“Wait! Set him down,” said Ark
The object which gave him pause throw my hand ln!”
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretl?
NORTH HAVEN
wright suddenly. "He’s safe, any group, when stie heard a faint nnimalvisiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place it
"Wise of you.”
was very small, and fully four hun
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
like
noise
close
I
eside
her.
She
turned
how.
We
’
ve
got
to
get
the
other
one."
“But,” said Jake with devilish fe
dred yards distant. But It showed
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Morrison
He Turned to Billy. "You’ve seen sharply, to find tiiat she was not and little daughter walked to the Thor
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, witi
against the sky-line and to the eye of rocity, “I've got you, too.” ' He raised j
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
nothing
of
her
—
the
woman?
”
alone.
one
kn^e,
and
rested
hls
pistol
hand;
a frontiersman anything that cuts the
oughfare on the ice Wednesday, Feb.
Billy gnve him a stare of undis
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Pank, sky-line, and that moves ever so little, on It. “If I give up to you, there’s!
A woman, in a stained and ragged I 7. The distance is about two and a
decides that the robbery is the work oi
guised amazement.
dust-cloak, was crouching behind the , half miles. Thursday, Capt- Morrison
is nt once apparent. What Billy saw somethin' I’m goln' to have you do
•'Jack the Climber” and "Calamity Kate,’
screen of brambles a few yards away. walked nearly to the Light Station,
“The woman?” he exclaimed.
•
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
was the upper part of a head, peering first. You'll take my terms an’ dc(
cle.
Jake threw away the stub of hls Siie was young, and not ill-looking j pushing hls boat'which was tied on a.
over the edge of the little cliff on the what I ask—or I'll drop you, right
save for tlie deathlv pallor of her face : s ei'- ahead of him.
..., . ,
cigarette.
CHAPTER X.-Billy, aware of hi
there and now.”
opposite side.
ami the disorder of her hair. Indeed
The K'of PheW their InrtalUtion
^partner's” nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
"Yes
—
Calnmlty
Kate!"
said
Ark

There
was
not
the
faintest
doubt
A
pair
of
shoulders
followed
the
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
j Tuesday Jan. 30. They had as guests
wright impatiently. ‘Good Lord, man, there was a wild gipsyisli beaut) .he members of the Pythian Sisters and
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at one* hend, nnd their owner was obviously but that he meant what he said. A
suspects burglary, and follows two figure
can't
you
see
she
must
be
somewhere
about
her,
that
survived
even
the
watching the pit with a desire to dis glance Into hls eyes told the listener
wives of the knights. Ttiter the iostalon a motorcycle who are apparently in i
here, too? She’s heen bringing him hunted expression in her eyes.
’
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair. Bi*:
i lotion work refreshments were served
cover whether the coast was clear. that.
knocks out a man who attempts to shoo,
food and water, and tending hls leg—
She was staring through the hushes j and dancing was enjoyed.
“X'othing doing," said Billy quietly.
him. picking up a package the fellow* hau There wns n curious furtiveness about
The Pythian Sisters held tlieir se»'how else could he have lived there six at tlie distant group.
dropped. He discovers the other fugitivt tlie figure that presently appeared, “I don't take orders from a malefac
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, sht
,davs when he can't move?"
“They got him!” she said in a ! ing circle with Mrs. Lester Stone last
tor,
Least
of
all
at
the
point
of
a
and
dropping
down
the
cliff
by
a
steep
strikes him with a stone, rendering hin?
... .
"Great Christopher!” said Billy. “I strangled whisper. She huddled her Thursday afternoon.
unconscious, and the pair escape.
path reached the lower ground and gun."
"See If He’s Shamming,” Said ArkThe Unity Guild which waj organ self
together
trembling.
“
Then,
”
said
Jake
thickly,
“
you're
suppose
you're
right."
crossed it ut a run.
CHAPTER Xl.-Recovering. Billy dis
1 :zed several weeks ago for church work,
wright.
"An’ they'll get me. too. Let 'em 1 met with Mrs. Lester Stone Tuesday.
“The prisoner refuses any Informa
covers the package he had picked up is b
Billy crept from the gloom of the cold meat. I guess it's the best way
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
It gives me a chance yet.”
cycle is in the clay pit up the slope. tion. But I'll have the pair of them," X'o good my runnin' for it.
Ian. 30. At the meeting held Tuesday,
Ing they must be part of the loot fron cave’s mouth and, crouching behind
"I diinno win von are!" she unit Feb. 13. with Mrs. Stone, plans were
said Arkwright grimly. “I—”
“They don't electrocute ln this' His leg is rather badly hurt.”
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On thi the briar hushes, peered through them
way he meets Aimee. with the police ii
made for the future. She Will entertain
country," said Billy, “they hang. But
“I suggest,” broke in Panke, tvlio
“See if he’s shamming," said Ark
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cavt
the guild every two weeks until she
they do It very efficiently. You can wright briefly to I’nnke.
was chafing at being thrust into a sub
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the
moves back home. Work has been
whole story. He urges that she make &
shoot me in the back though, If you
ordinate part, “that we get this
"Do
I
look
ns
if
1
was
shamming,
frank confession to her father, but on re
started toward a fair next summer.
want
to.
I'm
going
to
see
about
yout
man
away
as
soon
as
possible,
and
you gazaboo!" growled Jake.
flection both realize Almee’s good namt
'Anyone interested In chuMi 'wbrk,
has been compromised by her two nights
exit.”
He certainly did not.
Inspector that two of us wait in the eave. The
whether a member of the clturch or
•tay at Ivy cottage.
He turned deliberately and walked Arkwright put ii question to him, Woman probably visits it only at night,
•lot is cordially invited -to join.
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he
to the mouth of the eave. Jake's which Jake did not answer; nor did nnd the next time she comes with sup
Two young misses recently celebrated
has a plan to save her. Billy leaves her in
finger trembled on the trigger.
their birthdays. Barbara Stone en
he look at the inspector—liis eyes plies. we shall get her."
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re
stores the emeralds to the astounded
“Come back!” he said hoarsely.
tertained her friends with a party Jan.
“The weak point about that," re
were fixed on Billy. X'ot a word of J
Lady Erythea.
21. her fifth birthday. Those present
There was something so broken and reply would tlie captive vouchsafe to plied Arkwright patronizingly, "is that
were Ivaloo and Doris Brown, Mar
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re
piteous in the tone, that Billy turned any of Arkwright's queries.
Billy it's not certain she only comes at
ward. after explaining how the emeralds
guerite and Miriam Gillis, Rulh and
hls head.
Jake flung the pistol took the Vicomte by the arm. led him night; this Is a lonely place, and it
came into his possession. Billy accepts the
Helen Stone, Margery and Virginia
position of chauffeur to I^ady Erythea,
toward him; it fell on the sand at outside, and drew n long breath.
won't surprise me if she Is close by.
Perry.
Refreshments were served.
seeing in the situation a promise of a way
Billy's
feet,
and
he
picked
It
up.
She
may
have
observed
us
already.
“
Got
a
cigartW*?
”
he
said
anx

out of the embroglio.
Miss Barbara was the recipient of
“
I
can't
get
you
with
a
gun."
iously. "I gave my list one to Jake.' We'll search these pits thoroughly
many useful gifts. On Feb. 1 Miss Mar
CHAPTER XIV.—Realizing what her
gasped Jake, “but listen to what I got
father’s visit to Jervaulx would mean.
first. There are half a dozen of these
gery Perry entertained the same little
Bertrand produced his ease.
Aimee goes secretly to tfer home, disables I
girls at her birthday party, she being
to say. If you're a man! For God's
"But what a triumph!” he said witii , eaves, and we'll go through them all.
the family auto, thus preventing his jour- ,
tour years old. They had a fine time
sake, listen!’’
Mr. Spencer, I'll trouble you to remain
ney. and induces a parlormaid to let her
a dazed air.
cake her place at Jervaulx.
playirg games and enjoying the re
And Billy listened.
“It's not the sort I enjoy,” replied by the prisoner. Panke, you and the
freshments.
•
•«••••
constable try that eave opposite, and
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes
Billy, “but I had to see it through."
We are now able to drive direct to
Aimee as the woman on the motorcycle j
The two insiieetors emerged.
I’ll take this side.”
Some minutes later Billy stepped
Vinalhaven. The ice in the Thorough
w’hlch r$in into the Lambe carriage, de
“Panke," said Arkwright, “there's a
Inspector Arkwright strode forward
nouncing her as “Calamity Kate.” Geor
out of the cave into the sunlight. He.
fare is in fine condition holding a
gina divulges Aimee’s identity. Hearing J
was looking unusually grave, hls lips gate in the field-fence just up there, with stern determination.
double horse sled. Each day sees
her story. Alexander consents to keep the
“The bag Is not complete,” he said
teams driving across besides quite a
were tight set; his eyes were posi I think. Will you and Polsffn lift it
secret.
number of pedestrians.
tively harried. He walked a few off Its hinges and bring it here? We grimly, “till I've got that woman!”
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him
The Sisterhood held an apron party
steps, muttering to himself.
He must get the man out; he can’t walk.”
self very much In love with Georgina.
Wednesday evening after the lodge
He turned abruptly to Billy. "Ami
CHAPTER XXIV
started
as
a
voice
called
him
excited

CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis
meeting With 34 present. A program of
ly by name, and he was aware of now—will you explain, Mr. Spencer?"
it of Alexander’s sister, Lady Diana (who
music and reading, after which games
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster
"Sisters
Under
Their
Skins.
”
"Sure," said Billy. “I believe you
Monsieur de Jussac running toward
were played was enjoyed by all. The
nation to the two girls.
know it was I who came across the
Aimee catne as near to sheer panic
him.
refreshment committee served tea and
CHAPTER XVIII.—Another visitor to
“Spencer!" he cried, “I have been thieves on the nig^t of the holdup, as she had ever heen yet when, after
fancy cookies at fhe close ot the en
Jervaulx is the Vicomte de Jussac, Di
ana's suitor. Diana recognizes Aimee and
tertainment.
looking for you everywhere. Where nnd got knocked out. It seems to overhearing from her coign of van
The Running Figure Was a Woman.
threatens to denounce her.
Mrs. Gertrude Snow celebrated her
the devil have you been? The police have been taken for granted the pair tage in the second floor window the
birthday Thursday evening. Members
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested in the eagerly.
have inquired for you at the abbey, bf them made a get-away on their ma questions of tlie police, she saw them
The running figure was
of the Sisterhood were invited and a
I«tmbe collection of armor, De Jussac,
“Are You Goin’ to Gimme Away?”
and I think they are not far behind. chine, and likely were lialf across start for the crag pits.
during the night, tries on a suit. Diana, woman—a small woman clad in
jolly evening was spent. Refreshments
England
hy
morning.
I
wasn't
so
sure.
Tlie only bright feature of thp situ
I thought It well to come and warn
investigating an alleged ghostly appari khaki-colored dust-cloak, carrying
tered. "What you doin' here? Are which included one of Mrs. Snow's
tion. meets him. He declares his love. .
The’cnse wns important for me, too. ation, though not dazzllngly bright,
you."
She ran with
handsome birthday cakes, were enand is accepted. Aimee finds them to little red bundle.
you goin’ to ginuue away?"
for it loosed as if I was going to be was that de Jussac was already on
"The police?”
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con stooping gait, bending low as she;
Aimee did not move. Her heart ! Joyed.
cerning her affairs.
suspected.
his
way,
in
the
same
direction.
She
Bertrand
turned
round
sharply.
He
Work is progressing on the new
threaded between the bushes. Shc|
CHAPTER XX.-Alexander and Geor- reached n point against the cliff on permitted himself a military expres
, there was
, no menace I church. This past week the steeple has
“I happened to come across some had seen him go, and guessed his heat fast. But
gina become engaged. Lady Erythea. be
in
tiie
wmnnns
eyes;
only
au
expres
;
bcpn
raigedlieving Georgina to be Lord Scroope’s Billy’s side, three hundred yards far sion that would not pass the censor. tracks of a cycle tire on the field errand. Bertrand, at least, was an sion so broken nnd piteous tiiat sonic i Frank Beverage's new three-story
daughter, is delighted.
here;
they
were
old
nnd
faint,
but
ally.
"And
here
they
are!
”
he.said,
with
ther along, close hy a tangle of under
they set me thinking. I wish I'd struck
“I'd rather they got me than Billy!" bow a lump came into Aimee's throat, t building is rapidly being hoarded in.
CHAPTER XXI.-Billy and Aimee reach growth. There she halted, and, look a gesture of despair.
She liad not tlie faintest doubt who i The ground floor will be used as a
an understanding as to their mutual love. ing round her quickly, disappeared
The helmet of Constable Polson ap them before. I'm used to following she said with a little sob.
store while Mr. Beverage and family
tills hunted woman was.
trails
—
had
a
lot
of
experience
in
it.
The
one
obvious
and
reasonable
peared
on
the
brink
nf
the
opposite
with
extreme
suddenness.
CHAPTER XXII.—A Scotland Yard of.
“You i.now wiio I am." tlie woman will occupy the two upper stories from
ficial arrives and demands to see Billy
Went
to
tlie
place
where
the
argu

thing
for
Aiinee
to
do,
was
to
remain
cliff,
about
the
same
time
as
Panke's
“Great Christopher!" said Billy.
which a tine view of the Thoroughfare
Aimee overhears him. Learning Billy's
said thickly; "I cap see it in your can be had as it Is situated on Main
He rose to his knees, staring at the peuked cap obtruded itself over the ment happened, up the lnne, and made where she wns. To lie low, like Brer
whereabouts, the officer goes after him
face.
”
Siie
came
a
step
nearer.
“
Are
street next to the K. of ,P. hall.
place where she had vanished. His one behind them, aud the felt hat of out that tlie motorcycle, after tlie Rabbit, and take no part in the com
A Crosley radio set has been in
Inspector Arkwright hove in sight scrap, came hack along the road yon ing crisis. As a natural consequence, you goin’ to call out?"
Begun In January 25th issue, Back eyes were bright, liis face liad lit up.
Aimee did not answer that question stalled at William Sampson's. A. B.
“I was right,” lie said in a hushed among the bramble bushes below. In der. The tracks are there yet If it was precisely the thing wliieh her
numbers can be supplied.
“Is he much hurt?" slip said quietly, Cooper is agent for the Vinalhaven
tone. "But, gee! I never thought of a very short time all three men were you've eyes to see them. I guess the mind refused to entertain. If Billy
Light & Power Co. and will gladly
machine was half-crippled, and they was going to meet trouble, she deter looking towards tbe distant group
in
tlie
pit,
closing
strategically
upon
this.
”
(Continued)
demonstrate at his home the Crosley
rotnjd tlie man on the gate.
were
driving
it
too
hard.
I
made
out
Billy
and
Bertrand.
mined
to
be
on
tlie
spot.
There
was
He rose, as if to follow, but on sec
machine.
“
Hurt?"
said
Calamity
Kate.
"He
CHAPTER XXIII
“I don't think,” murmured Billy, that it crashed again—a batf crash no knowing to what lengths he might
ond thoughts subsided again and
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Brown are visit
smashed
himself
days
ago,
it
was."
go, in ids passion for self-sacrifice.
ing their daughter Ida.
waited. He remained there fully ten “that I ever knew policemen arrive that time. Do you follow me?"
Jack the Climber.
The K. of P. held a dance in their hall
“Yes,” said the amazed Arkwright,
Ten minutes lator Aimee was in the She had subsided on the sand, and
minutes, when the figure reappeared, so—so—what's the word?”
Mr. William Spencer, after arriving and hurried along the pit bottom in
bushy dip of ground leading into the embraced her knees with her arms, Friday evening. Music was furnished
“A propos," said the Vicomte grimly, "but how—"
In the fallow field where stood tlie his direction.
"Here's a piece of the machine— erag pits. The police were well ahead staring beforo*lier witii unseeing eyes by the three F.’s & M. Ice cream was
twisting his mustache.
clump of hushes that hid tlie broken
found it on the road,” said Billy, nf her, converging round tlie far end. “I got him down here. Tried to lielp on sale at intermission.
“Thanks. That's it.’’
Billy wormed himself hurriedly un
Slides on Pilgrim’s Progress and a
Indian motorcycle made a rapid sur der the tangled briars at some cost to
handing him the scrap of metal. "The Aimee liad taken some trouble to avoid him along—couldn't walk. Then 1 short lecture was given in K. of P. hall
"Is there anything I can do?”
liad
t«
carry
him."
vey of tlie situation. lie resumed liis! hls skin. The woman passed him
"Thanks again, but I think not. tracks didn't go on. So what became being seen hy them. At tho moment
hy Rev. M. G. Perry Friday evening
"You!" said Aimee, looking tvouuer trom 7 to 8 o’clock. Candy was also on
tnsk of quartering the ground for within seventy yards, walking rapidly. We'll see how they play the hand.'
of the machine? I found the tire she could not see them at all, nnd
tracks.
sale. Proceeds of thc entertainment
“That’s him—the young one!" ex marks passing through a gateway Into took it for granted they could not see ingl.v ut Hie girl's slight figure.
She was no longer carrying tiie bundle.
This, being unfruitful, occupied bat
"Yes, me. It took me—hours. Cur went to the Sunday school.
her either.
When she hnd passed, Billy peeped claimed Panke, as the three ap- the field.
Work on the cantata to he given
n little time, lie gave it up and went • after her. Though he could not see proaehed. Inspector Arkwright walked
"What did that sa.v? That the)
Bending low and running between ried him—on me buck—somehow
forward again, dipping down into lhe; |l(.r face, lie liad not the slightest un to Billy, and addressed him by could wheel ihe machine, though the) the bushes, Aimee made for the en Wlien it came daylight, I found tin Easter is progressing nicely. All those
who can sing are invited to join the
couldn t drive it. Engine done up. trance of tlie Sphinx's cave.
erag-pits beyond.
j
who s|le was. She disappeared name.
It cave. Got Idin in. 1 ripped up nn chorus.
Billy had formed upon the factors round the bend of the pits.
skirt
to
bandage
him.
I
stole
food
foi
WhHt
would
they
do
witii
it?
Hide
it,
“William Spencer!”
seemed to her that must be where
Mrs. Flora (Storer) fcaiderwood
^already in his possession a theory
Bill)' extricated himself cautiously
The community was terribly .shocked
“That same bird,” replied Billy so nobody would know they didn't get Billy liad gone. On arriving at thc him, nights. In two or three days
which appealed to him strongly, lie from the hush and waited for some pleasantly.
clear away. ) ou'll find tlie machine, mouth, however, she discovered her more I guess he'd have heen able to and saddened by the tragic, death of
hoped to prove it. But the hope was time on liis knees, staring in the di
“And an admirable chauffeur,” mur a twin Indian, over in tlie oW clay pit, mistake. Through a gup in the brush get away. X’otv they've got liipi. an Flora Calderwood, wife of Will Calder
very slender
wood. as was reported in The Cou
under some brushwood.
rection she had taken. There was
wood she caught sight of Billy a con they'll Lave p>"."
(To Be Continued)
rier-Gazette at the time. A' kerosene
“If I'd only got wise to this two nothing more to be seen of her. Then, mured de Jussac. “He drives like the
“
What
did
tlie
two
of
them
do
then?
siderable
distance
further
along
tlie
Angel of Death.”
i an exploded, 'setting lier clothing on
days ago,” he said gloomily, "1 might springing to liis feet he sprinted to
You
can
see
by
the
tracks
in
tlie
field
pits. And with him was de Jussac.
Arkwright’s cold gray eye swiveled
lire and burning her so severely that
Watch tor the “Jack
have done something. But there's no the spot where she had first vanished
that
one
of
tliem
was
dead
lame.
So
The police arrived almost immedi
upon the speaker.
she only lived a few hours after the
saying how old tbe tracks are. And with tlie bundle.
Rabbit
”
on
the
i t rival of the doctor.
Mrs. Calder
"Who are you, and what are you lame that he liad to be carried or ately afterward. Aimee, crdiching be
there's so little time.”
road. They are
Tlie bushes partially cloaked the doing here-'"
hind the hushes, watched tlie meeting.
wood was formerly Flora Storer of
He looked about him thoughtfully. mouth of one of the many crag caves;
increasing.
Camden and had been married about
•
SOLD EVERYWHERE
Her throat felt dry and hot, her
The area of the crag-pits covered , the entrance was not difficult to find
10 years. Much sympathy is extended
hands opened nnd shut nervously.
1111 11 1 I 1 I 1 I I I i d' l-l-l-H-H 'l-1some twenty acres; a wide bottom of i
to her father and two brothers and a
when one was close to It. Billy walked
She hesitated, uncertain what to do.
twin sister who survive her.
red sand studded here and there in without hesitation. He found pre
Off
Would
Billy
"get
away
witii
it?**—
A
with tangled bushes. The place was !
■■
IOGENES Looked For an
cisely what he expected.
I “ II)) Honest Man. If He Had
gleam of hope and confidence re
shut in by low red bluffs of coraline |
On the floor of the eave, stretched
turned. Billy had a wonderful knack
Been Wise Enough to
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
crag, with a few gaps in them through upon a couch of dry bracken, lay a * ’ j
you use /ess
of getting away with tldngs.
T.adleot Aftkyo^rDi
A. C. JONES
('hl-cbes-ters Dlamon
which winding paths sloped up to tlie man, lie was not a spectacle which
Advertise He Could
Siie saw the party disappear Into
rill® in Red and Gold meullkV
I boxe*. soled with Blue Rlbboa.'
higher ground.
I: Have Sat Still and Waited For
in any way gladdened tlie eye.
5
Talbot
Ave.
Those small ads in The Courier- the cave nearest them; she witnessed
Take no other. F
“The soil tells me nothing," said
Drncfftnt. AMcforC
He was big and lusty of limb; what ;; Honest Men to Come to Him.
Gazette are read by every body. That tlie emergence of Billy, and was aware
DIAMOND HRAN_________ _
Rockland, Maine
Billy to himself; “too loose and wind little could be seen of hls face through '
yean known as Best, Safest, Always B
is why they are so popular and of a certain relief of tension when
mm mi nmn iiimii. effective.
blown to hold a trail, more than two a week’s growth of brown stubble was
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERt

WOMAN SO ILL
COULD NOT WORK

1116
Joy
of
Living
SSL- t-/ HSidnev GowineO
Sidney Gow ing1

\
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EARLY SCHOOLS IN UNION

A TOUGH WINTER

WALDOBORO

Page Five
STATE OF MAINE

A Child's Need

af the southwest-corner bound of lot f/wned by
the late Sarah A. Decker; thence .iou’hwly 17
feet to stake and stones on line of the priva.c
way leading to tlie said Fisheries Company
factory building; thence easterly by line of
said private way 78 feet to tbe said Decker’s
southeast corner bound; thence westerly by
said Deckers land 68 feet to tbe Ixmnd begun
at, there being 578 feet of land. Meaning
hereby- to convey to the said grantee that por
tion of the land which the said Decker house
or the southerly portion of the same now
stands.
Aie • another lot or parcel of land, situated
iu Vj.alhaven, and bounded and described as
follows: Beginning at a cdbbles:one near tho
shore bank on line of land qf the mW Geo
P. Creed at a drill bole in the top of the same;
tin nee N. 83’ West IG feet for a corner; thence
X 12 East 38 feet for a point; thence sou4ie*ly 18’ cost 38 feet by said Creel’s land io*
the bound began at containing 1330 feet of
land; there being tbq same more or loss
Dated at Yliuilhaien. the 29th day of Janu..i'\, 1923
C E HARRINGTON.
Deputy Sheriff
10 S 21

County of Knox, ss
January 29, 1923,
Taken on execution, wherein Dlrigo Fish Co .
of Portland, Maine, is Plaintiff and Lane* There is something more S
L.bbs Fisheries Company of Vinalhaven, is
defendant, and will be sold by pu’dic auction,
than fancy in a child’s reo-x the fourteenth day of March, 1923, at eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, at the Court House,
jection of fats on its plate
in Rockland, in said County of Knox, all the
right in equity which Lane Libby Fisheries
and
its
ready
acceptance
of
We think we are having a pretty Monday.
Written for Thc Courier-Gazette by Miss Lilian A. Cole
Company had on the twenty-ninth da.v of Jan
C. B. Stahl has been in Boston for
uary, 1923, to redeem the following described
tough winter and we are. Seldom has
mortgaged real estate, situated in Vinalhaven,
Looking back U|>on the early history that last school Au the hill. Fred Bur history recorded a season when the a few days.
i’i said county, to wit, a eertain lot of land
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Guy attended the
of Union we arc reminded that the set kett was one of the youngest pupils snow, ice and severe cold came on so
iu Vinalhaven aforesaid, with tho buildings
I incoln-Rockland basketball game in
thereon.
attending
the
l&s
’
t
term.
Mr.
Alden
tlers in 1775 must have been diligent
(Hie undivided half Interest in fee simple in
thinks his first tbacher in that school early and continued so persistently Damariscotta Friday evening.
a tiaet ol land, with the buildings thereon, ift
workers. The felling of trees to build was Miss Mary} Hatch, who lived at and so long. People call it an “old
Mr. and Mrs. George Booth spent the
said Vinalhaven, and bounded and descrUbud
log houses and barns; the clearing of North Union, below the Simmons Four fashioned winter," but, on the whole, weekend at their home here. .
as follows: Beginning a, tbe shore on Vinal
“ grown people often
Harbor at the Southwest corner of land
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Damon of Rock
take this efficient fl haven
land for cultivation; later the estab Corners, op thej Hall place. Some of our seasons do not change so very
formerly of Mrs Rebecca Lane and afterwards
land have heen guests of Mrs. Clinton
cf B L Lane; thence running U) East by tbe
lishing of town affairs, building roads, his other teachers were Frank Hatch, much from decade to decade. While
vitamine ■ bearing
Frank Wentwo’fth, Esther Adams, Mary
B. Stahl.
Sou h line of tiie said Line land 173 feet
churches and schoolhouses; made busy Cole Creighton/ Helen Gleason, Adel in the past we have had winters of
to the northwest corner bound of tbe land for
Mrs. Gertrude B. McTeer of Wiscas
food-tonic when they ■ merly
owned by Mrs Sarah Dushaue; (h).
times for the few who chiefly had to bert (Dell) Bdrtlett, Herbert Hawes heavy snow and much cold weather, set has heen the guest of Mrs. Hadley
cannot assimilate £ thence sou.herly by the west line of the said
Estate of Helen W. Davis
we have also had winters of mild H. Kuhn.
Dushaue lot 37 feet to the southwest corner
and Warren Lipdley.
shoulder the responsibilities.
NOTICE
other fats. Scoff’s Emulsion
of said lot; (e) thence easterly by tiie south
Capt. and Ifrs. Jonathan Matthews
“Tell us something exciting. What weather and little snow. We remem
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that on
In 1785 or '86 schools were taught in
line of the said Dusliane lot 68 feet to a
helps build up the body.
£ corner
ber the snow of our boyhood days, but have returned to Hyannis, Mass. They
January 16, 1923, lie was duly appointed ex
happened in (1)ose old schooldays?”
(d)
thence
northerly
18
feet
to
the
lino
the log houses or in a barn, but in
of laud now or formerly of the aforesaid Re ecutor of the last will and testament of Helen
“Weil,” replied Jud, "poundings, forgot the years when we had but lit were accompanied hy Mrs. Lena Heron.
Scott Unwne. Bloomfield. N ,T. 22-34
!).i\is, kite of Whi. ii iii the County of
becca Lane (e) thence eagerly by the south W
1791, 1-6 years after the settlement of thrashings and lickings were going on tle. In years to come the children of
Mrs. I. G. Reed was in Thomaston
and on Jan 22. 1923, was qual
line of the said Lane land a’bout 33 f.eet to the Knox, todeceased,
fill said trust by giving bond os the
the town, the first schoolhouse was most of the time. That was about all today, then old men and women, will last week.
sculheast corner thereof on the town road; ified
law
directs
doubtless refer to the winter of 1922-23
(f) thence sou.herly by tbe line of said town
Luther Maddocks of Boothhay Har
built “near the house of Moses Hawes." that took place with some teachers.”
All persons having demands against fhe es
road about .37 feet to the northeast corner tate,
When a teacher was disliked it was and compare it with some severe win bor was the guest of his sister, Mrs.
are desired to present the same for set
estate of Georoe Henry Lang
bound of land now or formerly of Mrs Eben tlement,
This farm came into the possession of the custom ofitjie pupils to drive him ter of the future, and say “we are hav E. A. Glidden, Monday.
and all Indebted threto are required
Fifield (g) thence wes’erly by the north line to make jAiyment
STATE OE MAINE
immediately to
Whiting Hawes, later was purchased out. That had'been done with a few ing a genuine old-fashioned winter,” as
The annual installation of officers of To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate of said Fifield lot about 100 feet to the north
N B EASTMAN.
westerly corner thereof, (h) thence southerly
Court, in and for the County of Knox :
Wiwurna Chapter, O. E. S.. was held
by William Waltz and now the property teachers and" tlie same trick was people are saying today.
Warren, Maine.
Respectfully represents Anna F Smith. Ad about 30 feet to the northwest corner bound of
January 22, 1923
Feb 3-10-17
The
present
winter
might
be
called
in
Masonic
hall
Tuesday
evening.
The
planned
for
Frank
Hatch.
Several
of
of Alton Cargill. The second schoolministratrix C T A. of the estate of George land now or formerly of F Rossiter, Jr.. (I)
“old fashioned" jf we compare It with oflicers were installed by Past D. Il G. Henry Lang, late of Boston, in the County of thence southerly by the west line of said Rossi
house was probably built near the cor the larger boys arranged to go to him some of the winters this section has
lot and by the west line of land now or
M. In an impressive manner. The list Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts ter
at the east aide of the building. With
MASNE CENTRAL RAILROAD
formerly of Mrs. Lottie’ Snri.h 98 feet to tlio
ner north of T. G. Messer's residence.
known since its settlement. For in of officers follows: Bessie Kuhn. W. said County, deceased, testate, that said George southwest
corner hound of said Smith lot; (j)
Eastern Standard Tin.e
1
Henry Lang at the time of h’.s decease was
It is doubtful if any person now living Mr. Hatch teas working an example, stance, 143 years ago, in 1780, during
thence
easterly
by
tlie
south
line
of
said
Smith
M.; E. J. H. Miller, W. P.; Ida Stahl, the ^pner of certain Real Estate situated tn
Trains Leave Rockland for
ever saw either tf the two oldest the boys standing near essayed to grab the Revolutionary War, there was a
io
f
.20
feet;
(k)
;
thence
southerly
66
feet
xo
the
town
of
Cushing,
in
said
County
of
Knox,
A. M.; Rena Crowell, secretary; Carrie
Augusta, A$7.00 a. m. 17.30 a. ni., i! 10 p. in.
schoolhouses. If all of the town rec and force him out doors, then to lock tough winter along the coast, probably
bounded and described as follows, viz : A cer lin»* of land n<»w or formerly of (Jeorge P
Bangor. A 57.00 a. tn. t7.30a.m.. fl.lOp. in.
Miller, treasurer: Annie Waltz, con tain lot or parcel of land with the buildings ( reed at the bound now or formerly marked
ords had been preserved we might trace him out; but Hatch was too quick (pr worse than the present one. At least
Bath A§7.00u. m., t“.3O a. m.. fl.lOp ni^
by
a
stake
and
stones;
(I)
thence
westerly
by
ductress; Luella Mason, associate con thereon situa ed in the Town of Cushing, in
them. He snatched a leather strap
t5 30 p. in.
the order in which the later school
north line of said Creed land 43 feet to a
from his pocket and smote the face of the bay was frozen over for a much ductress; Eudora Miller, chaplain; tlie (’ounty of Knox and State of Maine the
Boston. A {7.00 a.m., t".30a.in., tl.10p.in.
set in the bank at tbe shore; (in) thence
buildings were erected. Sibley writes:
longer period. There is an incident re Celia Feyler. Marshal; Isabel I.alie, or bounded and described as follows: Southerly pcs!
Brunswick A §7.00 a. tn., 17.30 a. in.. |L10
by land formerly of William R Davis; west to Vinalhaven Harbor and by tbe Harbor to tbe p. in . to 30 p. tn..
"More information would have been one and ther, another of his assailants lated of that time of a young man, a
ganist; Fannie Brooks. Adah; Grace erly by Davis Cove so-called; northerly by point of beginning; being tbe same land of
sending them, a sorryzfcrowd, to their
Lewiston.
A§7,00a.m.. t".30a.m.. tl 10 p in.
obtained from the clerk’s office, but for
vliicl. an undivided one-half interest was con
New York. tl.lOp. ni.
seats. Parents took' up the matter, resident of Warren, being held as a Duffy, Ruth; Marion Miller, Esther; land of A R Rivers; and easterly by the Town vtyed to the Vinalhaven F’.sh Company, by
a barbarous act, about the year 1837,
Road. Containing eight acres (8) more or less.
prisoner
by
the
British
at
Castine.
Portland.
A5
7.00a.m , t?.30a.ni., tl lQp m..
Lila Lovejoy, Martha; Mabel Mayo,
claiming that their-sons had been used
Reference is made to deed from Ar hur F deed of George S ('arver. dated August 22,
15 30 p tr..
by which all thc useless papers Un
too roughly, but ift the “hearing-’ Mas Lieut. Benj. Burton of the American Electa; Blanche Morse, warder; Claude Robinson to Geo M Robinson recorded in 1899, and recorded in the Knox County Deeds,
Waterville
A§7.00a
tn.. +7.30a m. 1l.l0p.nx.
called were destroyed." Let us encour
Knox Registry of Deeds, Vol. 43, Page 271) Book 11, i»age 561. And also all and every
Woolwich. §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a.m., tl.10 p.m..
ter Hatch got all the sympathy. Peace Army, then stationed at Camden, tak Fitch, sentinel. A delightful luncheon, Being
the
leasehold
estate,
privilege
of
renewal
and
the
same
premises
conveyed
to
Geo.
age each person having charge of simi
t5.30p.tn.
4
was restored' and he finished teaching ing advantage of the frozen bay, went which took the form of a valentine Henry Lang by warranty deed of George M | al! (ther estates am interest, and rights in
lar valuable papers tor protect them
J Sunday only.
to Castine on the ice with a flag of liarty, followed the installation. This Robinson et ux, dated December 2nd, 1905, and and to the o.lier undivided one-half of the 1 Daily, except Sunday.
the term.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
front destruction, f6r the time may
truce, succeeded in obtaining the pris was in charge of Mrs. Rose Clark, as recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, book 141. tr:i*’l of land and buildings thereon wbove de
wich
and
Bath.
* • * -«
srribed, granted or purported to be granted to
come w.hen their existence will be ap
oner’s release and broaght him back sisted hy Mrs. Marlon Miller, Mrs. Belle page 149.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. I.. HARRIS.
the lessee in a certain instrument of lease
That the debts of the deceased as
Tiie boys at times would disjoint the to Camden in the same manner. That
preciated.
wherein R T. Carver is lessor and the Vinal 9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
Clark and Mrs. Olive Crowell. The val- nearly as can be ascertained, amount
Sibley states: "There was probably long Stovepipe, fill it with paper and could hardly have been done this win
..............................................................
none haven Fish Company lessees, dated Jan 1,
enlire idea was tarried out in a pleas to That
If00. and recorded witii Knox ('ounty Deeds,
the value of the Personal Es
no division into school districts before smoke put the whole school. After ter so far.
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
ing program consisting of music and tate is .................................................
none Book 137, page 183 or now existing in the Fish
a
a
e
a
May !6. 1790 when the town voted to that had become an old story, they
Company
under and in virtue of said instru
That
the
Personal
Estate
is
there

OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
recitations contributed to the enjoy
ment of lease or otherwise.
be divided into squadrons or divisions climbed', to the roof and placed a flat
The British took possession of “Cas ment of the evening. In spite of the fore insufficient to pay the debts of the
• (2, The entire fee simple in a tract of land
for the benefit of schooling................... rock on top pf the chimney, for an tine in both the Revolutionary War and inclemency of the w eather a large num deceased, and expenses of sale and of
with the buildings thereon iu said Vinalhaven Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
administration, and it is necessary for
April 7, 1800. there was a favorable vote other smoke-out.
the War of 1812 and there is an o'.d ber were present.
adi< tiling tlie tract flrst herein described, on
that purpose to sell some part of thc
tbe norib, and bounded and descrWxed as fol"Yes," said Jud, ’it was hard times story of a severe winter during one of
on an-srticle to see if the town will
Real
Estate
to
raise
the
sum
of
one
Frank ('. Norton of Rocklaiid will dollar nnd other valuable considerations
lcws: Beginning where the southerly line of
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
order the selectmen to divide the school in the schools those days. Cayenne their periods of occupation when the address the people of Waldoboro on
land now or formerly of Clara Smith meets the
to
be
paid
to
tbe
use
of
the
widow.
That
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
squadrons about Round Pond, etc., lntp pepper was now and then sprinkled bay was frozen over to Islesboro. A topics of the day at the Methodist the residue would be greatly depreciated
si,me of Vinalhaven Harlxor; th.'nce running
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
(a) easterly by, the south line of said Smith
two squadrons agreeable to the request on thc hot stove to produce the desired certain British officer going to the church Tuesjdav afternoon, Feh. 27, at by a saie of any portion thereof;
6.00
p
M
for Boston.
iot
138
feet
to
a
sone
post
;
Cb)
thence
Wherefore your petitioner prays that sliy may
island fell in love with one of Islesof a number of the inhabitants. The purpose."
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays nnd Fridays
2.30 oclock. Mr. Norton will be here he licensed to sell and convey tlie whole of said southerly across land formerly of Rebecca
af
5.00
P
M
Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Pupils of that period used “dicky” boro’s fair daughters and used to skate
boundaries of the districts are on rec
63 feet fo the south line of said Lane
under the auspices of the Woman’s Real Estate at private sale for tbe dues of tbe Lane
slate pencils on their slates and sharp- across to visit her. He continued the
widow, payment of said debts, legacies and ex land—being thc north line of the lot first here Saturdays at 3 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
ord.”
Belfast
7
15
A
M. ; Bucksport 0 00 A. M.;
Club.
Mr.
Norton
is
a
well
know-n
in described- -at a point 182 feet from the town
of sale and of administration
A new division of the town was made edrnered pieces of hard chalk, full of practice once too often, for finally his speaker who has traveled widely and penses
Winterport 9.30 A M
Dated this twentieth day of January, A D. road measured along said sou’herly line of the dueReturn
romance
was
suddenly
and
tragicallj
—
-Leave
Winterport Mondays and
gritty
flint
at
the
blackboards,
in
place
and the limits of the several districts
Lrne land (c) thence west along tiie north line
has the faculty of presenting his sub
of the lot first herein described, being tlie sfit’Ji Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
of the refined crayons now in use, and terminated by the ice breaking up as
ANNA F. SMITH
again recorded in 1823.
landing's,
due
the
following morning about
ject in a masterly manner. A pleasing
line of land formerly of Mrs Relvecca Lane,
"April 15. 1833, a committee was there were pesky mice ready to scare he attempted to return to Castine, and musical program has also heen ar KNOX COUNTY —
about 98 feet, to the shore at the sou*invest 7.00 A. M
he
Was
drowned.
chosen to redistrict the town and re the life oulj of a body, a thing common
. In Probate Court, held at Rockland in vaca comet’ of said Lane land; («1> thence to Vinalha'cn Harbor and by ihc Harbor to the pidnt MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
Another extremely cold winter was ranged for the afternoon. Admission tion on the 1st day of February, 1923
port. If the records are correct and to all old schoolhouses.
25
cents.
On the petition aforesaid Ordered, That no of beginning; being tlio same land conveywl
Mr. Aldfeh relates how the pupils that of 1875, when in February, Penob
BAR HARBOR LINE
full there has been no general dictrictThe Swiss Yodlers were by no means tice be given, by publishing a copy of said to the Vina Ilia ven Fish Cbm,nany by deed of
Leave Rockland Wednesdays nt 5 A. M for
used to slide down two hills, from the scot Bay was for some time frozen
ing of the town since 1823.'"
petition, with th's order thereon, once a week B L. Lane dated Dec. 14. 1906, and recorded
the
last
in
thc
series
of
entertainments
North
Haven
Stonington. Southwett Harbor,
with
Knox
(
’
ounty
Deeds,
Book
141,
page
338
From a statistical table of reports the school door to the old canal, near over. People drove from Vinalhaven to given by the White" Bureau, as was for three weeks successively, prior to the third
(3) The entire fee simple in a tract of land Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
of February next, in Tbe Couiierfollowing is taken: From 1818 to 1828 where the railroad station now stands. Camden in sleighs, by crossing the reported by mistake last month. It Tuesday
bor
11
A.
M.
Gaze' e, a newspaper published in Rockland, with the buildings thereon in said Vinalhaven,
North
Haven,
Return-—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
adjoining the tract first herein described on
the first ten districts are given: No. 1, Their swimming pool was in Georges "Thoroughfare” to
remains for Feh. 22 to bring one of thc that all pemons interested may attend at a
south, and bounded and described as fol A M for Rockland and way landings.
common school; No. 2. Hawes district River, opposite where the Grange hall thence across the Bay to Islesboro finest programs of the winter. On that Court of Probate then to be held in Rockland, tht
lows,
beginning
nt
the
sliore
at
a
post
set
in
and
show
cause,
if
any»
why
the
prayer
of
said
BLUE HILL LINE
(original house still used for schools); is located. They skated in Robbins’ and across the western bay to Lincoln night Robert A. Burlein, high class petition should not be granted
thc bank at tbe northwest corner of land for
Leavo Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
ville. They also came from Deer Isle
merly of George P Creed; thence running (a) Dark
No. 3, Clarry Hill (original house in meadow,
ADELBERT
L
MILES,
Judge.
Harbor Eggemoggin, South Brooksville
entertainer, will be at thc Star Theatre.
easterly hy the north line of said Creed land Sargentville.
A true copy,—Attest :
Mrs. Emma Hawes Daniels, daughter by driving over the ice to Brooksville,
good condition); No. 4, Hills' district
Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Blueabout 9 feet to a corner (b) thence south 1 hill. due Bluehlll
It is long since a young man cf thc
15-S-18-21 HENRY H PAYSON. Register
thence
to
Castine,
then
crossing
to
11.43 A M
of
the
late
Silas
Hawes,
tells
us
she
(abandoned); No. 5, Round Pond; No.
deg. west 19feet, to the snore (c, thence to
talent
that
Mr.
Burlein
possesses
has
—Leave Biuehiil Mondays at 8.00 A..
Viuelhaven Harbor and by the Harbor to tlio M.Return
6, Gleason; No. 7. Stone school, North walked one and a half miles to the Islesboro and from there to Lincoln been seen by a Waldoboro audience.
Estate of Richard M. Saltonstall
for
Rockland
and
way landings
point of beginning, being tbe same land con
At Boston connection is made vis the Met
STATE OF MAINE
Union; No. 8. Bast) Union; No.- 9, Cobb's Hjll school. Her instructor was ville. The Boston & Bangor steamer Mr. Burlein is a graduate of Dartmouth
vened to the Lane-Libby Fisheries Company ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
Katahdin
got
caught
in
the
ice
at
Bel

Knox,
ss
South Union; No. 10, Sidelinger district a Mr. Chapman. She suppressed a
College, a member of the Dramatic Club
At a Probate ('ourt held at Rockland In and bv deed of George P. ('reed dated November 7, New York and points South and West.
Rtnile. and after some hesitation, with fast and remained there frozen in until four years and reader of the Musical for said Couii'y of Knox in vacation on tlie 1st 1912, and recorded with Knox County Deeds,
in West Union (abandoned).
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
133, page 363
April
15.
day of February, in the year of our Lord one Book
In 1828 Hibbard district No. 11 was a twinkle in her eye, said to the
(4) Together with all the right, title, priv
Portland-New York Freight Service
The winter of 1888 was also an ex Clubs four years. He has been asso thousand nine hundred and twenty-three. A
added; and in 1836 No. 12, Cobb Hill writer:
Direct
Freight
Service between Portland and
ileges
and
license
whatsoever
it
may
be.
which
ciated with Winchell Smith and John certain instrument purporting to be a copy tin Fisheries Company now lias to erect and New York is resumed
from the New State
"I'll tell you something if you will tremely severe one, the harbor being
district. Thc same year District No.
Golden and with Alexander Wolcott of tlie last will and testament of Richard M maintain wlmrves or other structures in Vinal Pier, Portland, Me.
for
a
long
time
frozen
over
far
beyond
Saltonstall. late of Newton, in the State of
13, Shepard Hill school (now aband not mention my name in the story.”
Through rates and direct track connexions
with whom he produced and played the Massachusetts, and of the probate thereof in haven Harbor below water mark Meaning and
Negro
Island
and
was
daily
covered
“I will not speak your name in con
oned) is mentioned. District No. 14.
hereby to convey all the right, title, with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
first soldier show given by Americans said State of Massachusetts duly authenticated, intending
with skaters and ice boats.
ar.d interest which the Fisheries Company now roads
Nye school, is not given until 1843. nection with the story—what is it?"
from. the Intelligence Corps lo tour thc having been presented to tbe Judge of Prolmte li; s in and to any real property in Vinalhaven,
F S SHERMAN, Supt. Rockland. Maine.
Another
cold
and
dismal
winter,
well
for our said County for the purpose of being
"Y'ou are sure you won’t tell my
Here the old schoolhouse is still in ex
It S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine
remembered by many of our people, Army Camps in Frappc as an enter allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate Court iu the County of Knox and Suite of Maine,
but
this
general
description
shall
not
lie
taken
istence , and d few rods away from it name in this stofiy?" said Mrs. Daniels.
was that of 1892-93. This however, tainer. Burlein has decided person for our said (’ounty.
ia any way to limit or restrict the sperifie de"Depend Upon my word," I replied,
is the more recently built schoolhouse.
Ordered,
tiiat
notice
thereof
be
,
given
to
all
Vinalhaven & Rockland
would not stand out so clearly in memory ality, ability of the highest type, and persons interested, by causing (Ws Order there seiipfion of the several pai*eels of property
"I will not speak your name aloud."
described nor the estates and interest
• • • •
but for the fact that it immediately a (borough knowledge of what the pub on to be published three weeks successively in above
therein
hereby
expressly
conveyed.
(And so I won't, but I will just write
Steamboat Co.
followed the great fire which destroyed lic likes best to hear. His work as a The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
The old schoolhouse that was recent it.)
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
«t Rockland, in said ('ounty, that they may.
the village. There were few festivities reader of plays and short stories dem appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Rock given h.v said Lane-Libby Fisheries Conijiany
ly used for a blacksmith shop on Cobb’s
The
direct route between
“Well," said Mrs. Daniels. "Mr. Chap
to the International Trust Company, ot Bos
Hill, burned in October. 1922. The man told the grammar class to write a that winter to relieve the monotony of onstrates a combination of art and hu land, in and for said ('ounty, ou the 20th da.v ton, recorded in the Knox County Registry of ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
of
February.
A
D.
1923.
at
nine
o
’
clock
in
the
mor
that
will
appeal
to
every
audience.
building was erected on the hill where composition,1 taking ’The Stove’ for a the long cold season. People were kept
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, Deeds, book 170, ixige 238, on which is said
busy, however, in making plans for re Those who attend the Star Theatre why the prayer of the petitioner should not to be due about seventy thousand dollars
it was exposed to the bleak northerly subject. I fi-rote about Ihe stove, t
Also
the
following
descriihed
unencumbered
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
winds, but It is doubtful tf many high it had 1 large cover, 1 door, and 4 legs, building as soon as spring should open. Thursday, Feb. 22, will be well repaid. be granted.
real estate and all the right, title and interest
ADELBERT L MILES,
Many of us recollect two severe win
(Subject to change without notice)
wliieh the said Vinalhaven Fisheries C-oni|>any
snowbanks ever piled up there.
etc, Mr. C.haptnan corrected our work ters in succession those of 1904 and
Judge of Probate
li s ai.d had in and to the same on the 2!)tli IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8, 1923
A true copy,—Attest :
Judson Alden says the districts before the class. He told me I should
dr. of January. 1923. at four o’clock In the
13-S-18-21 HENRY II. PAYSON. Reg s’er.
Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
were numbered in the order of have written out the numbers in full 1905. In the former year Penobscot
afternoon, the time when the same was seized at Loaves
5 39 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
on the execution in the same suit, to wit.
the erection of the school buildings. instead of writing the figures. And to Bay was frozen over and for several
Estate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb
Vinalhaven
and Rockland
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
STATE OF MAINE
He says the old schoolhouse a little this day I recall the mistakes I made weeks teams passed from Islesboro to
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
sakl Vinalhaven, beginning at. a stone ,w»st
Knox,
ss.
the
mainland.
Rockland
harbor
was
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, aud
east of Walcott’s (now called Thorn when writjng my first composition in
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and standing on line of land dividing laud for
covered with ice for a long period and
dike's) Corner was known as Number that old schoolhouse on thc hill."
for said Count.? of Knox, in vacation, on the me, Ij of B. L. Lane from land then owned by thc Swan’s Island.
,W. S WHITE,
Vir.alhaven
Fish
Company.
The
same
being
Belfast
for
a
much
longer
time.
Cam

second
day
of
February,
A
I).
1923.
1, and that was the first school district
General Manager.
Mrs. Daniels said there were two
Nancy T Sleeper having presented her peti 18? ft westerly from B L. Lanc s then south
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923
of the town. Mr. Alden tells us that girls, Clementine and Lizzie Hartford, den harbor was opened much sooner
east
corner
bound;
thence
running
north
87
tion that the actual market value of so much
than
Rockland
and
for
a
time
the
is

that district was divided and at that who went to the Cobb’s Hill school
of the estate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb, late of deg W thence west by said Vinalhaven Pish
Rockland, In said County of Knox, as is sub Compitny’s land 98 feet for a cornel at or near
time the old Cobb’s Hill schoolhouse from the house where she now lives. land boats made their landings here.
ject to the payment ot’ the Sta’e InlieriMiice lo.v water; thence westerly 63 feet to a co”.)The
following
year,
.too,
the
bay
was
was built and numbered 12.
They were nieces of Levi Daniels. Mrs.
Tax. the persons interested in the succession bla stone standing on line of land or mean lowMr. Alden adds that in 1870 No. 1 Daniels later taught school in the same frozen over a large portion of the time.
thereto, and the amount, of the tax thereon water mark owned by ('Lira E Smith; thence
b\ the said Smith’s line easterly 138 feet to
may be determined by the Judge of Probate:
• • • •
and No. 12 districts were reunited and school room where she wrote her first
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to the a stone post for a corner; thence southeast Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
the building erected that Is now used for composition.
The above condition was pretty we’.l
State Assessors and all persons Interested in erly 65 feel to the bound began at, it being
thc succession to said property, by causing a the shore front or a part of the same premises
the grades and the high school. So If
Recognizing the list of teachers of duplicated by two severe winters in
copy of this Order to he published once a week, ay conveyed to B. L Lane by deed of tbe
MU8IC DEPARTMENT
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Cobb’s Hill schoolhouse was numbered the Cobh's Hill school, we judge Ihat succession three and four years ago.
three weeks successively, in Tlie Courier-Ga heiis of thc late Rebecca Lane, recorded in
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
12. and abandoned in 1870, it does not their schools must have been better The winter of three years ago. as all
125S-tf
zette, a newsjKipcr pufoyshed at. Rockland, in Knox Registry of heeds, Book 120, page 181
said County, that they may apjxear at a Pro Subject to right of B. L Lane over and across EVENINGS & SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
make it so very old.
than the average. Times and manners will recall, was in some respects the
sa
:
d
premises
for
the
purpefee
of
traveling
to
bate Court to be held at Rockland, in and for
Telephone 136
Some former pupils of the Cobb's have changed. Today we find that our worst winter within our memory, es
said County, on the twentieth day of February, and from the shore and the right to erect and
Hill school differ in their recollections, schools are governed more by moral pecially the latter half of it. Starting
A D. 1923. at nine o’clock in the forenoon and maintain a sniall boat landing on the same.
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
be heard in reference to the determination of The foregoing being the same premises as con- E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
but the majority state that the entrance suasion, in' place of the corporal pun in February a continued series of
said tax' or any question that, may arise in vved to the Lane-Libby Fisheries ('< nil pany
Quincy. Mass.
door was in the south corner, nearest ishment so much used in the past. blizzards lasting far into March, with
by deed of Vinalhaven Fish Company recorded
reference thereto.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 116. Page
the street. A small entry was fitted “Spare the rod and spoil the child" was extremely cold weather and much snow Mortgage Loans .....................
ADELBERT L MILES,
$ Id.Son 00
2<»3
Third, Also another lot or parcel of
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Judge of Probate.
and ice Mocked thc streets and put out' Collateral Loans..................... ..
with shelves and places to hang gar the old belief.
12,000 0<l
land situated in said Vinalhaven bounded and
A file copy,—Attest:
1,079.510 17
and Bonds .................
ments. Instead of the boys being seat
dercrilted as follows: Beginning on the northern Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
Are the pupils of today much better of commission for a long time both Stocks
I3-S-21
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
’ash in Office and ill Bank ...
34.294 55
end of cajksill of wharf on the eastern side of
The (Agents
ed on one side of the house and the prepared tb enter their life work than electric and steam railroads.
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
23 268 71
’ Balances .....................
tbe (lock commencing four (4) feet from the
Estate of Maurice A. McKusic
13.606 11
girls on the other, the scats were all were the students of former years? present winter, severe as it is with the Interest and Kents .......... .
edge of the wharf; thence running easterly
STATE
F
MAINE
86.005 53 Knox. ss.
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
at the east side of the buildings. With Naturally we answer in the affirmative, bay frozen over for a few days, has Ali other Assets .......................
(1) - for a corner; thence running south
At a Probate Court held at Rockland iu and westerly continuing the same width 70 feet for
Miss Norcross as her teacher, Miss but in spite of the earlier handicaps been thus far by no means so Ltd. At
Gross Assets ......................... .. $1,259,185 37
a
corner;
thence
easterly
29
feet
for
a
corner;
for said County of Knox, in vacation, on the
Frances Daniels attended a school on to education, we must admit that there this time there was a coal shortage as
tberce northerly 70 feet for a coiner; thence
Admitted Assets ............... . $1,259,485 37 third day of February, in the year of our Lord westerly 29 feet to the hound first mentioned,
Cobb's Hill, walking the two miles be were some very sound principles in there has been this year, but Camden
one thousand nine hundred aud twenty-three
LIABILITIES
DEC
.
1.
1922
c
ntaining 2030 feet, with the buildings (hereon
people
then,
as
at
present,
although
407 MAIN STREET
A
Certain
Instrument,
purporting
to
be
the
tween school and her home, which is culcated into the minds of the pupils
6,646 25
Net Unpaid Losses ................ . $
Fourth Also another lot or parcel ot land
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
considerably inconvenienced did not Unearned Premiums ............. .
371\506 33 last Will and Testament of Maurice A. McKusic, s'liij.ted in said Y’ina Ilia ven. commencing four
now known as Angler’s Farm and of ye olden dayes.
Residence. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
late
of
Rockland,
in
said
County,
having
been
All other Liabilities .............
6,121 44
really suffer.
feet easterly from the northern end of the capOffice Telephone 493-W
_____
owned by Ernest C. Davis of Rockland.
Union, Feb. 13.
875,211 35 presented for prolate, and application liaving si!! of the wharf on eas’eni side of the dock
Bad as has been the weather, heavy Surplus over all Liabilities...
been made that no bond lie required of tlie
Miss Daniels attended one high
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
where said Lane-Libby Fisheries (’ompany store
executrix named iu the will
as
have
been
the
falls
of
snow,
blocked,
TotaJ
Liabilities
and
Surplus..
$1,259,483
37
school -in the Moneka block and has
Ordered, tiiat notice thereof be given to all .'I'.’W stands fbr a corner; thence sou.liwes erlv JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
as have been the streets and many as COCHRAN. BAKER A CROSS^Agts.. Rockland persons
in her possession a group picture tainterested, by causing a copy of this 76 feet for a corner parallel with said wharf’;
THfc TALBOT AGENCY. Agts.. Camden
have
been
the
anxieties
and
incon

COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
Order to be published three weeks successively tlcncc easterly tour feet to the southwest corkefi In front of the building. The stu
18-S-24
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Because c It Relieves veniences attending It, the most of us
in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaiter published •i bound on said Lane-Libby Fisheries Com
dents were grouped on three steps lead
pany
s
line
to
their
northwost
corner
bound;
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
Coughs, Colds, Colic, cannot speak of the cold season of
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND
EN
ap’H'jr at a Probate Court to be held at Roek- thence westerly to the bound first mentioned,
ing to Burton & Burkett’s (Oscar)
c'.ila-ning
280
siiptrflcial
fee
’
of
land,
and
1923
as
"the
winter
of
our
discontent.
”
LARGING.
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Uind, iu and for said County, on the twentieth
store. For many years it had been
day of February, A I'». 1923, at nine o'clock- sanu being located where said Lane Libby
Sprainssnd
Bruises,
In*
There
have
been
so
far
no
very
severe
Miss Daniels’ regret not to own a pic
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they Fisheries Company store now stands, together
sect or Mosquito Bites. epidemics and the monotony of the cold
have, why tlie prayer ot' tlie petitioner should with all the rights which the grantor has by
ture of this school group. After the Prepared by the obvat
Mxsicns Co., Norway. Me. weather has been broken and enlivened
virtue of an agreement signed by Reuben Car
not be granted.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
death of N. D. Robbins, followed the
ver and attached to the deed of the lot first
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
ADELBERT L. MILES.
sale of his houseliold goods. Miss Dan If It fatIt to benefit you when uwdetrietlra*directed OR by enjoyable social events as seldom
above
described, said agreement reading as
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
of
Probate
Judge
fellows: The above lot of Ja>nd is sold with
A true copy. - -Attest:
iels going one day to the house said to the inside wrapper. Try a bottle. fiokl Vr all dealer*. before Also we have now reached that
—and—
the following agreement;
tj,al tjlc
period when we are cheered by looking
I • S-18-21 HENRY II PAYSON. Register
Jason Robbins who was in charge,
X-RAY OPERATOR
ot
four
feet
reserved
from
the
front
ot
the
forward to spring, to that time when
that she hoped to find something
Estato of Mary Elizabeth Cobb
wharf to tlie above deocriixvl lot shall be kopt
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
lEGULATION P1ZB WITH NAME
"With rushing winds and gloomy skies
KNOX COUNTY ■—In Court of Probate held at open and free from all obstructions for com
to own that had belonged to her
Telephone 123
The dark and stubborn winter dies;
AND ADDRESS (V MAKER AND
Rockland in vacation on the 2nd;dii.v of Feb mon us^ Second, that no vessel of any kind
cousin “Nate.” Search revealed this
Far-off. unseen, spring faintly cries,
ruary. A. D. 1923 '
shall be allowed to Ih* hauled up at any length
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
Bidding
her
earliest
child
arise
:
Nat cy T. Sleeper. Administratrix on tlie es of turn to prevent free delivery and discharging
school group photograph which was
GEORGE W. FOSTER
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
March 1"
tate ot Mary Elizabeth ( ebb. late of, Rockland, of goods on the wharf abreast said lot; third,
presented to Miss Daniels and is high
in said County deceased, having presented her tji it Edwin Lane and Thomas Libby shall have
—
Camden
Herald.
ly prized.
first and final account, of administration of the right of way to discharge or deliver all
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets Get
$4*50 per 1000 Sheeta
said estate for allowance:
Ci; s? 11 goods con!rolled with the owner of
i ♦» • «
at the Cause and Remove It
For Pound size
Ordered, That notice thereof tye given, three the said wharf free from all charges Fifth,
also j-iK/.her lot or parcel of land situated in
weeks,
successively,
in
Tiie
Courier-Gazette,
EAST UNION
Miss Sarah Norcross, the teacher,
Positce 111 oenti additions*
published in Rockland, in said County, that all sa d Vinalhaven, and bounded and described
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
was a sister of the Rev. Mr. Norcross,
persons interested may attend ut a Prolmte a.c fol lox* s, viz : Beginning a-t the easterly cor
stitute for calomel, act gently on the
J. M. Davis, who went to Portland
Court to be held at Rockland, on tho twenti ner bound of the Lane-Libby Fisheries Coinwho resided ln Union several years.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
eth day of February next, and show cause, if pajiy’is store lot 4% feed soudieas erly from the
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
bowels and positively do the work.
last week to have his eyes treated, i»'
In the picture Miss Norcross is shown
any they have, why the said account should comer of the stor.-; thence southwesterly 121
People afflicted with bad breath find doing well.
Postage 10 oents additional
in thc back row with her pupils. Her
Get. to an Iron bolt »e! In the ground on line
not bo allowed.
»
quick relief through Dr. Edwards’Olive
of land of C. E Boman ; thence northerly by
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wentworth, who
long hair was arranged in curls. There
For eaob additional 1000 sheeta ord
A true c(ip\, Af»et:
Tablets. The pleasant, sugar-coated have been guests of his parents, Mr.
his line 30 foot to ids northeast corner; thence
are more than 40 pupils grouped in the
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
ered at same time, add to the prloe
westerly by said Bowman’s line, pirallel with
15
S
21
HENRY
II
PAYHON.
Register
tablets are taken for bad breath by all and Mrs. Myron Wentworth in Rock
picture, among them being;
Miss
tbe wcs’erlv side of hLs building 70% feet to
of first 1000, M OO and (* oents pott
417
MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
who
know
them.
Estate
of
Charles
G.
Crocker
ids
northwest
corner
bound;
thence
continuing
land. have returned home.
France* Daniels, Mary Crowell, Clem
age for e»ob 1000.
KNOX COP.NTY In Court ot Prolmte held this same course into the dock
feet for a
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act gen
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolman of West
entine and Lizzie Hartford, Alenza
at
Rockland
in
vacation
on
the
2nd
day
of
cerner;
thence
northerly
parallel
with
the
west

tly but firmly on the bowels and liver,
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Rockport spent the weekend with her
Morse (nicknamed “Chunky"). Johnny
February, A. I) 1923.
erly end of the old wharf (including all the
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
stimulating them to natural action, parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Watts.
Albion B. (’rocker, Executor of the will of rights of the grantors southwcstferly of this
Walker, later a physician in Thomas
clearing the blood arM gently purifying
diaries G Crocker, late of St. George, in Lne) 80% feet to lint of Bodwell Granite
For Half Pound tlie
Mrs. Addle Rankin is with Mrs. Wil
ton; John (or James) Fossett, Helen
said County, deceased, having presetited his ComiMUiy; thence northeasterly by their line
the entire system. They do that which bur Hilt for a few days, earing for
Pottage 10 oents addltiosai
first and final a-ocount of administration of said up tlie dock to within 20 feet of tlieir northeast SPECIALTY! PROBATE PRACTICE
Morse, now Mrs. McCurdy residing with
dangerous calomel does without any of Mrs. Sprague, who is in feeble health.
estate for allowance:
corner bound; tben-e southerly tu feet to line
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
her son in the West; "Lizzie Morse.
the had after effects.
Ordered, That, notice thereof be given, three Ot lot of tbe aforesaid Lane Libby E'isheries
Miss Clara Fuller of Quincy, Mass., is
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Emma Hawes, now Mrs. Daniels of
House 603-W
weeks sivcesslvoly, in The Courier-Gazette, Ci ,epany or to a bound 20 fee; southwesterly Telephones—Office 468.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Gladys
published in Rockland, in said County, that all from the southwesterly end of E. G. Carver’s
South Union. Rev. Mr. Norcross used
Postage 10 cents sddilloaai
griping cathartics are derived from
persons interested may attend at a Probate store; thence southwesterly by line o-f LiuieMiller.
tu assist.hiJ sister in ^aching school.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets without
Court to be held at Rockland, on tbe 20tb da.v L.bby F.siieiies Co 17 feet; thence southerly
EDWARD K. GOULD
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
- « • « »
The Ladies' Auxiliary' of thc Farm
of February next, and show cause, if any they 29 feel; thence northeasterly 70 feet to the
griping, pain or any disagreeable effects.
ered at same time, add to the prlo»
Bureau,
owing
to
the
unfavorable
have,
why
the
said
account
should
not
be
bound
first
named,
subject
to
a
right
ol
way
Miss Daniels recalls seeing him at the
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
of first 1000, i.1.50 and iO cents pott
allowed.
at the s.Mithwenterlx end of the s.ore of tiie
blackboard explaining work ill arith
formula after seventeen years of prac weather of last Tuesday, has been post
ADELBERT L MILRB, Judge.
said L>ne L'bbv Fisheries Company and around
age for each 1000.
metic. She adds that Mr. Norcross'
A true copy.—Attest :
the northerly s!d© of the same to ilie soutlitice among patients afflicted with bowel poned to March 10.
15
S
21
HENRY
H
PAYSON.
Register
tily end ot Hie store ot E G. (arver to COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT.
monument in the Common cemetery
and liver complaint, with the attendant
be
not less than 6 feet wide for a walk This
states that'tie was burn in England and
bad breath.
conveyance is made subject to ttie conditions
L R. CAMPBELL
that his mother and this sister Sarah
A. C MOORE
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
np.rned in deed from It It Carver to. (' E.
Bowman., relating to the erection of buildings,
are both hurled on that family lot, but
compound mixed with olive ou; you
etc, also to provisions of a former deed from
neithei; uf his wives are buried there.
Piano Tuner
will know them by their olive color.
the late Reuben Carver to the said Lane-Libby
Judson Alden remembers that he was
Take one or two every night for a week
Fisheries Company of (he lot on which tlio Special Attention to Probats Matter*
Rockland
Maine
Rtort
now stands
With ths Mains Music Company
one o("Ihe older pupils who attended
and note the effect. 15c and 30c.
Also another lot or parcel of land beginning
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

Yea, But There Were Others,
From the Log Cabin Era Downward With Recollections
—Camden Editor Recalls
of Some of the Old-time Pupils Who Attended.
Some of Them.

Capt. John Bradford is in New York
this week.
Miss Edith Benner has returned from
a trip to Worcester, Mass., and Northfield. Vt.
Miss Mary Castner was in Rockland

8

g
I
I

Sralt’8 Emulsion

| It is a fact that children and Q

1

a

99

I

J

SHEET MUSIC

All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials

Professional & Business Cards

15 Cents
V. F. Studley

Osteopathic Physicians

Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

'ALWAYS SATISFIES

370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

N

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

I

Insurance

Attorney at Lav

Attorney at Law

THE
...
COURIER.
GAZETTE.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Attorney at Law

ROCKLAND WON BOTH

THOMASTON
Mrs. Fred Overlook of Portland and,
Hiss Edtth Wilson of Malden, Mass..1
are expected the first of the week and
will be guests of Miss Hortense Wil-j
son over Washington's birthday.
Capt. Janie Creighton has gone to!
New York to join his wife who is the
guest of Mrs. George P. Creighton.
The Meeting House Hill Club met
Wednesday evening with Mrs. May
nard Williams.
The Cadies’ Auxiliary of the Williams-Brazier Post, will hold a meet
ing Monday evening at 7.30 in the1
rooms over the Thomaston National ■
flank.
Mies Teresa Linekin is spending the
week with Mrs. Maurice Derry. Rock

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier Gazette, Saturday, February 17, 1923.

Page Six

Our Basketetfts Have An En-I

PLEASE REMEMBER

T

HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in

joyable Outing At Camden I
—Extra Periods In Boys’ |
Game.

Advertisement* In this column not to exceed
thiec lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for :»(, cents Additional Hues 5 cents etch
for c»«e tune, 10 cents 3 limes. Six words make
a line

Lost and Found

Rih kland High boys defeated Cam
den High boys last night in one of the
fastest games ever seen in the Camden I
made on or before the
gym.
At tho end of the' game' the
score stood 20-20. Ail overtime period
was played and at the end of this
CANNED
period the' score was 23-23. A second
overtime was played anil at the end
Are SUPERB for your table.
this of period the' score stood 27-27.
Will draw interest from that date for the full
Then the* captains decided to play un-l
Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Props., Portland, Me.
til one side or the other got a goal j
land.
dividend period
'from the lloor. After playing two min
Mrs. Grace Payson left Friday after-1
utes Clyde Record cages a pretty one.
spring stork, which is already on the
noon for Boston, for the spring milli
Warren
i winning the game 29-27.
BANK
way Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
nery styles. Mrs. Payson will open a
| Capt. Record was the star for the
; nd Elm streets, Rockland.
20-tf
gift and millinery shop, the first of
The Farm Bureau held some very,
Rockland team, lie got 15 of the' 29
March, in the George French store,
Thomaston, Maine
points. DiCk Reed played a tine game', profitable poultry meetings in the town '
Main street.
but liael some ltard luck in trying to hall on Monday. Tuesday and Wed in s- j Summer Cottages and Board
■Members of the Baptist choir are
.1
WALTER
STRUCT,
Treasurer
LEVI SEAVKY. President.
make Ids shots stay inside the hoop. day of this week.
NOW A ihe time when p&ipie are laying
asked to meet for a rehearsal in the I
Miss (’lata Hosmer is confined lo tin* summer varatior. plans The Courier-Gazette
Bill Flanagan was the re every minute.
vestry Sunday afternoon nt 6 o'clock. I
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
suggests that owners of cottage profierty, 10
Hi' oiit-juui|H-il his opponent nearly ev house with an attack of erysipelas.
A large attendance is desired.
20-25
Mrs. Jennie Wincapaw and daughter let <w for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
ery time. Bill did have some' harel
announce the fa *t under this, heading, where it
Keening Player witli music at St.
Ruth have concluded their duties at will t»e read all over New England.
lin k shooting fouls though.
John's Episcopal church Sunday even
G. Reeorel ami 11. Snow showed tlie the shoe factory.
ing ut 7 o'clock. Sermon by the rector.
Wilder Moore is working at the
fans that they were a match for al
Rev. A. E. Scott of Rockland. Church
most any pair of forwards in the State. woolen mill as a substitute for W ilschool at 6.
Time after time they took the ball out liani Perkins,,who is ill.
At the Methodist Episcopal church
Hats. Trimmed, direct from New York. of the air near their opponents's goal
E. J. Cook returned from Knox Hos
ROCKPORT
tomorrow there will be morning wor
! Get our prices.
and passed or dribbled it to their own pital Saturday. Feb. 10.
ship at 10.30 o'clock with sermon by
Men's Heavy Sweaters. $4 value, this goal. Ogier played a tine game for
Stanford B. Watts is very ill at his
Mrs. Wilder Sellers of Vinalhaven is : sale $2.75.
the pastor, subject, ' The Hour and The
Camden, eaging six baskets from the home on Camden road.
Man." Church school <tt noon. The even in town, called here by the serious ill
36-inch Outing Flannel, regular 26c
An especially enjoyable valentine
lloor.
ing service will be under the direction ness of her mother, Mrs. Emeline value, sal** price' 18c.
Re feree' (Hidden handled the game to party was given Tuesday evening with
of the W. C. T. U. and will consist of
Men's Caps, regular value $3 and $2.
(lie satisfaction of all. Nobody envied guests attending in costume at the
the following: Organ voluntary; song. W< utwortli
i sale* price. $1 anil $1.48.
home of Mr. and MPs. William Parthim in his task.
The- regular meeting of Harbor Light
"When we all grow up to be twentyMen's All-Wool Hose, 75c value, 59c.
f Cornhill.
The house was
Camden (27) ridge
one,” children's .chorus: scripture and Chapter, (>. E. S., will be he-Kl Ttlesdtiy : GEORGE R. DEERING CO., Rockport. Rockland (29)
C. Reeorel rf 7 (1) .............. rf. Ogier 6 gaily decorated with hearts in keeping
prayer; song. "Wind the Ribbon Round evening. Feb. 20. Picnic supper will be
19-21
Reetl If 2 .................... If Ingraham 3 (3) with the occasion, hut these decorathe Nations,” children's chorus; notices s* rveel eel 1.30.
Flanagan c 3 ............................ e Yates I lions were entirely outshone by the
Mrs. Nettie Lane, who hits been eonund offering; duet. Catherine Beattie
CAMDEN
O. Retford rg 2 .................. Stockwell 2 more gala adornments of'some of the
and Barbara Elliot; address. Rev. Mr. fined to her home by illness for several
It. Snow lg ............................. lg Gerrish guestr
Prizes were taken by Mary
Webber; song. "Some Glad Day." months, is able to be out again, which
Town schools close FYidav for a Baum rg .................................... rf MeCobli 1 ’ease
a ladv of olden times, and
Louise Beattie, Eiilian Davis and Ken is pleasing to Iter many friends.
Re v. A. F. Leigh was in Rockland week's vacation.
e XlcCobb Clement Moody, who appeared as a
neth Hooper; benediction.
Mi'guntieook Grange has work Feb.
Time 4 minutes. 10s and 3 extras. very feeble old man. The children
Baptist church services Sunday at Thursday evening to attend the' meet
!2l«on the 3rd and.4th degrees, with a Referee (Hidden
were very dainty with heart trimmed
10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. The morning ing of the Royal Arch Chapter.
Miss Chariot' • ■ Robarts has been con harvest supper.
clothes: others deserving mention were
sermon subject will be, "The Sin of
The Friends in Council will meet R. H. 8. Girls (55)
C. H. S. Girls (0) Mrs. McKellar. a gypsy girl: Mr.
Procrastination,” and the children's fined to her home by illness this week.
The Ladies’ Aid of the XI. E. church with Mrs. John Bird. Feb. 21.
The Rockland girls defeated the Weaver, a country dude; Harold
sermon. "The Golden Mice." The
were
very
pleasantly
entertained
Ladies' night at the Business Men’s Camden girls 55-0. E. Flanagan was Drewett. an ‘old maid” in red wig,
Church school assembles at 11.30 a. m.
At the evening service the pastor will Thursday afternoon by Mrs. Genie i Association was held Tuesday night in the star of the game, getting 37 points. bonnet and a silk gown of great age:
speak on "Jonah's Service" and as a Simmons and Mrs. Mabel Withee at spite of the storm and was a pre>- A. Flanagan got the other 18. The Alton Winchenbach, as a clown: and
thelr home on Mechanic street. A de- I nounced success.
score;
Charles Pease, rigged out in a hoopprelude, to the sermon he will tell the
...... rf Ames skirt. Games were played, music by Mrs.
story of "A Missionary who had licious picnic supper was served to 24 | The secret ballot or the Australian E. Flanagan rf 18 ll)
If Ingraham Louit* Drewett and a clog dance as
neither a Beard nor a Wife." Special members and invited guests. The next ballot as it is commonly called, will be A. Flanugun If 9 .......
..... e Mayo executed by Mr. Weaver furnished
music will be furnished by the choir, meeting will be held Thursday of next used at the coming town meeting. It Tweedio c ......................
sc Lermond lively entertainment. A tea kettle ^nd
and an instrumental number including week at the vestry when there will be will make a change in the old-fashioned C. Perry «<• ...... -.........
an alf-day session beginning at 9 customs and not be as picturesque but H. Griffin rg. c ........... ........ rg Emery table cloth were presented to Mr. and
the piano, violin and cornet. The
o'clock. A picnic dinner will be served undoubtedly will be far more effective. K. Blot hen lg ............... .......... lg Quinn Mrs. Partridge with appropriate re
service of prayer and praise will be
and all members are urged to be pres
The Farm Bureau will meet Feb. 20 Trafton rg
marks. Refreshments were served. The
held oil Wednesday evening at 7
Rum
ent.
I at 10.30 with Mrs. J. W. Fernald. This
Time: four 8-minute periods. Bres- guests departed at a late hour, declar
o'clock. Please note the change in
Mrs. E. A. Champney is employed in I is a postponed meeting from Feb. 13.
nahan.
day. A cottage prayer meeting will be
ing this the best party yet of the series
the office of the Knox Woolen Co. in
* and
J. H. Hobbs is occupying the house
held Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock with
that Cornhill, as a community, has
Camden.
he recently purchased on Chestnut
deacon Edward Brown as leader. A
.been
enjoying
this
winter.
Build
up a reserve, power to
FRIENDSHIP
Mis. Sophronia Manning, aged 79
delegation from this church will take years, died Thursday. Fell. 15, at her street.
Mrs. Nelson D. Moore is recovering
withstand cold and exposure.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Kennedy
are
oc

the 2.45 p. m. ear to attend the World home on Commercial street, after a
Rev. Mr. Preble and family, who have from a severe attack of the grippe.
Those in a run down condition
Wide Guild rally on Thursday at the ieng illness. She was one of Rockport’s cupying their recently completed bun Iren ill with the grip are much better
One hour and 40 minutes was the
galow
on
Mountain
street.
First Baptist church. Rockland.
record made through Thursday morn
are most susceptible to colds and
eldest residents and was the daughter
The barge Strafford is here with coal and able to be out.
of the late William and Martha (Brew
A. B. Cook and R. A. Morton were ing's drifts by Maurice Kalloch. who
sickness.
A few winter Coats to be closed out ster) Morton. She was the widow of for the Camden Yacht Building and ;n Walydoboro Saturday.
pluckily walked to his work at the
Railway
Inc.
Considerable
difficulty
in
|^.
Pleasant to take and harmless.
at a big sacrifice to make room for out Jerry T. Manning and a woman who
shoe
factory
from
his
home
in
North
Mr. Cambell is quite sick and is at
spring stock, which is already on the was respected i:i the community. She docking her was caused by the ice.
Warren.
tended by Dr. Hahn. ,
FOR SALE BY
K
E.
Rokes
has
moved
in^o
the
Adway. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main leaves one son. Edwin, of Portland, and
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker at
Ray Wincapaw postmaster, and Al
sms house on High street. The double
C.
W.
SHELDON,
Rockland
and Elm streets. Rockland.
20-tf
a granddaughter. Mrs. Maud Reed with tenement he occupies with J. H. Hobbs fred Morton were in Rockland Satur tended the Shriner’s ball in Portland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
this week.
whom she made her home and from is being remodeled into a rectory for day.
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
whom she received tender ministra St. Thomas parish.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Lizzie Mifjer had the misfortune
And at all other Good Drug Stores
A
few
’
winter
Coats
to
be
closed
out
tions in her declining years. She is
to
burn
her
arm
quite
badly
last
Sat

Camden Lodge, K. of P., will observe
16-t-)iay 3
at a big sacrifice to make room for our
The Neighborhood Club met with also survived by a sister. Mi's. Daniel the order's 59th birthday Monday. There urday.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry was in Waldoboro
Mrs. Emily Watts Thursday where an Doherty of Bos’on and a brother Frank v. ill be an entertainment and a supper,
aturday.
all day session was enjoyed. This Morton of Rockport.
ftllt wed by an old-fashioned hop.
The installation of officers of Harbor
Misses Lucile Burns, Evelyn. Goldie
club is organized for the purpose of
The Patterson-Parkinson recital held
working for the hostess, any line of Light Chapter. O. E. S.. will be held in the Baptist church Monday evening ar.c Sadie Oliver walked from Thomaswork being done from plain dressmak Wednesday evening. Feb. 21. Mrs. was an artistic success and largely at ten last Saturday and spent the week
ing and sewing to rug and patchwork Hester Chase of Rockland will be the tended. The audience was enthusiastic end with their phfen ts and Sadie Oli
and making comforter knotting. Two installing office-. A fine program is in its praise.
The proceeds were ver with her grandparents, Mr. and
WASHINGTON
comforters were completed and a large being arranged.
shared by the District Nursing Associ '.Irs. C. H. Miller.
Mrs. Annie Brown is sliending a fenamount of rug rags sewed during the
ation which was enabled to add $40 to
SATURDAY
SALE
days
with
relatives
and
friends
in
ADVOCATED SAVING
day. A delicious picnic dinner was
its treasury as a result.
enjoyed. The hostess furnishing the
A new place of business wil! soon be South Waldoboro.
-a
'»
Llewellyn
Oliver,
who
is
teaching
Men's Outing Flannel Nightshirts. open on Main street when the altera
Washington not oni^advocatcd saving, but
baked beans and "go withums.” Fif
school
at'
Pleasant
Point,
spent
the
teen were present and a jolly good time $1.60. this sale 98c.
he practiced it and became wealthy. Are
tions on the quarters formerly occuMen’s Heavy Leather High Top I pied by the Talbot Insurance Agency weekend with his grandparents.
enjoyed.
you saving as much as you could? An ac
Chester Bennet' of East Waldoboro
Quite a number from here attended Rubbers. $3.98, this sale price. $3.25.
are completed. Frank Raffa will be
count with the Rcckland National Bank will
Men's Heavy Fleece Lined Under the proprietor and the store will as who is living with his daughter, Mrs.
Limerock Valley Pomona at Pleasant
give you great encouragement.
Valley Grange hall last Saturday. The wear, all sizes. Regular price $1, this sume th<> nature of a modern fruit and Jeneva Brown for the winter is very
iocrly.
next Pomona meeting will be with ale, 75c.
confectionery dispensary.
Mrs. Wilbur Morse is very sick at
Just arrived, Lino Floor Oilcloth,
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Wessaweskeag Grange here on March
short lengths, regular price 65c, this
’•
A few winter Coats to be closeel out this writing.
T-a
February 28 is the date of the next sale. 35c
at a big sacrifice to make room for our
Ladies’ Heavy Outing Flannel Night spring stock, which is already on the
Farm Bureau club meeting to be held
TENANT’S HARBOR
with Mrs. L. B. Smith. Wessaweskeag dresses. $1.50. this sale. 98c.
way. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
The officers of Naomi Chapter, O. E.
Full line Children’s Gingham Dresses, □ rd Elm streets, Rockland.
Inn. A food demonstration will be the
20-tf
. were installed Wednesday evening,
work for the day with Miss Herrick all sizes, half price.
Feb 7, by past matron Mrs. Josephine
'
Rockland, Maine
Boys' and Gir'.s’ Fancy Golf Hose,
present.
Tabbutt, assisted by Mrs. Mary E.
regular
$1.
sale
price
79e.
A party of Pleasant Valley Grange
Snow as marsh al and Mrs. Olive Sheer
Children’s Fleece Underwear. Reg
members numbering about nine, came
er as chaplain. Those installed are as
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
to the Keag Wednesday night last ‘‘on ular 65c value, sale price. 49e.
follows: W. M.. Mrs. Naomi Allen: W.
Boys'
Union
Suits.
Heavy
Fleece
Tim Fimrns Shut Mjiic you •„ adn,rrunners” und visited our grange*. A
diaries Killvch; secretary. Mis
Ite.d
in
all
the
Ion4iei|
maoa<ine«.
Ovar
Lilted,
regular
$1.25
value,
now
89c.
very pleasing program was furnished
Alive Wheeler: treasurer. Mrs. Blanche
220(1 aelartions—3aml for ratalflfu,.
Ladies' Long Woolcll Golf Gloves,
w hich was not only a surprise to the
u
• At tne Sign or
Simmons: conductor, Mrs. Fannie Mor
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Mo.
visitors but hom<' folks as well. We regular $1, sale price. 49c.
Nor"-i National Dank;
ris: associate ronduVtor, Mr;. Daisy
Ladies'
olid
Children's
New
Spring
en joyed our visitors very much and
orrey: chaplain, Mrs. Ida River
hope others may take it into their
marshal.Mrs.Martha Bachelder: organheads to do likewise, as callers from
si, Mrs. Harriet Rawley: Adah. Mrs.
other granges are always welcome
Alice Murphy: Ruth. Mrs. Lizzie
here und help to make grange life more
Humphrey; Esther. Miss Elizabetli
interesting.
Harris; Martlia. Mrs. Annie Kalloch;
THE Genius of Efficiency has invaded the
Knox Lodge of •Masons held its in
Eie; ta. Mrs. Mary Trask; warder. Mrs.
household, as evidenced by the growing num
stallation of new officers last Saturday
Mildred Tabbutt;
sentinel, Perley
ber of worsen who carry checking accounts
night, which proved to be u happy aud
Trask. Tlie Asso. Matron. Mrs. Jose
pleasant event as usual.
for the disbursement of household funds.
phine Tabbutt, will be iimtalled al the
Forget-Mie-Not Chapter. O. K. S.. held
next regular meeting, Friday evening.
its installation of officers Monday ev
BECAUSE such an account is a check upon
Feb. 16. Music was furnished by Marsening. Feb. 12. Mrs. Isabel Sleeper
Ion's orchestra.
unnecessary expenditures, a receipt for bills
acted os installing officer, assisted ley
Puritan Rebekah LtWge held its an
paid, and a record of all household expenses,
Mrs. Jennie Crowley, as chaplain und
nual installation of officers Thursday
Mrs. Louisa Allen as marshal. A
we invite the accounts of those who desire to
evening, Feb. 8. Mrs. Addie Bucklin of
pleasing musical program was ren
avail themselves of this modern help to effi
V inalhaven. I). D. G. P., installed, as
HEN the final call comes to a member
dered with readings and remarks in
sisted by Mrs. fnez Crosby of Camden,
ciency in the household.
of the family, it is natural to desire a
terspersed, and a bountiful supper was
b. D. G. M. The officers installed are
served in the banquet hall. The of
memorial service in which fitting honor shall
as follows: X. 11., Mrs. Florence Cook:
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
ficers are us follows;
Miss Susie
V. G„ Mrs. Mildred Sllngsby: it. K. N.
be paid and faith in the larger future shall be
Sleeper,
worthy
matron;
Charles
G.,
Mrs.
Winnie
Taylor;
L.
S.
N.
G„
Tu-S
MAiN
STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK
expressed.
Watits, worthy patron: Mrs. Elvie
Mrs. Amelia Taylor: It. G. V. G., Miss
Curtis, associate matron; Mrs. Alma
Rosie Watts: L. S. V.G„ Miss Eva Tor
At such a time, those who arc suffering the
llarlow.
treasurer:
Miss Clarric
rey: conductress, Mrs. Addie Erickson;
strain of parting must lie relieved of the details
ltackliff. chaplain; Mrs. Louisa Allen,
warden. Mrs. Mildred Tabbutt: record
1S3
of
arrangement.
Furthermore,
if
the
arrange

marshal; Miss Helen Sleeper, organist;
ing secretary. ..:rs. Nellie Monaghan;
Mrs. Ella Pierce. Adah; Mrs. Lorena
ments arc to be perfect, they must be placed in
financial secretary, Mrs. Jessie Wiley;
Allen, Ruth; Mrs. Ella Watts. Esther;
treasurer, Mrs. Norma Hawkins; chap
highly trained and experienced hands.
Mrs. Nellie Waterman, Martha; Mr
lain. Mrs. Tina Barter; I. O„ Mrs. Net
Ethel Harrington: Electa: Mrs. Celia
There is a funeral director in your community
tie Clark; O. G., Albert Slingsljy. A
Hurd, warder; Sidney Hurd, sentinel
dance followed, music by Marstons or
who, possessing this skill, also understands
Some good programs are being put
chestra.
that tie is called upon for something more than
on during the lecturer's hour in the
Miss Una Wood of Lon« Cove is ear
professional
service
—
that
the
essence
of
his
grange and are consequently drawing
ing for Mrs. Lucy Jane Clark, who is
out a good attendance.
responsibility is to carry out each detail
tailing in health.
The storm of Tuesday nearly over
J. E. Meader of Hyde Park. Mass., re
in the Spirit of a labor of love.
came everybody around here, as hopes
cently made a brief visit with Mr. and
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
liad been soaring high that thp worst
Mrs. E. S. Wheeler.
panyfrom a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Evening Post of July 29,1922.
was over. Old Boreas surely is
John Wiley of St. George has bought
master hand at his business, anil has
the house owned by Mrs. Emma Frank
BURPEE
FURNITURE
CO.
gone beyond the zenith of perfection
Smalley and wiii occupy it next month.
Undertakers Since 1849
t 7) this winter. Most of our rural pop
Joseph Simmons is ill and is.under
EAST UNION, MAINE
Niflfrt Telephone 781 -W ROCKI.AXD Day Telephone 450.
ulation have had a good chance to
the care of a trMned nurse from the
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
English Renaissance Border. Symbol of Duration. Sun Dial.
realize what it would seem like to be
Silsby
Hospital.
Mrs.
Simmons
’
moth

Message number tsiel.e. Copyrighted 1922 C. C . Co
sentenced to several months solitary
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
er, Mrs. Rinna Andrews, who is spend
ing the winter in Springfield, Mass.,
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
confinement.
any of the leading Granites.
4
was called here by the Illness of Mr.
Simmons.
UNION
We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
Arthur Pierson has again returned to
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.
AS BEAUTIFUL
his native town and is living at Capt.
Mrs. Emma L. Jones is spending the I
Samui
l
Watts,
lie
is
employed
in
cut

as we can make it we want Ihe last
weekend with her son Paul at Phillips
ting wood and getting in ice.
resting place of those dear to us.
Exeter Academy. Exeter. N. II.
Mrs. Bertha Simmons entertained i
MONUMENTS AND IIEADSTONEi.
friends Saturday in honor of Rev. E. S.,
When beailaclio results from “sour” stomach,
in
arlistic designs, intricately carved,
Ufford's birthday. Delicious refresh-,
torpid liver or constipation, nothing brings
inents were served, including a beau
we offer, as well as models of classic
quicker, surer relief than genuine “L.
tiful decorated birthday cake given by
simplicity.
F.” Atwood Medicine. This harmless
W.
liiJ daughter. Mrs. Ethel Griffin.
household remedy—used nearly 70
Let us show you some sketches of
J. Miller Davis of East Union has
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
prompt
monuments lhat would look well on
returned from Portland hospital, where
WALL PAPER
iy restores the
be has been for treatment lor his eyes
your lot.
digestive tract
ELECTRIC LAMPS ANO
Robert Harris has moved his family
to healthy activity, Largo bottle, 50 cents—1 cent a
SUPPLIES
into the Martin house at the Common.
dose. All dealers.
FRED S. MARCH
At
“L. F.” MEDICINE COMPANY, Portland, Me.
THOMASTON,
MAINE
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
..
Th«
Naw
Monumaiitil
Wararosma
n <11 .. ' a.,!/>/'/.
.-.7.;....
TuftS-tf
Park St, Cor. Brick.
Rockland, Ma.
making income tax returns 375 Main

March and September of each year.

In Everybody's Column

All you need is a can opener—
and the first taste—to know why

LOST—Black and tan hound pup. WALTER
SCAVEL. 7 Crescent St., City
11*18
LOST—Bob-tailed tiger cat, four white paws,
white under neck. FREDERICK WALTZ. 163
Broadway. Tel. 392-M
15-tf

Deposits

GOODS

FIRST DAY OF MARCH

Wanted
WANTED—Position as stenographer, graduate
of Bryant fir Stratton School. No experience.
31 MASONIC ST. Tel ll-:;
29*22
WANTED—Young woman wants position as
s ei ographer or bookkeeper. Address “X,” care
of 4 UURIFR-GAZETTK
20*22
WANTED—New milch cow.
BOOKER ST..
Thomaston, Me. Tel. 185-2.
20*22
V/ANTED Girl for kitchen work at Newcas
tle House Address FRANK JACOBS. Neweas:!••. Me Box 51.
20-22
WANTED—Experienced w<hmI chopper < B.

THOMASTON SAVINGS

Pierre Cartier’s

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY

Cod Liver Oil,
Honey

The Rockland National Bank

TOL.MAN. Wo rep. Maine

WANTED Girl for housework, middle aged
utii-.in preferred, would take younger girl.
BIT.LKIGH MANK, Warren. Me. R No. !
19’2I
WANltD Chambermaid at WINDSOR HOI TEL. Cii.
Tel 154-W.
17-tf

1

WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,

! Limerock street.
8-tf
V/ANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
I and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILL El’, 80 School
street, G.irdiier. Mass.
12*23

For Sale
FOR SALE—.prilrh Slate Incubator, capacity
»; di . • it eggs, and brooder, b A. GRANT at W.
II. Clover ( ,’s
21*23

TOR SALE Nice using black horse. Young
ami s hukJ ; wi v geu’le: stand anyuhere, afraid
r<» |iing Weight 1150. Would make a good
hurst- lor delivery business Will sell very reasi.J.le
W W BITLEK. Rockland* Tel.
GbJJ
21 -23
FOR SALE Lumber from which the booths
at the Food Fair were built Apply to A W.
GREGORY.
FOB SALE—t'orrespondence Law Ourse of
American Extension University, worth $200,
wL; sell for $50. Transferable to buyer with
3 yeais to complete course. A. I». RICHARD
SON. 399 Main St, Rockland.
17-22
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove 8t .
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
«»t ( M HARRINGTON
13-tf
FOR SALE Farm in Warren three mll?s
from Thomaston. 93 acres, new barn, good 1V|
story house, farm all sfiwked. 3 cows, 1 heifer.
I fwlr horses. 50 hens, 1,000 cord wood and
<r»me lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE 00.. 299
Main St Tel 370 M
15-tf
FOR SALE I upright second hand piapos
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
Stre.r, Rockland.
10-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
,10 to GO h p.. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
holsters, etc I, L SNOW CO, City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland.
'Phone
576 R

To Let
TO LET Blake Garage on Main street, 2
boors; suitable for o.her business. BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE Tel 466 M
21-^f
TO LET—Large, front room, sunny and well
heated
Att/activc home tor young lady. 15
I 'ARK STREET________________
21 * 23
TO LET —Furnished rooms and board at 17
WATER STREET, fall at side door.
19-21
TO LET (>arage and storage. .MARTHA f'
TITUS, 9 Water Street.
19-21
TO LET—Four furnished romps, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific St. Inquire of L
BREWER 39 Park Street_____________ 17-tf
TO LET—Apartment, six rooms and bath
(oicpletely furnished, at 78 MASONIC ST
Gall 413 or inquire at above address. Rent
reasonable.
16-tf
TO LET—A little gem of a five room fur
nisli?d •apartment. Must l»e seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R U. COLLINS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland, Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street,—on car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
79-R
_______________
148-tf
TO LET—5-room teimhoat; good location.
L F CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2.

_______________

W

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Monumental

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
P. STRONG

Street.—SO-tf

No
More
HEADACHE

Works

J45-tf

TO LET -Nine-roan tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHASE, b5 Middle Street. Tel
W>;2-________________________________ 128-tf

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical Instruments or anything that re
quires .i dry. clean room. Terms reasonable.

I R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland

SHEET MUSIC 15c

HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS

It F D. I. Box 113.

45tf

Miscellaneous
S'lntl SECURES EQUIPPED FARW

200 rare,

v'(‘"d . near village, where marketing wood with
'« hi. at high prices should be easy ; • pleasant
lioiii' and Iju icres a in bi.,t prosperous ticigb
bor. . lit.ibliful surroundings, good markets:
dt it- loata tillage, Hhcow spring-watered pasture. c iimafeJ 200(* cords wood. 50.000 ft. timi"
mil? !<• ivvni’ll; 300 sugar maples, camp
■ i.'b’. good 7 r-(>m house, piped spring Waiter;
•• tt bi'P. poultry house Owner unable opert> $_’3on takes it. Imrs".
cattle, cream sepr.'it'tr. furniture, full implements, harnesses,
• b'c;es. bx.is included if you come soon Only
•
He <9"l Jus' bring your suitcase. Details
i<rg» 113 Big Ulus Catalog Bargains Copy
tic
HTRot T FARM AGENCY, 281 DG Water
St.. Autus' i. M*
21-lt
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT -There’s u« line

f Food Flavors ami Extracts on the martlet
equal to "Universal” Guaranteed tuand

:
crciig'h. flavor, satisfied users. In
• < '..ss by fhemselvet; they are repeaters for all
rooking pifrposes confectionery, soft drinks,
omc back again, because the flavor satisfies
syrups, etc Once used always used; you’ll
5 on know by experience it's genuine; it rc'iiiiK.s but one-half the quantity to satisfy as
any oilier ! rand, barring none. The goods
s’nnk for theniscb.s and defy co>in|>eiition If
n doubt try them out at my expense, before
von t»u.v or pay a penny. I will stand by every
assertion I make. I have the goods i know
wii! satisfy all who use them. Thime solves all
things if they contain value, and the name '‘Uni
versal" will sbiiKl on its merits for all time. It
is quality and satisfaction that counts C. U.
I R'FS. •Manufacturer. Rock kind, Maine. 21 - If
DRESSMAKING—At 19 Crescent Bt., MRS.
NINA 5 ORK
and dresses.

Expert work making suits, coats,

21*23

PORTLAND PEOPLE can flud each issue of

The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO, 664 Congress St. This will con
venience many who want to got the pai>cr regularly.
_______________________ 13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models, 2

» 75 II. F One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high spewl types Also ac
cessories and jrarts
Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portlaua l’icr, Portland.
•Me. _______________________________ 12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited
HELEN C RHODES
18tf
“CHRONICLES 0F~ KNOX COUNTY,” a Tery
bandy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fill
more, gives tho offleial history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations
Sent by mail ro
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
____________________________________ 142-tf

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter
CARVER’S. Rockland
___________________ 85-t»

la ot tale at J.

V

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call nt this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it In and let us print you cards in lateet

size

THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

Eggs apd Chicks

•AT

FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks.
Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; 3d in Stale egg
laying contest 1920. Eggs for hatching. W. a.
RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel. WH-W.
8tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 17, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and krrlrala, Ute department especially
Beatles InZormallon of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

Page Seven

IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

OLDEST GRADUATE

Dartmouth’s' Grand Old Man
is Father of Well-Known Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.
Rockland Lady.

A Portland special to the Boston
Ted Shawn, dancing partner of Ruth the Madonna: "Rose Raisa achieved j
Herald of Feb. 1-2 dealt with a gentle
St. Denis, accomplished a difli-ult feat extraordinary success with her per- !
Mildred and Margaret Ryan, who man who hast many friends in Rock
formance.
Her voice had richness, |
when for nearly an hour he held an au
have been making their home in this land, where he has made frequent
depth and variety of dramatic quality.!
city with their grandmother, Mrs. visits io the home of his daughter, Mrs. dience in City Hall, Portland, interested Her acting was spontaneous, vital, full '
Elizabeth Ryan, since their mother's Harry A. BiifTtilri of 22 Grove street. and attentive to an extemporaneous of abandon and compelling in romantic
death, have, returned to Boston, where The Herald artiora said:
lecture on the evolution of tlie dan-e, beauty."
, • , *
their father, William Ryan, resides.
• • • *
I
while it wailing the arrival of a delayed
Ethel l.eginska, pianist, who was i
Portland, Me., Feb. 12.—With the baggage car carrying the costumes of
brought
to
Rockland
some
time
ago
i
Miss Beatrice Emery has been spend
death recently of Dr. J. Whitney Bar
It was through Mr. Chapman, and whose bril- :
ing the week in Pittsfield, N. li.. the stow, 96>of Flushing. L. 1., Leander M the Denishawn Company.
guettt of Mr. and Mrs. Milton W. Wey Xtlte of this city fell heir to the title nearly >0.15 when the trunks finally ar liant and splendid playing is still re- !
membered by the many who heard her, ;
mouth.
of oldest living graduate of Dartmouth rived at the dressing rooms, and it
is to give a recital in Carnegie Hall, ;
College.
sneaks
for
the
excellence
of
the
proFeb 20. On her .program are to be
Miss Ada Perry left this morning for
The new Elisha of Dartmouth, upon jjram that an audience that nearly featured several of her own composi- j
New York, chaperoned Ivy Mrs. A. H. whom the mantle of Elijah has de
Jones, Mrs. N. F. Cobb and Mrs. E. R. scended, is hale and hearty despite his tilled the auditorium watched Miss St. tions.
• • • •
Veazie. The ladies will be "at home’ 91 years and some odd months, and his i Denis and Mr. Shawn with their pupil
dancers until within a few minuttjs of
One of the latest devotees of music in
at the Prince George after Sunday.
recollections of his alma mater, are as midnight.
Imagination, grace and London is the former King Manual of!
vivid as if it were yesterday that he chatm characterized all the numbers.
Portugal, who has become an organist ;
Among those who attended the was an under-classman.
• « • •
and works seriously at his music every]
Shriners ball and ceremonial in Port
Hanover, when Mr. Nute first invad
Mephisto in a recent number of Mu day. With his Queen he still maintains ,
land Thursday evening were Dr. and ed it as a member of the class of 1854.
the remnants of a court at Fulweil;
Mrs. R. W. Bickford, Mr. and Mrs. Wal was in great contrast to the hustling sical America notes the following:
•‘William Rogers Chapman, who has Park, Twickenham. Here there is a 1
ter H. Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. college town of today, he told a re
Smalley, Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens. porter this week. A compera lively few- done more to make Maine a musical completely equipped music room where
of
Volga Boatmen
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Munro, Mr. and modest brick structures constituted the State than anybody I could name with Manuel spends several hours each day.!
All
the
world
has
been
awaiting
it—Victor Record 88663
The
Queen
also
is
an
amateur
musician
his
Maine
Festivals
and
other
work,
is
Mrs. Chester Munro and Peter Nelson college buildings, the campus was
Among those who crossed the burning fenced in, in sharp differentiation be in Miami, Florida, from whence 1 have of considerable attainments.
sands at the ceremonial were Yeaton tween collegfe and town, and about ail received a very delightful letter from
Olga Samaroff, pianist.at a recent re- !
REMARKABLE
TROTS
R. Robinson anil Albert D. Davis of that existed of present-day Hanover h's energetic and really wonderful help
Thomaston and John O. Stevens of was Dartmouth Inn, the stamping mate, Emma, who, as you know, has cital in New York, showed her original
Bees Knees
The Virginians
been’ for m.-rny years the presiding ge ity in both making up her program and
Rockland.
ground of many generations of Dart
nius of that notable organization, the in the way it was announced. Her pro
Peggy
Dear
The
Great
White
Way
Orchestra
mouth students.
Rubinstein Club of New York. Chap- gram was made up from requests sent
The Sunshine Society will meet with
*
Victor Record 19000
"It was at this inn that we had all
in,
and
announced
herself
from
the
Mrs. Minnie Miles, 31 Ocean street our undergraduate affairs." Mr. Nute lean has accomplished wonders. In or
der to do his work in Maine and also platform the names as the recital pro
Ivy (Cling to Me)
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
Monday afternoon.
said. "Rules were stricter then than
v ith the chorus of the Rubinstein Club, gressed. Unfortunately this method of]
I
Gave
You
Up
Just
Before
You
Threw
Me Down
they are nowadays, or at least were
announcing
was
not
so
happy
as
it
has
’
Mrs. Hollis Pettingill, who has been more, strictly observed, and it was no he had to make a round ; p sometimes
proven to be in small rooms and halls, ?
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
visiting relatives on Rankin street, re- uncommon occurrence to have a mem twice a week. I once 1. dened-to him,
Victor Record 19005
i while, with the aid of a pencil working as FamarolT's voice was practically lost ’
ttirned to Portland yesterday.
ber of the faculty break up one of on the back of an envelope, he was try in the hugeness of Carnegie Hall, and •
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
those gatherings.
ing to figure out the number of miles several times applause broke in before i
Edward O’B. Gonia leaves tomorrow
Stops Celebration
Mister Gallagher and Mister Shean
he had traveled as well as the hours an announcement was completed.
for New York, on business connected
"Such an incident happened during he had spent on railroad trains. It
• • • •
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
with his store.
my school days. The sophomore class whs way into the thousands.”
We ail remember the splendid and '
Victor Record 19007
at that time had a custom of burning
' * • • *
manly singing of Reginald Werrenrath
Mr. and Mrs. David Rubenstein re its mathematics books at the end of the
Standard fox trots, new musical tricks and remarkable feature records; so
It is said that the Rubinstein Club at the Maine Music Festival several
turned from Boston Tuesday. Mrs.
year, to celebrate being 'through with members are rather indignant at limes years, so Mephisto's remarks in a re
hard to choose you will want them all.
Rubenstein was critically ill at the mathema-Hcs, altogether.
President
lhat Mr. Chapman undertakes this cent Musical America will hold interest
Massachusetts General Hospital, and
Lord did not approve of the custom Maine work—saying that the salary for us: "Werrenrath deserves credit be
while she was there her daughter and determined to put an end to it.
they pay<hitn is a good one and that he cause he has for years made a fight
Kathleen, aged seven months, died.
THE BIG SONG
THE
"He did not interfere during the
wears himself out traveling up to against the use of books of words by au
hour when the students were going Maine in all kinds of weather; but he diences at song recitals, except when
Carolina in the Morning
American Quartet
Miss Rose McNamara is in Boston, through the (jeremony of Interring the
visiting her sister, Miss Alice McXo- ashes of their mathematics books after refuses to give up this Jlajne work be fr reign songs were on the program, and
Toot, Toot, Tootsie, Goo’bye
Billy Murray and Ed Smalle
then
he
holds
lhat
only
the
translation
cause of his sincere love for Maine and
mara.
burning thrift in a huge bonfire on the her people.
e
Victor Record 19006
and not the original words be printed.
campus, hut after ithey were gathered
♦ • » •
As he truly says, if the artist has not
Everybody's whistling them!
Mrs. Gladys Annis of Boston is visit for a banquet at the Dartmouth Inn he
To those who are planning to attend good enough diction to convey his •
ing her sister, Mrs. Nina Robinson of presented himself.
the Kreisier concert in Portland Feb. message to.the audience without print
92 Pleasant street. She was called here
“Hi.4 .4Bn was at that time the presi 27. the following item may hold inter ed assistance, he has no right to sing
by the illness of her grandmother. Mrs. dent of the class, and was occupying a
est: "Violinists who complain of the His main grievance, however, is that
Sarah Whittaker.
seat at the head of the table when his poverty of their literature and who neither the artist nor the audience de
father appeared and demanded ad point to this restriction in extenuation rives much satisfaction out of the re
At its last meeting the Woman’s Ed mission. Not being granted it, he broke
ucational Club with 207 paid members in the door, and entered, commanding of hackneyed programs, may well con cital when the majority of the people
to date, voted to unite with the Maine the students to cease their celebration. template Fritz Kreisler’s resourceful have their noses buried in the text book.
Federation of Women's Clubs. It is re His son. humiiltated at his father's ness on this score. At his memorable There is a bond of understanding and j
THIRTY-THREE YEARS A MUSIC STORE
ceiving new members at every meeting. action, promptly resigned the class recital in Carnegie Hall on Tuesday a more direct message when the artist
can
look
into
the
eyes
of
his
audience."
evening
before
one
of
the
largest
audi

This organization stands for a broader presidency, and the gathering broke up.
• • • »
ences that has assembled in that audi
vision of life, for education, for political
“President Lord was the type of man torium, Mr. Kreisier provided an ad
Amateur
singers
are always interest
education, vocational training, has 20 who did not like to have the students
mirable lesson in program building. ed in what the ‘big ones'' do. so the
departments, including art. music, lit
get ahead of him. 1 remember one More than half of his numbers, perhaps following about how some of the "big
erature, civics, library extension, public
morning when they attempted to block a bundled golden minutes, were devot ones" keep fit may be interesting: Galheailh, legislation, home economics, so
Boothbay; gifts to tb^ girls, James
the door after chapel by forming two ed to Beethoven and Bach, the Bonn li-Curci keeps herself in condition by j
MRS. CLARA S. B. BURPEE
SCHOOLS Chapman.
cial and industrial conditions. "This
Damariscotta; class will, <’.ilong lines in the hall, and preventing master's austere C Minor Sonata and the doing a little five mile jaunt every day, |
is,” says Mrs. Thomas <!. Winter, pres
iista Sylvester, Jefferson; gift to school,
the students who were in the front earlier composer’s unaccompanied Par rain, snow or shine, on the roof of the I
ident ot the General Federation of
Mrs. Clara S. B. Burpee, formerly
of the Busy Educational Alice Jewett, Aina. Clarence Dodge of well
rows and the faculty from passing out. tita In G Minor. The mighty host Ambassador Hotel, where she is. She t
Women's Clubs, "the machinery for the
known in Rockland but for ihe
Boothbay
was
chosen
marshal.
The
“
President
Lord
didn
’
t
wait
for
the
(iocs
considerable
deep
breathing
and
which crowded the platform and every
five leading activities—American citi
past 32 years ;t resident of Everett,
standing
of
Misses
Boynton
and
Oliver
jam
to
clear,
hut
made
his
way
over
also
some
setting
up
calisthenics.
She
inch of standing room on each floor
zenship, applied education, public wel
was so close that only one hundredth .Muss., died at Iter home in that elly,
fare, fine arts and legislation. If we the tops of the seats, thrashing his gloried in the sheer nobility of this says she walks on the roof of the hofel
of
cne per cent separated their four Eeb. 2, after a month'* illness from
cane
right
and
left
to
clear
the
stu

because
if
she
walked
in
the
street
lots
music and the unblemished purity of
women have the vision to stand to
pneumonia, at the age of 92 years. 7
years
average.
dents
out
of
the
passage.
He
t^idn't
of
people
would
wonder
at
the
.speed
the interpreter’s art. Other artists of
gether nationwide, with clear under
Rockport Grammar
months. Funeral services were held
• • • •
have
any
trouble
in
making
his
exit.
with
which
she
travels.
Furthermore,
tetjder years possess unerring accuracy
slandng of what are the things of ma
Fell. 4. anti the body was placed in the
Public
speaking
on
Friday
after

The
class
parts
of
Thomaston
High
Tells of Expulsion
ard wondrous bow-arms, but Kreisier Fhe thinks she gets fresher air up on
jor importance and an equally clear
tomb In Glenwood cemetery, Everett,
School
have
been
assigned
as
follow
’
s:
noons
in
an
added
feature
of
the
school
“He was the college president who may claim truly the missing ingredient Ihe roof. She is very particular as to
determination to learn and tn help, this
to lie later removed lo Rockland for
Valedictory,
Lorinda
Orne;
salutatory,
common aim is greater than all our during my time expelled a boy for of this juvenile art,—maturity. The her diet,—never eats candy, hut does ivork this term. More attention should (onstanee Bowes; first oration, Howard burial. Mrs. Ilurpce was a native of
differences of parly, creed, traditions, making a saucy answer to him. It richress and breadth of conception in- eat a good deal of fresh fruit. She be paid to this phase of s-hool activity. Beattie; second oration, Evelvn Kai Georgetown. .Maine. When she was a
education, and geography.
It is the happened while he was conducting an’ fused the gelid Beethoven with palpi- never touches lea or coffee, but drinks
child Iter parents moved lo Swan's laThe eighth grade had a geographical bab.
reason for the Federation's existence. inquiry as to how n live sheep hap-! tating beauty and made'Bach a living two quarts of water each day. Frances
land. wberi' ill 1X53 she married Capt.
•
♦
•
♦
dramatization
of
two
scenes
front
Wil

Alda keeps lit by use of the famous
The literary club gives wider compan pened to be found one morning up in personal message.”
S. Newell Smith. For a few years tshe
Daily Dozen, w’hich takes only ten min liam Tell last Friday afternoon- The
McLain School
ionship, added friends, greater wisdom, the belfry with the chapel bell. Sev
accompanied hint on his voyages, then
nobler inspiration, multiplied effi eral boys had been approached on the
At the recent appearance in \ew utes each day. During her vacation cast was as follows: William Tell,
Grade 8A closed the fifth month of they made their home in Rockland. Six
subject, and had told President Lord York of Myra Hess, pianist, with the she has plenty of exercise in the open M.amford Ott; Albert, his son, Raymond the school year with a very decided t luklren were born to them, four of
ciency.”
that they were unable to give him any Metropolitan Orchestra a hush had air. She has always been careful about Payson; Gessler, Fred Miller; Vcrner, increase in all ranks. This month the whom survive Iter—Carrie V„ Effie 1,.
Miss Frances Bachelder left yesterday information. Finally while he was fallen over the audience in the softly her diet,—takes little if any stimulant, Harvey Siifiont tn.
Boll of Honor shows 14 names. These and Arthur M. Smith of East BridgeAn added enthusiasm lo the study of pupils having an average of between water. .Mass. Capt. Smith <lii-tl in Rio
far New York, being joined in Boston questioning one hoy he said to him, closing strains of a Grieg Andante, which is doubtless one of the reasons
by Miss Sarah binnell. They will be at ‘Can't you imagine how the sheep hap when some man in the audience why she has kept her voice and figure Switzerland was thus gained A hook 95 und 100 were: May Johnston. Mary Janeiro in 187!. and his widow later
Hctel Wolcott during their stay at the pened to be there?’ The boy promptly coughed aggressively, and completely in such excellent shape season after sea report on "Heidi, the Swiss Mountain Sylvester, Palmer Pease, Evelyn Perry. married lleman II. Burpee, who died tn
metropdlls in behalf of Fuller-Cobh replied, 'Yes, I can imagine. He might destroyed the beauty of the music, for son. Among average people there is an Girl," was read by Gudilin Helstad. Ethel Quinn, Elizabeth Annis, Ethel 1886.
have climbed up the lightning rod.’ truth, his cough resembled the bark of idea lhat the artists have a tine time, This week has been one of reviews in Backliff, Cedric French, Francis Orne,
Mrs. Burpee was an unusually active
Pavis.
For that answer he was expelled, and a dog. If he had shouted "Good night, go out a great deal, are received every preparation for mid-term written les Helen Kirkpatrick. Clarence Cunning woman, of keen intellect, and her men
Capt. and Mrs. Eric Smith of the to show’ their disapproval of his ex Bill!" to an acquaintance in the theatre where with enthusiasm, eat and drink sons. Our attendance has been unusu ham, Edith Kaye, amt Edna Gregory. tal faculties were unimpaired to the
Salvation Army have gone tb Boston pulsion the entire student body went al that moment, there might have been freely, and keep late hours. A little ally good considering the prevailing The average of attendance for the last.
Her memory was remarkable, and
to attend the Councils. The meetings to the station with him, and serenaded a riot, but he was allowed to make an common sense, however, should suggest colds. The record was 97.791.
month was 97 12-100%, with no cases
« • « •
her rcminiNcenccs ot early days and
him with tin horns as his train drew equally strange noise without exciting that this would be impossible consider
will he continued as usual.
of
tardiness
or
dismissal.
Union High
out.
the least comment—except the profan ing what is expected of the artist to
Sybil Stearns is the marshal for the experiences were very interesting 4o
The students .and teachers of Union
her many friends.
“Dartmouth was only a small college ity in which, sotto voce, another mem day. In former years a few roles were
M. R. Pillsbury of Portland is in the
month of March. This room sold a
sufficient,
if
sung
in
Italian,
but
today
High
are
more
than
pleased
to
have
then, you know. There were a few ber of the audience denounced him. M.
city for the weekend.
totul of $292 worth of Food Fair tick
hundred students in comparison with Coue makes a plea that coughers em the artist must know many roles in with them again Miss Rose Edwards, ets. Cedric French brought in the
several languages, roles far more ex who has been seriously ill at her home
the
many
of
today,
so
that
what
hap

ploy
auto-.-uggestion
to
overcome
their
Miss Ethel Crle is home from Bates
most—$70. and Raymond Cross came
acting than those in the old time op on Clark’s Island.
’
College which found it necessary to pened to one man the whole college bad habit.
eras,
That the Senior play, "Safety First," second with $24. Over 95% of the
• • • •
knew
’
about.
My
olass
had
only
72
suspend, on account of the scarlet fever
Oiin Downes ieviewing Toscha Sei was a success, all will agree. A large pupils succeeded in making sales.
epidemic. Arfnouncement is made lhat members—a great contrast with the At a recent recital of Mischa Elman del’s appearance with the Boston crowd turned out here in town' and a
A “State of Maine” program was
Dartmouth
graduating
classes
of
today.
in
Los
Angeles
during
one
of
his
num

the college will reopen Feb. 27. All of
Symphony, playing Mendelssohn's Con good many followed it to Warren, where given during tho reading hour Friday
“
I
cannot
recall
that
any
fraternities
bers,
Sarasate
’
s
Gypsy
Airs,
the
light
the college buildings are being thor
certo said: "When Mr. Seidel first it was presented last Friday evening. to an audience of 27. Francis Orne,
oughly cleansed and fumigated. As a existed when I was there. If they did, suddenly went out, leaving the house in played in Boston, his periormances were Much credit is due each of the actors Palmer Pease, Helen Kirkpatrick and
at
least
the
campus
was
not
strewn
total
darkness.
Both
the
violinist
and
quarantine was imposed in the midst
distinguished by a fluency that did not and actresses. Also much credit is due Evelyn Perry decorated the room with
of the mid-year examinations, a meet with fratemitY houses, and the fra his accompanist, Josef Bonime, contin always conduce to authority in inter tn Miss Howes and Mrs. Maurice Love pine boughs and cones. The visitors
ternity men were certainly in the mi ued without interruption as if nothing
ing of the faculty has been called to
nority. Likewise we had no elaborate had happened, and the .audience, taking pretation. He played the Mendelssohn joy, who did the coaching. To Mr. were given souvenir programs, designed
determine whether the examination
Concerto yesterday with less of the old Weston we extend our thanks for his and painted hy the pupils. The pro
schedule shall be completed or the program of sports such as yve have to its cue from the artists, settled down fluency and aplomb, and more the air, cooperation in seeing our crowd into gram consisted of the following num
day. The only predominant sport in again to enjoy the admirable playing.
second semester begun when college
Have you an idea that you
nnd the effect, of a man who had Wanen last Friday night. Everybody bers :
the college was football, and that did
• * >» •
opens.
Song—“My Father’s Srate”
thought very seriously of his task and 1 ad a good time.
Class
Hhottld send flowers—obey that
not interest nearly as large a propor
John Philip Sousa’s opera "Bride
<TllS3
This term ends March 16 for a two- Maine Flag Salute (origin ah
tion of tile student body as it does to Elect,” was revived elaborately by the was devoting more attention to musiimpulse and send them.
How .Maine Got Ils Name
Cedric French
Adriel U. Bird has been spending a
• The
clanly interpretation .than to technical week recess.
Slate Flower
Ruth
(
’
rouse
day.
Philadelphia Operatic Society for its display. It was a pleasure to hear the
few days in Boston.
The Athletic Association is planning Song—“Maine”
—Says the Sunflower.
No Cheer Leaders
midwinter production. Sousa virtually
Evelyn Ferry, Marion (’lark, Eihel Rackliff.
"We had no college band then to lead l econstrtfcted this highly popular work echeerto which is so well known, in to present a play in the course of three
Ituth
Stearns.
Helen
Kirkpatrick,
Ethel
Quinn,
Herbert L. Oxton, who suffered a re
Ruth Crouse, Katelle Hall, Edna Gregory
the students in singing, and no cheer of a score of years ago and the result terpreted without exaggeration, without or four weeks.
lapse when he came out last Wednes
Union High will probably not he a The State Seal and Shield
Frank Knight
THERE
way
leaders such as today. We did not was an operetta of varied and rich mel sentimentality, without excessive whip
I
’
oem
—Tale of the Kennebec Mariner
day. escaping pneumonia! by the barest
play baseball at all, nor basketball. ody. with real comedy and a genuine ping up of the temp on the finale. The member of the Knox-Lincoln League
Mary
Sylvester
margin, is now’ able to sit up.
reach
heart.
John fkxnt
Bicycle and swimming ra"es were all plot. The score, rewritten for full or work was interspersed with a fine in this coming baseball season. It is The Maine Flag
Down in Maine
Eihel KaeklitT
the athletics I cart Recall, and they were chestra, was bettered in richness and telligence and sense of proportion, with imped that a league of small schools Solo
There
is
sure
Time Customs
Edna Gregory
An attractive luncheon and auction
genuine and tintdistorted feeling, and can lie formed in which competition Old
not of the Intercollegiate brand."
Exercise- “A Song to Maine”
fullness. Sousa conducted.
would be a little more equal all around. Tiny
party was given by Mrs. F. P. Colson
with
complete
authority.
”
Staples, Ethel Quinn, Evelyn Perry, At
The new “oldest Dartmouth gradu
to
up a
« « • •
Mrs. Clinton Bowley and Mrs. W. C.
wood Levensaler and I’eler Pelllcanv
Those who beard Mr. Seidel at the We are looking forward to a good sea
ate” will celebrate his 92nd birthday on
Maine Booster Song
Class
Ladd at Mrs. Ladd’s home on Walker April 16 next. He is a native of MilRcsa Iiaisa, who is now with the Chi Maine Festival some years ago re-j son. anyway.
breach.
is one
Maine Indians
Alice Hodgkins
Lincoln’s Birthday was observed with The
place Tuesday. Souvenirs were award ton, N. H„ was for many years a shoe cago Opera Company, and who was member the very young man with a
(higirral Poem “Just Maine” Eleanor Hussey
ed thus: Miss Anna Coombs, luncheon manufacturer, and since his retirement heard with delight and pleasure by thick mane of hair which was always appropriate exercises.
Two Indian Legends
May Johnston
"Bus" Robbins is not wearing a hat Sing ’’State of Maine, My State of Maine,”
set; Mrs. Helen Dodge, embroidered from active business has interested many at the Maine Festival a few years over his eyes caused by fierce shakings
Filer Pellicane, Pilner Pease, Raymond Cross,
are
pillow slips; Mrs. Doris Damon, pillow; himself in- the making of violins. He ago, has received splendid reviews of and wavings of his head as he played, tins winter! Ask him whyRandall Marshall. John Bcott, Francis Orne.
A good many students hope to earn
Miss Kathleen Singhi, tray; Mrs. Hazel resides with his daughter, Mrs. Charles bclh her singing and acting at the re ’.'hen his playing" seemed wonderful, in
W'iiliam Stowell, Cedric French, Atwood LevSend
flowers.
cnsaler.oFrank Knight, vhirenre Cunningham
Powers, embroidered knife, fork and A. Robinson, wife of the Portland cent appearances <>f this opera compa that his years were so tender, and he Palmer certificates in penmanship this
T!i«‘ Georges River Settlements
Francis Or.ie
ny in Boston. In Trovatore: "Rosa had such lire and enthusiasm. It is a year.
spoon holder; Mrs. Helen Clark, apron; postmaster, at 138 Pine street.
Song Beneath ihe Pines of Maine
Class
Miss Thelma Jacobs has left school
Raisa showed her rich colorful voice to real pleasure therefore to learn he is
Mrs. Pearl Hall, apron; Mrs. Bernice
excellent advantage in a wistful por developing into a real artist, and we on account of iil health- We all hope
Havener, twine holder; Mrs. Kathleen
Ticket Prizes Awarded
to see her soon.
shall hope to hea him again.
Duff, towel.
lulls, over 50 Federations, with 20 de trayal of Leonora,” In the Jewels of,
♦ , • •
A most enthusiastic indoor assembly
’ I
partments. It stands for progress, for
The honor parts at Lincoln Academy was held Monday, Feb. 12. The oc
MRS. RICH’S APPEAL
education, for a broader vision of life,
were given out last week as follow’s by casion was the awarding of prizes to
for better schools. It is composed of a
the Principal, Robert T. Clunie, Jr. All the Food Fair ti<*ket sellers. Frank
Wants 100 More Women’s Clubs and group of organized women in every
are chosen for rank acquired, the pref S. Bhodes, chairman of the ticket com
PHONEL 135-2
community who can be depended upon
10,000 More Members in This State
erence being given to those who have mittee, was the guest of honor. He
to promote all movements looking to
attended for four years: valedictory, commended the pupils for their great
A clipping from Ihe I»cwiston Sun ward the betterment of life.”
Lilian Boynton, Newcastle; salutatory, interest and then presented the prizes J*
“The National president, Mrs. Thom
states thht at the recent mid-winter
Lois Oliver, Nobleboro; class history. —fountain pens to tin* highest sellers
•session of • the Maine Federation of as G. Winter, Minneapolis, says this
Jcseph Gay, Newcastle; prophecy for and Eversharp pencils to the second
Women's Clubs in Augusta Mrs. Mary last quarter century, during which the
Loys, Dorothy Rice, Boothbay; proph highest. Great was the applause when
Perry Rich of Glencove made a strong club movement has been gaining head
ecy for girls. Verne Battecse, Damaris it was announced that Bose O’Neil of
appeal for 100 more clubs and 10,000 way, helped produce a compact body
cotta; gifts to the boys, Edith Dodge, Grade 7B had sold the splendid total <rf
federated club members. Only two of American womanhood whose pur
51 tickets. Cedric French of Grade 8z\
things are required: that their aim hr pose—if we have the vision to stand
camo next. Other fountain pen win
chiefly educational, and that $2 annual together nationwide—is nothing less
ners W’ere Ruth Mealey. Bobert Ba«kclub dues be paid, or ten cents a mem than the putting true Americanism into
ard, Bulb Lawrence. Virginia Egan and
ber, if the club has over 20 members. social, industrial, political life. The or
Successor to A. F. Burton
Harold Cross. T’be winners of the
Girls' clubs, especially for debating or ganisation encourages wide thinking,
Eversharp pencils were Raymond
For SpasniodicCroup rub
current events study, with citizenship discourages Ihe one-sided crank. Clnhs
Cross, Parker Young. Margaret Law GRANITE AND MARBLE
gain something no one can get alone,
< luhs everywhere, were urged.
Vicks over the throat anil
rence, Gladys Oliver, Judson Flanagan,
"Lest we prove a menace to civiliza some thing we all crave—companionship,
chest until the difficult
CEMETERY WORK
Muriel Stover and James Emery. Now
tion let us form ourselves into groups friendship, the wisdom that comes from j
breathing is relieved—
that the ticket selling contest is overj
for definite, systematic study of civics many minds, the inspiration that
Main Street
then cover with e warm
the pupils art* planning to try their|
and American _ history."
Mrs. Rich, springs from contact of mind with
luck at securing votes for the silk flag
flannel
cloth.
State chairman of the club extension mind, the efficiency that results from
THOMASTON,
MAINE
Two Favorites arc ORANGE PEKOE
offt red. Parents and friends of Mc
Study and work
committee was unable to be present, combined effort.
10-tf
Lain boys and girls are invited to help
her report being read by a member of should go hand in hand. ‘Nothing is
and Formosa Blend
them in this contest.
more dangerous than ignorance at
ihe committee.
he witchell hamplin Co.
"The General Federation of Women’s work.' Do not be isolated. Join the
Know the
pull
Portland U Boston
Clubs has nearly three million mem other women who are in the midst of
The mark down sate at Ihe C. M.
ing
of
Courier-Gazette
bers—the largest women’s organization things. You will get help. You will
Blake Wall Paper Slot‘e Is giving great
HATCIlE^OFFEFTESEBVEsTT^OF^SARlff
in tlie world, consisting of 9,000 study give strength."^
ads.
Owr Z7 Millian Jan
Yearly
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
TELEPHONE ............................................ 770
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A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS
And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles

WAR OF 1861-’65
If You Are
Too Tired to Eat I Some Random Recollections
Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla. A wellknown Justice of the Peace in Indi
ana says Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes
‘•food’taste good.” After taking
three bottles he eats 3 hearty meals
a day, works hard and sleeps well.
A grateful woman writes: “I
earnestly recommend all women
who wish to be made new, or who
are troubled with that tired feeling,
to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It
wonderfully relieved me of sour
stomach, distress and belching.”

STATES RELIEF WAS

From the Diary of a Knox
County Soldier Boy.

OUR GRANGE CORNER j
March 3 will be the date for Knox I
Pomona Grange to hold its next regu- |
Iar meeting, with South Hope Grange. J
The program: Song service, greeting, j

WONDERFUL

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

Annie Esancy; response. Laura Dan
iels; reading. Gertrude Wellman: ques
Art ived at New Orleans we were
(By BenjamiA F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
transferred from the ship to a Missis Portland Woman Declares Rheumatic tion: "What steps should be taken to
put farming on a business basis and
sippi river steamboat—-the real kind,
(Continued From Preceding Issue] ■ herds in the North Platte Valley. In I
Pains Of 2 Years Standing Left
will merchandise pay for capital and laI 1882. Alexander Swan came to Omafla I
that Mark Twain made famous—bound
bor invested?" opened by John Kearley,
THE OMAHA STOCK YARDS
i and called a number of the biggest
for Baton Rouge We noticed that the
When She Took Tanlac.
followed by Jas. Dornan, Lester Merrill.
J men into council. He suggested that)
XV
Walter Ayer and L. H. Young: recita
pilothouse, up on the third deck, for
as
they
had
to
ship
their
cattle
through
After the Civil War, there was a
tion. Bertha Esancy; piano «olo, Eva
ward, was cased with boiler plate iron,
Omaha to Chicago market, five hun
Get Hood's, and only Hood’s.
Taylor: song, Angie Merrill; quotation,
great business and financial depression dred miles east, why not build cattle
with just a small window for the pilot
Gardner Daniels; "What prioress has
all over the country. Gold sold in 1866 yards at Omaha? Then, when cattle
Since Tanlac restored my health
to look out of, and we soon learned
Maine Agriculture made this past
at 284 in United States currency, and arrived in quantity, packing houses was very great. They now* began to
a year and a half ago. 1 have felt bet year?” Benjamin James; song, H. E.
why,
when
the
rebel
bushwhackers
be

all railroad and other kinds of indebt would l>e built and Omaha would be realize that they had something to
gan to take pot shots at us from every ter than I ever did in all my life," said Mank; reading, Jennie Payson; paper.
come a center of cattle yards and
May Robbins; music. Olive Oliver and
edness. usually considered the best for packing houses. He already had op learn about the packing business. For clump of bushes on the shore, causing
the company to go into this business
Mrs. C. Schumacher, of 65 Hawthorne Mabel Ayer; son, Louie Carroll.
investment sold much below par— tions on about two thousand acres of
a stampede for cover to the other side
was too hazardous for most of the di
even government seventy-thirty l>onds farm land a few miles south of the rectors to countenance for a moment. of the deck, making the boat heel over St.. Portland. Me., recently.
STONINGTON
selling as low as 70. These conditions, city, and if Omaha men would join him The packing house we had built stood so she would not steer.
'Two veal's ago, I was in such a run
Then the captain would cuss, and try
and raise about three hundred thou idle, and the outlook was discouraging
for those who had ready money and
to
get
us
to
even
out
or
return
to
the
down
condition
that
I
could
hardly
get
sand dollars to purch.use the land and Finally we had an interview with
The ice embargo in the harbor the
confidence in the future, presented un form a working capital he would close
exposed side. After dark that kind of
George II. Hammond, of the Hammond
about. My appetite had failed me, 1 past few weeks has been a had liandifun
stopped,
but
something
else
started.
usual opportunities for investment.
the dial and form the South Omaha Packing Company, of Chicago and
ap to business. The mail boat man
On the lower deck near the how was a
s thin in flesh, my blood seemed ages to make a fair schedule to RockFrancis and George Warren were in Land Company.
elsewhere In the East, who had made a
t ig pile of freight which some smai'ty
A few of us enthusiastic over the success of the packing business.
New York much of their time, and on
thin and I had no color at ail. There and by landing on the ice half a mile
found was suttler’s supplies. A suttler
going about Wall and Bond Streets, the prospect of helping to build up through
After much negotiation. Mr Ham was a trader who sold to the soldiers was a great deal of rheumatism in my from her dock. The E. S. S. boat, Westport, has been off the Bar Harbor route
mond said that although he feared the almost anything they would buy—tea.
great financial center and liarometei
of ups and downs, had ample oppor
back, 1 had sharp .pains in my neck, for over two weeks. The tug Perth
result, if he could have our packing tobacco cheese.
bologna
sausage,
tunity to learn at first hand the public
house free of ail rental or other raisins, butter, sugar and goods in ind with nervousness and loss of sleep. Amboy rescued a barge frozen in the
harbor that was to load stone, and
estimate of financial values. They al
charges, and the company would fur
lass jars and bottles. His prices were
ways investigated the real worth ot
nish him all the water he needed ky high and the boys did not love him I wa s so weak, tired, and worn-out that towed her away light. The Minnie is
at the Fuller dock at the quarry wait
any class of railroad bonds that prom
without charge, and if successful he i whole lot.
the least effort was a burden.
ing a chance to do duty again soon as
ised ultimate safely as an investment
could have all the ground room he
The owner of these goods was on
when values should again beeomi
"It was just wonderful the way Tan the ice leaves the cove. The ice is
needed free of charge, he would come board and from the deck above kepi a
normal and having quite a large amount
to Omaha and start work. We closed harp eye on his property, until about lac relieved me of my troubles and now over a foot thick.
The Fuller Granite Co. are employ
of money at their command, due largely
with him. and he began operations.
dark he discovered a strong guard of
to the sale of the Colorado gold mines
After the first year he said that he | <ai(jiers hnd been put over it so he went built me up. I was soon eating hertlly, ing teams to carry the workmen and
to the New York company, they bough;
had made nothing, hut would ‘'hang to his berth to sleep in peace. This my strength and color came back, I are running their day and night crews
on the New York courthouse job. The
railroad bonds freely, among them
on" and operate for another year. Some guard of half a dozen boys was a selfMorris and Essex, Erie 2nd and 3rd
of our stockholders became impatient detailed guard and was relieved every gained ten pounds, and ever since then big lathes are turning 16 hours a day
Chicago and Northwestern, Richmond
and wished to dispose of their stock 10 or 15 minutes, that is. when the man I have been eating, sleeping and feel on the 6-foot massive columns and
caps and a special crew are housed
and Danville, Hoosac Tunnel Western
I. therefore, bought twenty-thousand .n guard had got his haversack full of
Fitchburg. Rock Island. C. B. and Q.
dollars’ worth of their stock, making the kind of stuff he liked best, when ing fine. I have never seen anything there fluting and finishing them. The
five gang saws ate grinding away 16
Milwaukee and St. Paul. Union Pacific,
my investment $40,000.
he would hunt up his chum and put to equal Tanlac."
hours a day slabbing liig blocks of
Chesapeake and Ohio, Atlantic Coast
aim on guard.
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug giatiite. some as thin as two inch ve
I.ine. New York and Northern, and
(Continued In Next Issue—Regun Jan.
A bayonet was a fine box opener.
neer. The three carborundum saws are
many others, amt invested in the con
30; back numbers can lie supplied.]
Boiogna was in wicker crates, raisins in gists.
grooving miles of slabs and about 30
struction of Omaha and South Western
boxes, cheese also, and everything easy
surfacing machines are smashing on
Over 35-millioif bottles sold.
and Omaha and North Western, each
to
get
at.
My
choice
was
cheese,
raisins
PARK THEATRE
ihe t ig fljit faces while 300 cutters are
of which had land grants from the
■ no sausige. Before daylight the guard
busy 16 hours a day finishing the stone
state of Neliraska, finally selling out
was
quietly
takpn
off.
When
the
owner
Tell your friends and your neighbors
lor boxing. The boxing keeps six or
to the C. B. Ac Q. and St. Paul and
that a motion picture is to be seen at appeared he thought his freight did not
fight carpenters busy and cords and
Omaha lines, which were carried
look
just
right,
so
he
came
down
for
a
the Park today in Which radio is worked
ords of lumber of all sizes are used
through to completion and made
in. You have read all about it. Ilon’t ;earer view. What a row! Hundreds
and miles of wire. The company has a
co
Omaha one of the important fecal
miss it because you will be missing the >f dollars worth of his stock had ut
tine force of management and foremen
points of the mid-West.
terly vanished! Who stole it? The
working in unity which means that in
With returning business prosperity George Warren Smith at CO.— Died at thrill of a lifetime. In “Staved by Radio” rigger roustabouts of course! We were
all the heart interest of ‘'Over tile Hill”
spite of the bad weather the Job goes
all these bonds were regarded more
Warrenton, Dec. 31, 1822.
and the action of "Go anil Get it" are not nuestioned or searched. Soon after
■n .is the Fuller Company "never gets
favorably by the investing public
we landed in Baton Rouge and went
combined.
toft.”
x
Prices rose to the values of normal
SOLD BY
It’s a big event when the circin .nto camp, but we did not buj* any sut
The Village Improvement Society is
times, so that the profits from their this industry a big city in the future,
ler’s goods for some time.
busy for a week. Feb. 15-21, with a
sale constituted a large capital with joined together and subscribed for comes to town hut will be a far greate:
• * • •
winter carnival, at Tewksbury hall, and
which to buy more bonds. There was the stock of the new company. I in event when the entire population turns
We were soon detailed for guard
have many things to do with any sur
not one of these investments hut what vested to the extent of $20,000 This out to see the sensation of the age duty, sometimes camp, and again pick
THE
COURIEIt-MZrr.t
plus funds they can clear.
proved in the end profitable, owing to was the beginning, in June. 1S83, of the "Saved by Radio.” Jane and Katherine
Our picket line was three miles
ROCKLAND
The lodges are installing their new
most careful judgment regarding what South Omaha Stock Yards Company, Lc-e in "Town Terrors" and an interest outside the city ,limits. where things
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ing
travelogue
complete
the
program.
officers, and banqueting is the "order
in which I. with a few other Investors,
MAINE
to invest in and what not.
Monday Viola Dana in "Crinoline and happened that had a tang of adventure
of the nights." All the societies are in
became a director.
• • • •
and danger in them.
Having secured the land, on which at Romance” offers a beautiful story of
Years came and went, bringing in
one day our picket post was on a
he sunny southlands.—adv.
that
time
there
was
only
one
little
creasing income, new money to rein
line where an old growth timber lot
prosperous condition and own nice
farm-house,
the
Drexel
house,
we
next
vest. and a greater amount of property.
net a new growth brushwood lot. At
halls and equipment.
had
to
build
some
yards
in
which
to
EMPIRE THEATRE
My health had now become reestat
:he end of a woods road, coming out
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Boyce are a,gain
receive
cattle,
feed,
and
water,
and
lished from the nervous strain of five
•fir nigh the .brushwood lot, was a big
in town after a sojourn in Boston eince
then
reship
them
to
the
Chicago
mar

years of hard work in the high altitud
the holidays.
Those who look back with undimmed leg, three feet in diameter and 15 feet
at Central City, in the mountains oi ket. With these two thousand or more delight to the first adventure story of long. It had been raining all day and
F. C. Page and crew of electricians
acres
of
vacant
land
as
a
basis
of
capi

Colorado. I now went to Omaha, t
are again at work on the new service
youth will recognize an ancient thrill the bushes were dripping wet. Just at
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tal
stock,
and
with
only
a
few
acres
look after the investments which Fran
lines.
x
cinset it cleared and a full moon came
when "Yellow Men and Gold" by Gau
cis had made while he was operating fenced off for feeding and watering veneur Morris, is shown at the Em ■ip making it light as day. Four of us
The Stonington Fuel & Lumber Co.
By
saving
one
dollar,
the
possibility
of
acquiring
hundreds
be

his little bank there. He had left cattle in transit to the Chicago market, pire theatre today. The mystery of the drew lots to see who should stand the
are yarding logs at their mill for sum
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
Omaha in 1863, returning to a larger the directors began to realize that sea and of those swift sailing vessel® I first watch of two hours, while the oth
mer sawing and last week stored a big
field in New York. When the gold something had to tie done to develop that slink to far off parts of the world ers slept. The lot fell to me. so 1
lot of ice at their Burnt Pond plant.
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
mines were sold to the New York com the property into a live investment.
King Arthur Lodge, K. of P.. installed
is abundant. If you enjoy the trials of mounted the big log. sat down in the
when
the
future
days
of
need
shall
arrive.
William A. I’axton. a cattleman and l rave young’souls in search of fortune, hull glare of the bright moonlight and
pany—the Smith and Parmalee Gold
at their hall on the evening of Feb. 6.
i
Company,
of
which
William
R large rc-al-estate owner, was a director if you can thrill to the conflict of strong directed my whole attention down that
vith Dr. B. L. Noyes, Dept. Grand
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
Traverse, a noted Wall Street operator, in our company. He was also the men in pursuit of gold, if you enjoy the | woods road.
Chancellor, assisted by Joseph A. Gott,
was first president,—offices were open owner of some small stockyards over salt tang of sea adventure, with reck
D. G. prelate and C. H. Grant, D. G.
About 8.30 o'clock crack, went a pered in Broad street, near Wall, and the the river at Council Bluffs. We bought less rovers and gentle lovers you will I ussion gun cap. The noise was in
C
Gardner Hutchinson, V. C.;
marshal as follows: Albert C. Turner,
new mining company was managed out his investment there, thus absorb be enthusiastic about this colorful tale | front of me in -the bushes, five or six
1here. It was reliably stated at that ing his interests entirely in our com by Gouveneur Munis at the Empire to rods away but the gun had failed to go
Lisle Cleveland P.; Robert Jones. Jr.,
.VI. W.; George B. Noyes, Jr., K. R. &
time that all of the New York investors pany at South Omaha. Then it was day —adv.
IT. I lolled of! that log and down on
S ; Frank I.. Webb. II. of E.; D. .1.
in the company made money, and some suggested that if we were to accom
top of the boys, whom the explosion
plish anything, we must build packing
Noyes. M. of F.: Charles H. Grant, M.
had awakened. Then I crawled around
quite largely. •
LINCOLNVILLE
if A.. Leslie Hutchinson. I. O.; and
About the time I went t>ack to houses in which to slaughter the cattle
he end of the log and peeked afl about
to
exchange
new
furniture
for
your
old.
We
must
keep
our
second
Clifi'drd Torry, O. G. Singing and in
Nothing doing. The posts each way
Omaha, in February. 1868, the city, that were shipped to our yards. We
hand
department
filled,
and
aro
willing
to
exchange
new
modern
Farmers have been very busy the from us had also been aroused by the
strumental music were interspersed
according to the census of 1870, had a first tried to get a local packer, exfurniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.
with the exercises, after which a few
population of sixteen thousand. As Governor James E. Boyd, to cnme in past week harvestng their supply of ice. explosion. At laylight we looked over
Cards have been received announcing the ground and found Hie spot where
remarks were made by the members.
money was ih demand. 1 made loans with us and abandon his local plant,
F.
STUDLEY
but
he
did
not
look
favorably
on
our
the
marriage
of
George
Elmer
Dickey
The Pythian Sisters were present and
I he enemy had stood. My comrades
for the account of the Smith brothers
279-285
MAIN
STREET
68-tf
offers.
Then
we
went
to
Chicago
and
of
Worcester,
Mass.,
to
Miss
Kate
liar
assisted in providing ice cream and
jcined in declaring that had it not
't hey were usually in small amounts of
take at the close of the exercises.
rained and wet his powder I would
a few thousand dollars, at 10 and 12 tried to interest Armour & Company, riet Hansen on Saturday, Feb. 3.
and
also
Swift
&
Company,
and
others.
Mrs.
Alice
Reynolds
and
daughter
nave met my death then and there at
per cent i>er annum, to single individ
he hands of a rebel bushwhacker.
uals whose mortgages were of un None of them would considA* any Dorothy were guests of Harold Rey
proposition
to
come
to
South
Omaha
nolds
in
Camden
last
week.
Another event on the picket line that
doubted value. I loaned many thou
,
■ ;
:
. re 1 ,;!■•"■ >■ • ■ ■ ■ .
; '"?-■■?. a,
WE'"luil!|ja„
and
build
a
packing
plant.
It
was
too
Mrs.
Velma
Oddway
was
a
guest
of
did not prove serious at the time looked
sands in this way to leading business
new
and
too
experimetital
for
them.
her
mother,
Mrs
V.
A.
Woodbridge
in
very suspicious. Our line crossed a big
men in Omaha. As years passed I be
It was then up to the directors to Pejepscot last week. Mrs. Carrie Hall plantation, our picket post being to one
gan to invest to a limited extent in
such real estate as was most favorably devise some plan. Mr. Paxton sug is in Belfast a guest of her daughter. Toward noon a man on horseback ap
••• APPERSON ❖
peared, riding at breakneck speed to pass
H
located. As some of my loans were no: gested that he could build a packing Miss Georgia Ilall.
_S
<>
.j.
paid at maturity, foreclosure proceed house for the company; then some! A quiet marriage was solemnized in cre ss the line. Halfway between the
,4, .jHlMtMlHlHLXa,
,$» a"!.'';'?":"!":"!’ a,
ings also brought a considerable Chicago packer might lie induced to Belfast at the First Baptist church on two posts, nearing the imaginary line
<•» UHJH-m'.iAoxjhj «l»
amount of real estate into the hands of come and operate it. This suggestion Thursday evening, Feb. 1. the contract he drew rein and put his horse through
«*»
the Smith brothers, and thus increased seemed our only way to success, and ing parties being Stanley Preston Grey ill kinds of antics—fearing, side-step
4-> -<«»«* >"'*''£*><?><»» «*»
«*>
‘3*
our investments in Omaha and Ne the directors authorized him to place of this town and Mabel Rose Roberts ping, backing—but all the time getting
«£>
<«>
braska property. In the seventies, 1 a contract for the first packing house, ot Belfast. The double ring servieg was nearer the line, which soon he was
c'> tJxSujxSxtKli «£»
| used. The couple were unattended. across. I was on duty. Jim, on post
8
placed contracts for several large a hog house, at South Omaha.
When this was finished, at a cost of , They will reside at the bride's home at with me, said:
.5.
business buildings, notably on Farnum,
"Better halt him. Phillie.”
Harney, and 16th Streets, as well as on $40,000, we again sought some Chicago "Pearl Brook Farm."
»*»
w
Mrs. Hattie Payson has been in Hope
I stepped out in plain sight and yelled
Douglas street. The up-building of or other packers to occupy it, free of
the
past
week
caring
for
the
family
of
all
rental
charges,
and
with
water
for
"Haiti"
the various railroad systems—Union
■y
The horse stopped instantly. The
Pacific, C. B. & Q„ North Western. operating furnished free. But our her brother, Herbert Hardy, who have
teen
victims
of
the
grip.
proposal
was
turned
down.
The
lo

man
turned,
as
if
he
had
not
seen
me
Rock Island, and others—made of
Mrs. Georgia Dickey and Mrs. Alta before, then rode directly for me as
cation was so new and undeveloped
Omaha quite a mid-West city.
that no one wanted to run the risk of Knight who are working in Belfast, | .hough to ride me down. Halting close
LVI
I failure and loss of money; all preferred | spent the weekend in town.
in front, he said:
Letting cattle graze at no cost on : to stick to what they had at Chicago, i Mr. and Mrs. Horace Miller and fam"Who in hell you halting?"
government land was then profitable. I Kansas City, and elsew here.
ily and Mrs. A. H. Miller passed Sun-I i said, "You sir.” He was wearing
Swan Brothers had the largest cattle I The disappointment of the directors; day in Belmont gues;s of Mrs. Ada hbe shoulder straps of some high officer.
Morton.
I He demanded the name of my regiment
A. S. Heal of Belfast is a business Ipnd company and declaring that I
>OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a
visitor in town this week.
I would hear from this turned to ride
There will be a grange social at the I away.
car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability,
grange hall on Tuesday evening. Feb
jug't then jim took a hand in the
20. A good program will be presented I game.
and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would
and refreshments served.
-Halt and dismount!" he said.
The Misses Marjorie and Alice Bob- | The feilOw fumed and found himself
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper
ert-s of Belfast were guests for the looking into the muzzle of Jim's rifle,
! weekend of Mrs. Effie Hardy.
not five feet away. He dismounted
son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it.
quickly. Jim said'to me:
“Cover him with your rifle, while I
SUNSET
see what he lias for guns."
Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.
• • • •
n
, e
Mr. and Mm. Alfred Dunham and
Jim took from him a. fine revolver,
i daughter Bernice of Sunshine spent a then told him to sit down by a tree,
In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable car;
! few days last week at Courtney Eaton’s.
while Jim lied up the horse and sig
Mrs. Martha Stinson is confined to the naled to the next post for one of the
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto
i hruse with grip.
four to come over and stay with me
On Wednesday evening the annual while Jim took his prisoner to head
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
; loll call of the Sunset church was held quarters. I; was soon arranged. The
ARIETY in foods is essential, of course,
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical
in the library and was very well at
man was told to go ahead, leading his
but in providing variety do not overlook the
tended. A bounteous supper was served horse, while Jim kept close behind. In
automobile.
importance of nourishment.
I 1 rcmptly at 5.30. After supper all
about an hour they got to headquarters,
; fathered in the assembly room and
where Jim delivered his prisoner, told
j listened to a few appropriate remarks his story and before night was hack on
Crisp,deliciousGrape-Nuts is a highly nourish
This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
; by Rev. Mr. Bemse. after which the roll
bis post with »ie.
ing cereal food in unusually compact form. It
was called by the dark, Thomas E. Cole.
and
design
found in no other car. The leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically
Jim’s captive proved to he an officer
supplies the rich nutrition of wheat and malted
Letters were read from some members
whose special duty was to test the
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top
who were unable to attend; also a
barley, including the mineral elements of these
picket line, to see if spies could cross
cheering letter from our former pastor
in or out. Not long after Jim was rec
splendid grains,without which health and strength
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the
Rev. Orville J. Guptil and one from
ommended for promotion.
cannot be maintained.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of Vinalhaven. A
propeller shaft flange; and a driver’s compartment that has no gear-shift or brake
In the beginning many picket posts
t
short entertainment followed, consist
were guarded by one man only, until
! ing of songs, readings and a duet by
Grape-Nuts,with good milk, is a complete food.
levers.
several had been found in the morning,
j Ethel J. Eaton and Alice H. Snowden,
Economical, too, because a moderate amount
After that the number was
i The remainder of the evening was murdered.
increased.
Many were the blood
provides unusual nourishment.
■ spent in playing games.
This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
curdling stories told by some of those
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur B. Powers arlone sentinels who had come through
I
rived
from
Boston
on
Friday.
in
the
mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three times
Sold by Grocers Everywhere!
alive. One night my ehum and I were
The Eagle mail carrier is making his
startled
to
hear
about
a
dozen
riders
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
twice a week trips here nearly on,
charging directly for us. It was dark—
schedule time, but is obliged to leave
his boat near Salmon Point and walk as he expressed it, •'darker than e pluriSee it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17. Send for catalogue.
husunum." lleyelled "Halt! halt! halt!”
in on the ice. Conditions are not seri
Whoever cr whatever it was swerved
ous here as yet as to food supplies and
and passed us, running harder than
a government cutter is expected to
ever. We could see nothing, and never
THE BODY BUILDER
open a channel in to Stonington soon.
knew if it was scouts or riderless wild
1 orses.
Full of Trouble.
F. S. Philbrick.
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DWJIG SYaTIONEKT

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

V.F.STUDLEY

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

WANTED
V.

The New Apperson Six

F

A necessary part
ofyour diet

V

GrapeNuts
There's a Reason

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

.

V. c. JOrcKS

Si

The Tramp (at the back door)—
Lady, will you please give me a glass
6 It is a unique way ail druggists
of water. I'm so terribly hungry that have of selling Hyoinei, a guaranteed
I don't really know where to spend ihe treatment for catarrh. Money back if
night.—Paris Le Hire.
it fails.—adv.

5 Talbot Avenue.
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Rockland, Me.
woianii

